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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Basis for the Work 
Fundamental ferroresonance is a jump resonance char­
acterized by a random over-voltage that may occur in situ­
ations where a modest size capacitor is connected either 
in parallel or series with an iron cored transformer. 
This undesirable random over-voltage across the trans­
former (Figures 1 and 2) causes overheating and insulation 
damage to the transformer or customer appliances and may 
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There are several trends in power system design that 
may contribute to the increasing frequency of ferroreso-
nance phenomenon (1). Specifically, these trends in dis­
tribution and transmission systems are: 
1. Increased use of underground cable in pri­
mary circuits of the distribution system 
resulting in much higher circuit shunt ca­
pacitance than in overhead lines. 
2. Increasing distribution and transmission 
voltage levels. 
3. Improved transformer material and design 
resulting in transformers with lower values 
of exciting current, higher values of magne­
tizing reactance, and higher values of shunt 
capacitance. 
4 .  Shunt compensation in transmission lines. 
There is increasing evidence that the choice of the 
magnetization characteristic model for any of the circuits 
could influence the accuracy of the results of ferroreso-
nance studies (2) . Therefore, mathematical modeling of 
the magnetization curve of a power transformer appears to 
be important in the evaluation of the possible occurrence 
of ferroresonance (2). 
There are a number of methods available in the current 
literature that deal with the problem of ferroresonance for 
unloaded circuit conditions. However, they can basically 
be categorized into two groups; (1) the Describing Func­
tion techniques, and (2) Piecewise Linearization methods. 
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In addition to these procedures, a digital computer pro­
gram package developed by C. W. Gear can also be applied 
to the analysis of ferroresonance (3). 
It is evident that previous solutions provided by 
these methods were all limited and limiting studies of 
ferroresonance of the power system. 
B. Objectives and Uniqueness of 
this Study 
This discussion is concerned with the development of 
a practical tool to predict ferroresonance in pi and series 
power circuits that are left complex to be more representa­
tive of real situations and without the restriction to a 
specific saturation curve of power transformers. The study 
examines thoroughly all the parameters affecting the oc­
currence of ferroresonance to establish the limits of cir­
cuit susceptibility and to determine the necessary analyti­
cal conditions to turn the phenomenon into a stable mode. 
It is believed that for the first time (1) the Incremental 
Describing Function has been applied to study ferroresonance 
in the series circuit configuration, and (2) the Gear's 
digital computer program is used to solve the ferroresonance 
problem. 
Also, the methods presented differ from previous work 
4 
in that they introduce the application of the Describing 
Function based on two slopes of the magnetization curve 
to find analytical solutions for cases where the graphical 
technique of G. W. Swift and other methods are either in­
adequate or not applicable. This also facilitates the 
study of ferroresonance for loaded conditions of a general 
circuit. Simplification over existing methods will be 
even more pronounced for future studies when studying this 
phenomenon under different load composition and represen­
tation such as constant impedance, constant current, and 
constant MVA loads. 
Even for the unloaded simplified circuit configura­
tions, the labor involved in other methods is unnecessary. 
if the same information can be obtained more directly by c 
a simple straightforward approach. 
There also appears to be a lack of complete experi­
mentation in the ferroresonance area. Although there 
has been some experimental work on simplified circuits, 
this study includes complete experiments on both pi and 
series circuit configurations. This effort should con­
tribute to a deeper physical insight and better understand­
ing of the phenomenon in power systems. 
The objectives of this dissertation are: 
1. To study fundamental ferroresonance in 
power circuits including one transformer 
with the following advantages: 
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a. Without the restriction to a specific 
transformer magnetization curve repre­
sentation by nonlinear terms. 
b. Provides a direct analytical solution 
without the need for a trial-and-error 
procedure. 
c. Pertains to pi and series power circuits 
and applies to power and instrument 
potential transformers of the power sys­
tem. 
d. Applicable with equal facility to either 
loaded or unloaded circuits. 
2. Review methods of solutions: 
a. Piecewise Linearization Technique 
b. G. W. Swift's method 
c. Gear's Digital program 
d. Study Methodology - proposed method of 
this study 
Compare the solution of these methods with 
the experimental results to determine the 
best approach to study ferroresonance in a 
given circuit configuration, 
3. Some of the'points of difference between 
previous methods and this study include de­
termining a complete set of experimentally 
validated critical R, L, and C parameters 
to trigger the phenomenon and providing a 
basis for this study; conducting a set of 
experiments to verify the analytical predic­
tion of ferroresonance and obtaining re­
sults that can be, in general, compared with 
the analytical solution of the other meth­
ods . 
The work consists of the following parts: 
1. Application of the Incremental Input Describ­
ing Function based on the two-slope approxi­
mation of the magnetization curve. The ap­
proximation of the magnetic characteristic 
of a power transformer is assumed to have 
three regions: (a) the first linear part is 
6 
in close agreement with the actual curve 
near.the origin, (b) the second linear part, 
in close agreement with the actual curve for 
large current value, and (c) transitional 
region, that region between the other two 
which is modelled less accurately. The De­
scribing Function using the above two linear 
slopes of the magnetic characteristic not 
only simplify the solution of the given prac­
tical circuits but also provides a better 
approximation for the transitional region 
than the two-slope piecewise linearization. 
2. Review of other methods such as: (a) G. W. 
Swift's one-nonlinear term Incremental De­
scribing Function, (b) piecewise lineariza­
tion, and (c) Gear's ordinary differential 
equation problem solver. Comparisons of 
analytical solutions with experimental re­
sults will be accomplished in order to de­
termine the best approach to the study of 
ferroresonance in typical circuits repre­
senting a power system. 
3. Provide an alternative tool applicable to 
pi and series practical circuits to better 
understand the dynamics of the phenomenon. 
4. Determination of a set of experimentally 
validated critical parameters to trigger the 
phenomenon. 
5. Conducting a set of experiments to verify 
the analytical prediction of ferroresonance 
and to obtain results that can be compared 
with the analytical solutions obtained by 
various techniques for both pi and series 
circuits. Typical results of this study 
are : 
a. Range of R, L, and C producing ferro­
resonance 
b. Transformer critical voltage levels 
c. Critical input voltage levels 
d. Transient switching characteristics 
A method has been presented in this study for the 
analysis of ferroresonance in the unloaded or loaded pi 
7 
and series circuits configurations. In these circuits, 
the threshold of inductance, capacitance, and resistance 
for the onset of ferroresonance can be determined. Predic­
tion can then be made about whether or not ferroresonance 
would persist once initiated and at what system voltage 
level it occurs spontaneously. This method provides some 
physical insight into the phenomenon because the influence 
of various parameters such as frequency, inductance, re­
sistance, and capacitance on the multi-modal operation of 
these circuits can easily be investigated separately. 
8 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The main goal of ferroresonance studies is to de­
termine whether or not ferroresonance will occur and the 
number of operational modes that exist in a series or 
parallel circuit. Because mathematical modeling of the 
magnetic characteristic of a power transformer plays a 
critical part in the outcome of the study, it is important 
in the evaluation of the occurrence of ferroresonance-
The interest in the phenomenon in electrical circuits 
can be traced back to the early years of the 20th century 
(4-5) . In recent years, authors have recognized and re­
ported the occurrence of ferroresonance behavior in EKV 
and distribution systems (6-10). 
• . 
Many studies have reported on this subject and vari­
ous approaches have been attempted to solve one or more 
aspects of the problem. Several researchers have used 
analytical techniques and developed various expressions to 
represent the nonlinear transformer magnetization charac­
teristic and solved the resulting differential equation by 
classical methods (11-15). Others have used simulation 
methods and employed physical models (16,17). In addition, 
mathematical models have been developed for computations 
on both analogue and digital computers (18-20)-
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Several authors have used two straight lines to repre­
sent the magnetization curve of the iron-cored inductor. 
These studies were conducted between 19 31 and 1978 and on 
a series circuit consisting of a resistor, capacitor, and 
an iron-cored inductor. While power transformers today 
are connected to either a transmission or a distribution 
line, implying the presence of an inductance in the trans­
former's circuit, these studies have excluded from their 
series circuit this inductance which influences the occur­
rence of ferroresonance. Also, their studies do not men­
tion anything about the linear parameters of the systems R, 
L, and C, which are as important as the magnetization curve 
for the analysis of ferroresonance. In summary, the circuit 
for their studies did not represent a power circuit. 
As early as 19 31, Boyajian (21) derived the differen­
tial equations for the series circuit with the magnetiza­
tion characteristic of the transformer shown in Figure 3a. 
However, the necessity to compute the solutions by trial 
and error with the means available at that time greatly 
limited the usefulness of his method. 
In 1938, Travis and Weygandt (22), and in 1939, Travis 
(23) followed the same avenue as Boyajian, except that the 
transformer characteristic was represented as shown in 
Figure 3b, and they succeeded only in predicting the possi-
10 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3. Piecewise representations for magnetization 
curve 
bility of subharmonic operation of the series circuit. 
In 1959, Salihi (24), and in 1970, Kassakian and 
Wilson (25) adopted for their studies the transformer char­
acteristic shown in Figure 3c and assumed that it could be 
replaced with a switch. Later, many authors emphasized 
that the characteristic of the modern power transformer 
is adequately represented by a quintic nonlinearity in­
stead of a switch (26,27). 
In recent years, emphasis has been placed on the use 
of the Describing Function technique which was developed 
from nonlinear control theory ( 2, 26-32) and employed in 
1969 by Swift (26), in studying ferroresonance. His mag­
netic characteristic model consisted of a linear term plus 
a nonlinear quintic one. 
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Ashok Kumar et al. noted that Swift's graphical solu­
tion gives pessimistic results concerning the prediction 
of susceptibility of various power transformers to ferro-
resonance. Therefore, he intended to obtain analytically 
the lambda intersecting circles. Ashok plotted ferro-
resonant regions of different nonlinearities as shown' in 
Figure 4 and noted that the envelope for the 7th degree non-
linearity is farthest from the real axis and that for a 
cubic is closest to it, therefore, the 7th degree nonlineari-
ty representation of the fast saturation type of transform­
ers in a given circuit is the most sensitive to the produc­
tion of ferroresonance. Ashok also noted that his general 
nonlinearity envelope follows the cubic curve at (-1,0) 
point, crosses the 5th degree envelope and finally follows 
the 7th degree envelope. 
In 1972, Ashok Kumar et al. (2) showed that the order 
of the nonlinearity determines the susceptibility of a sys­
tem to ferroresonance. This implies that G. W. Swift's 
representation of the magnetization curve by one nonlinear 
quintic term limited the application to a specific type of 
transformer. 
Kumar et al. also represented analytically the exci­
tation characteristic by a cubic type nonlinearity and ob­





Figure 4. Envelopes of different nonlinearities 
that for higher order nonlinearity, it was difficult to 
isolate the complex roots for finding the jump-to points. 
In 1977, Prusty (30) developed an equation for a poly­
nomial type nonlinearity that he used to evaluate the 
threshold frequency for a quintic nonlinearity. However, 
he stated that it was difficult to perform the same analy­
sis on higher order nonlinearity. 
Accurate methods of representation were also developed 
by Teape, Slater, Simpson, and Wood (29). However, the 
amount of computing time that has to be spent in simulations 
13 
can be very great. 
In 1978, Feldman and Cappabianca (33) performed fer-
roresonance studies with straight line representation of 
the transformer characteristic as shown in Figure 3d. It 
will be seen from this figure that allowance is made for 
the iron losses which is an improvement over previous 
studies based on straight line representation. However, 
previous studies indicate that of the three core magnetiza­
tion phenomena — saturation, hysteresis, and eddy cur­
rents — only saturation has a significant effect on fer-
roresonance studies (26,30). 
In 1979, Mukherjee and Ray (34) developed a model to 
determine the switching transients in a series circuit by 
assuming its magnetic characteristic as piecewise linear. 
In the power industry, transformers could be produced 
with different magnetic material composition and different 
sizes ranging from 0.015 MVA to over 30 MVA. Therefore, 
it would be unrealistic to represent all these transformers 
with the same single nonlinear quintic term of G. W. Swift. 
Therefore, Swift's representation of a magnetization curve 
by a single-nonlinear quintic term has limited the applica­
tion to a specific type of transformer. 
In addition, Karlicek and Taylor (35) had reported the 
occurrence of ferroresonance in the instrument potential 
14 
transformer circuit of the power system. This is not a 
power transformer, so Swift's model would not apply. There­
fore, if need arises to represent the magnetization curve 
in different circuits with higher order single term non-
linearity or the general lambda polynomial type, it would 
not be possible to obtain the jump point lambdas analyti­
cally. 
However, if the transformer is replaced by a Describ­
ing Function based on two slopes of the magnetization curve, 
then it will be possible to obtain jump point lambdas or 
currents analyitically for power transformers as well as 
the instrument potential transformers. 
The method of the Incremental Describing Function ap­
plied to the two-slope representation of a typical mag­
netic core characteristic is preferable over the direct 
two-slope linearization in particular (21) and piecewise 
approximation in general (34) because it does not depend 
on a trial and error procedure and the system of differ­
ential equations for loaded or unloaded circuits can be 
easily transformed into algebraic equations. Therefore, 
higher order systems resulting from practical applications 
can also be treated with nearly the same facility. 
Even though progress has been made with the studies 
mentioned so far, the author felt that an approach is needed 
15 
to study the phenomenon in a power system network where 
the effort in obtaining a solution is not dependent on 
the complexity of the circuit. 
16 
III. DESCRIPTION OF METHODS USED TO 
STUDY FERRORESONANCE 
Using a pi circuit example, a short mathematical deri­
vation is developed for each of the following analytical 
techniques, applied to ferroresonance occurring in power 
circuits. 
A. Piecewise Linearization Technique 
The approximation for the magnetization character­
istic of the transformer in unloaded pi circuit is done in 
the vicinity of operating points and the actual curve is 
approximated by small straight line segments as illustrated 
in Figure 5. In order to maintain a reasonable accuracy, 
a small signal constraint must be imposed around these 
points. Total solution is obtained by combining these 
segmental solutions. The system differential equations are 
then solved on a sectionalized basis by matching boundary 
conditions each time a change occurs from one linear region 
to another. Such boundary or initial conditions matching 
is extremely tedious. Therefore, the amount of work in­
creases and the solution becomes much more complicated as 
the number of segments increase, especially for higher order 
differential equation models. 
To illustrate this analytical technique, the pi cir­
cuit given in Figure 6 is used. 
17 
The equations that apply to the pi circuit of Figure 
6 are developed in Chapter 10 and summary is shown below: 






Figure 6. Pi circuit used in illustrating piecewise 
linearization analysis technique 
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RI + + ^  = E sin(a3t+4>) (10.1) 





I dt = — 
c c 
(10.2) 
X = + Cl (10.3) 
I = It + I (10.4) L C 
From the above four equations, the following third 
order differential equation is obtained. Since 
dX _ dA dt _ , 
ai^ - at ai^ - \ 




L, 5.2s ana k dt c dt Lj^c 
since 
19 
I = IL + Ic 
, dA and = 
dQ, 
I = + 
L dt dF 
I^dt = 0^ 
ffi] 
• • I = + =1% ;;2- cL. 
a :L a:c 
k dt3 - dt 
.T dl 
RI + ^di + dt^ = E^sin(wt+f) 
dl ®c RI + L^ + — = E sin(ut+0) 
at c m 
CRI + LC^ + sin(wt+<p) 
0 = E^C sin(wt+$) - CRI - LC^ (10.6) 
+ ^3# + a# = EmSin(wt+4) 
, dl 
R(IL+IC) + d±- = E^sln(wt+*) 
dl dl dl 
df + ^  d^ + ^  d^ = E^sin(wt+$) 
dl dl 
^ ^ dt" " E^sin(wt+*) 
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RlL+R(CIt + L(CI^)^=E^sin(»t+4.) 
at at: 
d^i a^i ai, 
LCI^ + RCI^ + (L+Lj^)g^ = E^sin(a,t+4,) 
at dt 
or 
d^Iy RCL d^i L+L, dl^ RI, E 
^ ^ ^iZi^^dt" LCl^ sin(.t+^) 
(10.7) 
However, a higher than third order system would have re­
sulted if we had started with a general rather than a pi 
circuit. 
Characteristic equation: 
3 R 2 R 
™ L" LCL^ ^  "*• LCLj, ~ ° 
Roots may be found by the numerical analysis technique 
called the secant method. However, since the last term is 
less significant, compared to the remaining terms, we will 
neglect it to simplify the solution. 
3 R 2 
m + L* + ° 
2 R 




= __R T 
2L ^ „2 4(LCL^) 4L 
LLk 
where L = 
eq L+L^ 
and 
- J. + 
2L J ^ ^2 LggC 
*2,3 = - 2% + iv 
••• ^compl. = Ae°t + Be sinfvt+e,) 
-•^t 
Icompl. = A + Be sintvt+e,) 
LC^ . eiw(t+^) 
"^particular, I Z I L+lT 
^ (+iw)j + ^ ^iw) + Lï^&(iw) 
Further simplification of this equation with 
yields 
22 
J = (wt+0+8i) 
LLj^oj^Z 
Since the source function is sinusoidal: 
E E 
I = —™ - sin(wt+$+9.) = -• sin(wt+#+8,) 
P LL^w^Z • ^ ^ 
where , 




<ir\ - ' 
eq 
An .analytical solution for the first two segments us­
ing this technique is given in Appendix B. A summary of 
these results are given below: 
1. Solution of the above equation 
-^t E 
I = A + B e sin(vt+9-) + sin(wt+ç+S,) 
^ LL^U) Z 
dt^ 
Steady state solution; 
E 
^Lss = Î& cos(wt+*+8i) 
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2. The transformer voltage equation for the first sec­
tion is : 
StT = nâi 0 i 
'1 
where Z = / ^ + (=—— - Coj)^ 
./ L L CO eq 
XJ-| L 
• = _r 
eq L^+L 
3. Evaluation of time t at I = Ag 
The Newton-Raphson or any similar numerical analysis 
method is used to find the value of t at which the current 
function crosses the limit I = Ag. In the following equa­
tion a guess is made as to the time t' corresponding to that 
value of current at I = Ag: 
A_-F(t') 
At = — 
F (f) 
and 
where F (t) = ^ 
t^ = At+t* 
iterations until At ^ 0 
and t is known. 
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4. The transformer voltage equation for the second sec­
tion is : 
^Lss = at = 'lzl^ - cos(wti+,+;2) 
ti < t < t2 
For the 60 Hz point the amplitude of the cosine is a 
function of R, L, C, and E^. If we were to study ferroreso-
nance with this equation we should search for values of R, 
L, C, and that would increase the magnitude of this ampli­
tude above a certain known nominal transformer voltage. 
Therefore, using piecewise linearization to study 
ferroresonance requires an exhaustive process of blind tri­
al and error of a large number of values for R, L, C, and 
E to locate the critical values for the oroduction of fer-
m 
roresonance. 
In order to be able to make a reasonable comparison 
of the results with those of the present analysis and the 
method of G. W. Swift, the following parameters have to be 
used: 
R = 0.002 P.U. 
L = 0.025 P.U. 
C = 50 P.U. 
E = 0.22 P.U. 
m 
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z = I + (ir& -
dt 
eq 


















= 0.0243902 P.U. 
= 1 
^2 27.434377 
= 0.0364241 P.U. 
An = 0 . 2 2  0.025 [-y^xO.002^ 2 
0.025 + ( 0.0243902 - 50) 
0 . 2 2  
0.025 [0.1015346] 
= 0.8935 P.U. 
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or 
dt 2 dt ^L2 LZ ^ 2 
^ P-u. 
] (0.0364241) 
7,(50)(0.002),2 , 1 g,,2 
^ 0.025 ^ ^0.0243902 ' 
= (8.8) (0.1015346) (49) (0.0364241) 
= 1.5947097 P.U. 
= 1.595 P.U. 
5. In summary, the results obtained are shown below: 
The voltage 









method 0.89 1.595 0.22 
Present analysis 0.94 1.46 0.22 
Experiment 1.08 1.44 0.17 
Values obtained by the proposed methodology are closer 
to the experimental values than those obtained by two seg­
ments of the linear approximation (see data). 
B. G. W. Swift's Method 
In recent years, the emphasis has been shifted to the 
use of the Describing Function, developed from the nonlinear 
27a 
control theory. The Describing Function is a complex gain 
which at fundamental frequency (60 Hertz) modifies the 
amplitude and phase angle of the input to the nonlinearity : 
Phasor representation of output 
MM ) = component at frequency w 
m'^ Phasor representation of input 
at frequency w 
Unlike piecewise linearization, the describing func­
tion exhibits dependence on input signal amplitude, the 
basic characteristic of nonlinear behavior. For instance, 
a small signal linearization about the origin would approxi­
mate the nonlinear function by a fixed gain, the slope of 
the nonlinear function at the origin. If the signal at the 
input to the nonlinearity extends into the saturation re­
gion, then it seems obvious that the effective gain of the 
nonlinearity is lower than that for a small signal 
around the origin. Therefore, small signal linearization 
does not exhibit the desirable dependence on input signal 
amplitude. 
A special case of the two sinusoidal Input Describing 
Function (TSIDF) is that of an amplitude of one input si­
nusoid being much smaller than the amplitude of the other. 
Under this circumstance, a simple closed-form solution 
exists for the nonlinearity gain to the small amplitude 




Figure 7. Small signal linearization vs. Describing 
Function approximation 
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ing Function. This function is of considerable interest 
to study ferroresonance: 
,. . Fundamental of incremental output phasor 
Incremental input phasor 
For the unloaded pi circuit, assume that the input 
to the Describing Function for the nonlinearity N(A^) is 
given by: 
X(t) = cos (cot+ô) + y cos wt y << (10.14) 
and y is an incremental perturbation amplitude in A. (t) , ç 
is any phase relationship between the main signal and the 
perturbation signal equal to IJ cos wt. 
Assume that the input by passing through the nonlineari­
ty N is multiplied by a gain factor K(A^,c})) which is the 
fundamental component transfer function gain that depends 
on X and 6. 
m 
In this situation, K (X^, (<)) G ( jw) +1 = 0 will be the 
characteristic equation, provided the solution harmonics 
are filtered sufficiently by the G(jw) transfer function 
so that the typical linear system stability criterion can 
be used. Thus, the stability criterion is given by 
K(X^,0)G(iw) = -1 
29 
or G(jw) = ^TT-r where the intersection points of the LHS 
m 
and RHS of this equation are the critical points. 
In order to be able to plot G(jw) and on the 
same graph and find these critical points, we must first 
solve for K(A^,(})). This is accomplished by using the dia­
gram in Figure 8. 
X(t) 
Figure 3. Diagram for determination 
Using Swift's model given by i^ = X+4X^, we find 
that: 
i^ = [X^cos (cot+cjj) +y cos wt] + 4[X^cos(wt+$) +u cos cot]^ 
(10.16) 
2 Reducing this function by omitting terms in y or higher 
powers of u because y << X^ and omitting terms in fre­
quencies of 2cu or greater because G(jw) is essentially a 
low pass filter we obtain: 
30 
= À cos(wt+$) + y cos wt + cos(wt+$) 
L ni z m 
15 4 4 
+ -^X y cos wt + 5X y cos (a)t+2(!)) 
z IÎI m 
The full development of this solution for i^ is given 
in Appendix B. 
From the definition of the incremental sinusoidal in­
put Describing Function given by: 
,, ,, A Fundamental of incremental output phasor 
m' Incremental input phasor 
we get 
K(X„,« = 2 n El 
m y 
or 
K(X_,*) = 1 + (10.17) 
m z m m 
If we let 
A = 1+i^A.'^ and B = 5A.^ 2 m m 
then 
J2* K = A+Be-
In order to graph (-
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where K = A+Be 
4 26 
and K-A = Be-" 
we get 
K& = = M 






1 ^  M_ ^ 1 
K B+MI B+AE-j24 a+Be+j^» 
which yields 
or 
i ' ';;d==,' 











B^+AK-A^ = KBe'i^^ 
B^-A^ = -AK + 
B^-A^ = -K(A-BE"i2#) 
and 
1 A _ B ^-j2# ao.lS, 
"K" B^-a^ B^-A^ B^-A^ 
This is the equation for a family of circles with a 
B A 
radius —=—y and a center at {—~—^,0) . 
B -A^ B -A 
For each value of A between 0.3 to 1.4 P.U., the cor-
m 
responding circle center and radius is calculated and 
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plotted on a complex plane. The result is the family of 
circles of Figure 9 with its centers located on the nega­
tive real axis and moving to the right toward the origin 
as the constant \ value increases. If two smooth curves 
m 
are drawn starting from the origin and touching all these 
circles from above and below the negative real axis, the 
resulting curve is the envelope of the stability curve that 
encloses the ferroresonant region. 
Flux 
Linkage B =5X^ m 
X^Cp.u.) A(p.u.) B(p.u.) 
1.4 29.812 19.208 
1.2 16.552 10.368 
1.0 8.500 5.000 
0.9 5.921 3.281 
0.8 4.072 2.048 
0.7 2.801 1.200 
0.6 1.972 0.648 
0.5 1.469 0.3125 
0.4 1.192 0.128 
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For the linear part of the pi circuit, the component 
values used in this example are given by: 
R = 0.002 P.U. 
L = 0.021 P.U. or 0.025 P.U. 
C = 50 P.U. 
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where (s) is derived in Chapter IV. 
G (s) = (4.18) 
P S(S LC+SRC+1) 
or 
_ , , _ 0.002+5(0.021) 
G  V  S }  —  
^ "S[S^(0.021) (50)+5 (0.002) (50)+1] 
0.002+0.0215 
S[1.053^+0.15+1] 





joj [-1. OScj^+O. lwj+1] 
0.002+0.02110) 
-1.05o)^j-0. Iw^+jw 
0 .002+0 .0211  0) 
-0 . Iw^+i (u-l.OSo)^) 
(0. 002+0.0 2 I I O ) )  (-O.lw^-1 ( 0 3 - 1 .05o)^) ]  
[-O.lo)^+j (w-l.OSw^) ] [-O.lw^-i (a)-1.05o)^] 
g (ju) _-0.00020)^-10. 002 (a)-1.05o)^)-10.0021o]^+0.021oj(o)-1.05o)^) 
P 0.01w4+(u-l.05^3)2 
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G (joj) -0'0002w^-i0.002w+i0.0021w^-i0.0021w^+0.021W^-0.02205M^ 
P O.Olw^+fw-l.OSw^)^ 
0 .0208a)^-0.02205aj^-j0.00 2a) 
4 3 2 O.Olw +(w-1.05w^) 
r / . \ 0.0208w^-0.022050)^ j0.002w 
G (Dw) = 2 T3 h YT 
^ O.Olw*+(w-1.05w ) O.Olw +(w-1.05w^)^ 
7 4 2 
_ 1-, 0.0208UI -0.02205W* 0.0208-0 .02205w^ Re[G(jw)] = 2 ^= 2 
O.Olw +(w-1.05w^) ^ O.Olu +(1-1.05u3 ) 
0.002W ^ -0.002W 
O.Olw^+fw-l.OSw^) 2 O.OlùJ^+w (l-1.05w^) ^ 
Data for two values of L are given below: 
G(jw)" for L = 0.021 P.U.: 
w ReG(j w) ImG(jw) w ReG(jw) ImG(jw) 
0 0 .0208 0. 28 0 .0226252 -0 .0084739 
0. 02 0 .0208085 -0 .1000837 0. 3 0 .0229225 -0 .0081219 
0. 04 0 .0208343 -0 .0501676 0. 32 0 .023249 -0 .0078366 
0. 06 0 .0208774 -0 .0335856 0. 34 0 .0236067 -0 .0076085 
0. 03 0 .020938 -0 .0253378 0. 36 0 .0239982 -0 .0074307 
0. 1 0 .0210154 -0 .0204246 0. 4 0 .0248939 -0 .0072065 
0. 12 0 .0211131 -0 .0171798 0. 5 0 .0279783 -0 .0073206 
0. 14 0 .0212284 -0 .0148893 0. 6 0 ,0329385 -0 .0085364 
0. 16 0 .0213631 -0 .0131965 0. 7 0 .0415423 -0 .0118746 
0. 13 0 .0215178 -0 .0119034 0. 8 0 .0586749 -0 .0219329 
0. 2 0 .0216933 -0 .0108913 0. 9 0 .0965345 -0 .0729788 
0. 22 0 .0221108 -0 .010085 0. 92 0 .1025018 -0 .1042782 
0. 24 0 .0221108 -0 .0094346 0. 94 0 .0936981 -0 .1514162 
0. 26 0 .0223552 -0 .0089057 0. 96 0 .0466562 -0 .2030429 
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G(j ) for L = 0.021 P.U. 
OJ ReG(jw) ImG( jtj) to ReG ( j OJ ) ImG ( joj) 
0. 97 5.23x10-8=0 -0 .216218 4. 0 -0 .0013291 -0 ..000002 
0. 99 -0.0761831 -0 .1897242 5. 0 -0 .0008317 -0 .0000005 
1. 0 -0.1 -0 .16 6. 0 -0 .0005705 -0 .0000002 
2. 0 -0.0065564 -0 .0000973 7. 0 -0 .0004163 -0 .0000001 
3. 0 -0.0024849 -0 .0000093 1000 -2x10-8=0 -1 .8x10-18=0 
G(jcj) for L = 0.025 : P.U. 
w ReG ( j tjj ) ImG(ju) IL ReG ( i 0) ) ImG ( jij) 
0 0.0248 — CO 0. 88 0 .0684307 -0 .2592071 
0. 02 0.0248122 -0 .1000997 0. 89 0 .0058458 -0 .2802503 
0. 04 0.0248489 -0 .0501998 0. 89 -1 .4x10-8-0 -0 .2806333 
0. 06 0.0249103 -0 .0336341 0. 92 -0 .1394995 -0 .1837938 
0. 08 0.0249967 -0 .0254032 0. 94 -0 .14235 -0 .1075955 
0. 1 0.0251088 -0 .0205074 0. 96 -0 .1237624 -0 .0544596 
0. 12 0.0252471 -0 .0172807 1. 0 -0 .0889655 -0 .0275862 
0. 14 0.0254124 -0 .0150092 1. 02 -0 .0765856 -0 .019470 
0. 16 0.024606 -0 .0133355 1. 04 -0 .0568052 -0 .014274 
0, 18 0.0258289 -0 .0120646 1. 06 -0 .058977 -0 .0107905 
0. 2 0.0260826 -0 .0110754 1. 08 -0 .052613 -0 .0083632 
0. 22 0.0253689 -0 .0102938 1. 10 -0 .0473602 -0 .0056174 
0. 24 0 .0256896 -0 .0096701 1. 2 -0 .030858 -0 .0025459 
0. 26 0.027.047 -0 .0091704 1. 3 • -0 .0223285 -0 .0012253 
0. 28 0.0274439 — 0 .0087708 1. 4 -0 .0171764 -0 .0006732 
0. 30 0.0278832 -0 .0084543 1. 5 -0 .0137597 -0 .0004031 
0. 32 0.0283685 -0 .0082085 1. 5 -0 .011345 -0 .0002569 
0. 34 0.0289038 -0 .0080246 1. 7 -0 .0095582 -0 .0001716 
0. 36 0.0294937 -0 .0078956 1. 8 -0 .0081897 -0 .000119 
0. 38 0.0301438 -0 .0078202 1. 9 -0 .0071128 -0 .0000851 
0. 4 0.0308603 -0 .007783 2. 0 -0 .0062469 -0 .0000523 
0. 5 0.0357514 -0 .0084183 3. 0 -0 .0024388 -0 .0000063 
0. 6 0.0442666 -0 .0108897 4. 0 -0 .0013158 -0 .0000014 
0. 7 0.0611875 -0 .0184255 5. 0 - .  0008254 -0 .0000004 
0. 8 0.1034483 -0 .0538793 6. 0 -0 .0005582 -0 .0000002 
0. 82 0.117755 -0 . 0758303 7. 0 -0 .0004149 -7 .870x10-3-0 
0. 84 0.1310772 -0 .1134868 10. 0 -2x10-8=0 .28x10-8=0 
0. 86 0.1288537 -9 .1775762 
G. W. Swift's (26) representation of the magnetization 
curve by one nonlinear quintic term limited the application 
to a specific type of transformers. According to Ashok Ku­
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mar et al. (2), modem power transformers with fast satura­
tion type characteristic, which are represented by the sev­
enth order, will make the system more susceptible to ferro-
resonance. Therefore, the objection reported in the litera­
ture to the use of one nonlinear term of G. W. Swift is that 
the prediction of susceptibility of various practical cir­
cuits to ferroresonance obtained by the use of a single non­
linear term analysis tends to give pessimistic results. The 
data below show a comparison of results obtained by the two-
slope Describing Function model proposed in this study versus 
those obtained by using Swift's linear plus fifth order term 
approximation and his experimental results. Note how close 
the results of the present two slope Describing Function 
core model are to those obtained by Swift as shown in 
Figure 10 and the comparison data. Critical lambdas in 
the stability curve of Figure 10 as compared to those pub­
lished by G. W. Swift (26) are for the critical values of: 
(1) R= 0.002 P.U., (2) L = 0.025 P.U., and (3) C = 50'P.U. 
Method 
G. W. Swift 
(Analytical) 










Present analysis 0.94 
(Analytical) 
1.46 0 . 2 2  
Experimental 
(G. W. Swift) 
1.08 1.44 0.17 
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Figure 9. Stability and frequency response curves of the pi circuit 
used by G. W. Swift 
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Figure 10, Stability and frequency response curves for values used 
by G. W. Swift 
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Using G. W. Swift's method, transformer voltage switch­
ing and transient times as defined in Chapter V were also 
calculated. A comparison of results indicates that although 
transformer voltage switching times are in agreement, their 
transient times are not. Transient time obtained by G. W. 
Swift's method appears to be too long when compared with 
the experimental results of about 70 ms. Switching time 
is the time required to reach the critical and transient 
time is the time required to change from linear mode of 
critical A to that of the nonlinear mode of A„. 
m m 
Transformer voltage Transient 
Method Switching time time 
Swift 7 9 . 3  s 1 2 7 . 2  s 
Present analysis 7 9 . 2 6  s 6 7 . 3  ms 
Experimental 7 0  s 7 0  ms 
Summary of results obtained by the three methods are shown 
in the data below: 
TRF voltage ( ? . u . )  Circuit's critical 
Jump Jump input voltage 
Method from to (P.U.) 
G .  W. Swift's 0 . 9 6  1 . 3 8  0 . 1 9  
Piecewise linear 0.99 1 . 5 9 5  0 . 2 2  
Present analysis 0 . 9 4  1 . 4 6  0.22 
Experiment 1 . 0 8  1 . 4 4  0 . 1 7  
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C. Gear's Digital Program 
In this study. Gear's digital computer program is ap­
plied to the analysis of ferroresonance. This program 
consists of a package of subroutines known as the Gear 
package developed by C. W. Gear to solve Systems of Ordi­
nary Differential Equations. The method is based on the 
numerical analysis algorithm of variable step type which 
adjusts the integration interval to the proper size de­
pending on function behavior. Automatic control of step 
size and order is performed by the package for efficiency 
in the integration. The program's user must provide a 
subroutine describing the particular problem and a main 
program that calls subroutine DRIVE in the package. De­
scription of the requirements and results of the program 
are : 
1. Program's input 
a. State variables of system To solve the equa­
tions 
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and = À+4À^ for the pi circuit of Figure 11. 
R L 
rm 
I n T^C 
Figure 11. Pi circuit used in the analysis 
The resulting third order differential equation must 
first be converted into three first order differential equa­
tions as illustrated in the state variable formulation given 
below. The basic equations are : 





Substituting for i^ in the above equation 
Ri + R(X+4X ) + Lc + L-5-^(X+4A ) + 
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which gives 
e. = RC^ + R(A+4X^) + LC^ + L^+20À^ # + # . 
in dt^ ^ 
Now, since e^^^ = sin ut, we can write that 
d^A _ R d^X QA ,L+20À'^L+1, R(X+4A^) 
dt3 LC L ^^2 dt' LC ' LC 
Assume : 
A = 
; A _ . 
^ " dt~ " ^1 " ^2 
V •• * = =^1 =  ^ 2=^3 
•" A d^X _ 2^51" R d^X dX ,L+20A^L+1, 
Therefore, 
?! = ^2 
22 = ^3 
E: sin cot _ L+20yfL+l Yi+^y^ 
Y; = - bs- ^2' LC ' -
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or 













L. LC _l 
b. Critical parameters of the pi circuit Before 
any direct prediction of transformer voltage at ferroreso-
nance can begin, it is necessary to determine first the 
following relevant factors: 
1. Circuit's critical input voltage (E^) above 
which ferroresonance occurs. 
2. Range of circuit's critical parameters caus­
ing ferroresonance. 
3. One set of circuits critical parameters R, L, 
and C. 
However, using the Gear package, the items above can­
not readily be determined. Therefore, a great number of 
R, L, C values and circuit input voltages must be tried be­
fore it is possible to determine whether or not ferroreso­
nance will occur across the transformer. This means that 
the metliod neither provides the physical insight into the 
phenomenon that is usually acquired by the application of 
the Describing Function nor does it make available the 
necessary information without an exhausting process of blind 
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trial-and-error procedure which is both time consuming 
and unsatisfying. 
While the circuit parameters R, L, and C are assumed 
to be : 
R = 9.02 .Q (0.002537 P.U.) 
L = 3.15 mH (0.0335069 P.U.) 
C = 35 yF (46.911916) P.U.) 
Usually, the critical R, L, C, and 2^ values are interre­
lated and have to be found by this exhaustive trial-and-
error procedure. However, since the objective here is to 
validate theoretical results, we would use the critical 
values already determined to make a common base for our 
comparisons. 
c. Partial derivatives In addition to the state 
equation coefficients, one must provide the partial deriva­
tives as illustrated below: 
PD(1,1) = 0.0 DO 
PD(1,2) = 1.0 DO 
PD(1,3) = 0.0 DO 
PD(2,1) = 0.0 DO 
PD(2,2) = 0.0 DO 
PD(2,3) = 1.0 DO 1 
PD(3,1) = -R/(L*C)-80.*(^) *(y(l)**3)*y(2) 
-20.*(y (1) **4) *R/(L*C) 
PD(3,2) = -(L+1.)/(L*C)-20.*(1/C)*y(1)**4 
PD(3,3) = -1*(R/L) 
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d. Initial conditions To complete problem formu­
lation, the initial conditions are assumed to be given by: 
o
 1—












e. Magnetization curve representation Assuming 
that G. W. Swift's model, representing the core charac­
teristic of the experimental transformer is given by: 
f« Pi circuit peak input voltage The amplitude of 
the input to the pi circuit is arbitrarily taken as: 
E^= 1,2,3,4,5,6,... 30 and 31 V in one volt steps 
g. Relative error bound, EPS Used error bound 
-4 given by: EPS = 10 
2. Program's output 
Using Gear's program, we hope to obtain transformer 
jump voltage, pi circuit critical input voltage, and ferro-
resonance switching time. Similar to what was done in the 
previous experiments, the circuit's input voltage supply 
E^ in Gear's program was successively incremented by one 
volt at a time and the corresponding transformer voltage 
calculated and plotted for 40 cycles. As the input voltage 
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was increased from 1 to 30 V peak, the corresponding 
steady state transformer voltage appeared sinusoidal and 
increased gradually and linearly to a peak of about 0.5 
P.O. at of 30 V. However, as the input voltage was in­
creased from 30 to 31 V peak, the steady state transformer 
voltage jumped into a different waveform. 
Program's output is: 
a. Flux linkage, X(t) 
fa. Voltage, Vm(t) 
dV ( t )  
c. Voltage rate of change, —— 
3. Characteristic of the nonlinear mode 
As the input voltage was increased from 30 to 31 V 
peak, the steady state transformer voltage jumped into a 
distinctively different waveform in the following aspects: 
a. Steady state peak jumped from about 0.5 P.U. 
peak at E of 30 V to 1.5 P.U. peak at 31 V. 
m 
fa. Waveform of transformer voltage contained 
harmonics. 
c. Appearance of a small D.C. offset occurred 
in transformer voltage. 
d. The transformer voltage appeared to have a 
modulated amplitude at a frequency of about 
12 Hz. 
4. Low frequency amplitude modulating signal 
However, since in our experiments we did not observe 
the existence of any low frequency ampltidue modulating 
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voltage, it was necessary to trace its origin. In order 
to do this, the following variations in the Gear input data 
was attempted: 
a. Relative Error Bound Test To determine whether 
this modulating signal was part of the solution or an error 
generated by the program, values of EPS in the Gear program 
"4 "10 
chosen were 10 ,10 , and 10 . In all these three cases, 
the corresponding solution remained practically the same. 
This means that the low frequency modulating signal was 
indeed part of the solution provided by the Gear's program. 
Low frequency 
modulating signal 




b. Initial conditions Same solutions were ob­
tained when different sets of initial conditions were tried: 
Initial conditions (P.U.) Modulating signal 
y^(0) ygfO) y^fO) peak (P.U.) 
0 10 0.1315 
0.68 0.256.10"^ 0 0.1315 
0.5129 0.58 -0.4792 0.1315 
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c. Modified magnetization curve representation 
Additional nonlinear cubic term with a variable coefficient 
(a^) was added to modify the original representation assumed 
by G. W. Swift (26). This new representation required the 
modification of the original third order differential equa­
tion as follows; 
PD(1,1) = 0.0 DO 
PD(1,2) = 1.0 DO 
PD(1,3) = 0.0 DO 
PD(2,1) = 0.0 DO 
PD{2,2) = 0.0 DO 
PD(2,3) = 1-0 DO 
= X + a^A^ + 
L+l+3a2yjL+20LyJ 
LC 
PD(3,1) = -R( 
LC ' ' LC 
PD(3,2) 
PD(3,3) R L 
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The effect of term on modulating signal ampli­
tude of the nonlinear mode was measured as seen below: 
Modulating signal 
^3 amplitude (P.U.) 
-3 output returned to linear mode 
-2 output returned to linear mode 
-1 output returned to linear mode 







It appears from these data that the modulating sig­
nal amplitude can be reduced to a practically negligible 
value by the addition of the cubic term with an appropri­
ate positive coefficient. The absence of the modulating 
signal from our experiment results indicates that the mag­
netization curve representation of our circuit is closer 
to X+9X^+4X^ than the term X+A^ used by G. W. Swift. 
A comparison of results obtained by both methods us­
ing the same circuit parameters is presented here, with 
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R = 9.02 (0.002537 P.U.), 
L = 316 mH (0.0335069 P.U.), and 
C = 35 yF (46.911916 P.U.). 
Method Magnetization curve representation 
Gear's program = A+4X^ 





























55 0 ms 
6 7.3 ms 
70 ms 
Modified magnetization 
Method curve representation 
3 5 Gear's program = À+9X +4A 
Present analysis N(A^) 








critical TRF voltage 
input peak transient 
Method voltage (P.U.) time 
Gear's 
program 0.33 1.225 
1 0.18 567 ms 
Present 
analysis 0.3 1.7 0.38 
67.3 ms 
Experimental 0.96 1.34 0.59 70 ms 
As seen from the data, the modification of Swift's 
model removed practically the amplitude modulating signal 
from transformer voltage and improved on jump-to voltage 
value. However, the jump-from voltage and the critical 
supply voltage values became less accurate compared to the 
experimental value. Also, there is a discrepancy between 
Gear's predicted voltage transient time and that of the ex­
periment as seen from Figures 6 3 and 64. It is believed 
that these discrepancies are due to the approximate mag­
netization core representation by À+9\^+4A.^. However, we 
would have obtained better results if we had the magnetiza­
tion curve represented by a polynomial equation matched ac­
curately to the core characteristic of the transformer in­
stead of X+9X^+4A^. 
^Includes amplitude modulating signal peak of 0.0 54 
P.U. 
IV. METHODOLOGY 
A. Configuration of Circuits 
To obtain a typical power system inductance value for 
the pi and series circuits, two well-type inductors (1-701 
and 1-702) were connected in series to measure a reasonable 
value for the experiment. The inductance of 315 mH was 
measured when the core of the inductor was on the bottom of 
the well. Resistance of this inductor (9.02 Q) was calcu­
lated from measurement of the current through the inductor 
(0.9 Amp RI'-îS) and inductor power (7.31 watt): 
P = I^R 
X 
R = 7-31 
X 0.81 
R = 9.02 0 
Three oil filled capacitor banks were used, 250 
each, with toggle switches for 10 and 50 uF increments. 
The investigated line transformer is rated 3 KVA, 2400/24GV. 
These values of R = 9.02 0 and L = 316 mH are used in the pi 
and series circuits of Figures 1 and 2, respectively. 
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B. Experimental Determination of 
Magnetization Curve 
The magnetization curve was experimentally determined 
for the 3 KVA line transformer using the following opera­







Figure 12. Circuit for determining transformer's 
magnetization curve 
InCAmp) - ^  
100 (WT/Amp) = —2Q v^dt = 5 V dt 
c 
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Vac(V-RMS) Reading Scale Calculated 
V H V H A I 
65 3.6D 4. ID 0.2/D 1/D 3.6 0.41 
75 1.7D 5D 0.5/D 1/D 4.25 0.5 
35 1.82D 3.4D 0.5/D 2/D 4.55 0.68 
95 2. ID 5. ID 0.5/D 2/D 5.25 1.02 
105 2. 3D 3D 0.5/D 5/D 5.75 1.5 
115 2.5D 4.5D 0.5/D 5/D 6.25 2.25 
125 2.7D 3.4D 0.5/D 10/D 6.75 3.4 
135 2.9 5D 5. 2D 0.5/D 10/D 7.375 5.2 
The magnetization characteristic of the 3 kVA line 
transformer was then plotted as shown in Figure 13. 
It can be assumed that the magnetic characteristic of 
a power transformer has three regions: 
1. Unsaturated (initial) region: The first 
linear part that is in close agreement with 
the actual curve near the origin. 
2. Saturated region : The second linear part 
that is in close agreement with the actual 
curve near the saturation. 
3. Transition region: It is the transitional 
region between the two linear parts. This 
is the region where the most error occurs 
between the actual and the two linear parts. 




Figure 13. Experimentally determined magnetization curve 
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C. Mathematical Model of Power Transformer 
1. Pi circuit transformer Describing Function 
The asymptotic lines were drawn, one for the unsatur­
ated (initial) and the other for the saturated region. 
These asymptotes intersected at the point X = 5.8, I = 
0.615. 
™1 " = 0.1060345 
mi = mg 
m_ = 4-585 ^ 2.9111111 
2 1.575 
m^ = 1 P.U. 
m^ = 27.454377 P.U. 
i? = *2% + IQ 
iip — 0 / A — A 2 
,\0 = + Iq 
lo = -^2^1 ^1 = -
mi^o 






IQ = (mi-mziAo 
Substituting in the above equation: 
.*.i^ = mgÀft) + 
.*i^ = in^X(t) (4.1) 
m2 
Figure 14. Two-slope representation of magnetization 
curve in a pi circuit 
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IL = + m^X(t) 0Q<&-£7r/2 (4 
where knee of the curve is AQ and 
, 3.8 
0 5.8 
= 0.6551724 P.U. 
The nonlinearity is assumed to be static, single valued, 
odd, and sinusoidal input Describing Function. Therefore 
by definition of the Describing Function (DF), N(A^): 





J (X^sin 6)sin 6 d0 
4 f fi [ m, X (t) sin 9 d9 + { (m, -m_) + 
m JQ ^ J6g 
+ m2A(t)} sin 0 dG ] 
Since A(t) = A^sin 
N (A ) = zri— [ m. (A sine) sin 9 d0 + 
m "V Jq ^ ^ 




-4— [f m.X sin^9 de +[ {(m^-m-)A„sin9 
Jo iHi Jq^ 1 2 0 
+ sin^9 d9}d0] 2 m 
TT 
+ M { {m^-m2)AoSin9 d9 + in2X^(i^^^§^)d9] 
% 
^uv",,x,ccse:j . ^le-
u m u u 
2m, sin2e . 
m 
2m_ sin2(^) 2m_ sin29_ 
+ -ri i r^i - -iri^o r^i 
2m^8g ^^2^0 sin29o 2m2 sin26o 
IT ~ TT ^ ™2 TT 2 TT 2 
4 ^0 
+ ï<'"r°'2'r- cosGo 
m 
2(m^-in-) 2(m,-in„) sin29 
\ «0 V^l—2^ - 2/ c°s8o: + ">2 
m 
2(in,-m_) sin20- A-






®0 = TT 
m 
sin2GQ 2sin0Q cosGQ 
= sin0Q COS0Q 
2 (m^ ni«) _ 1 ^ n 2À -
.*.N(À ) = [sin -r sinG. cosG^ + ^ — cos8_] + m, 
m tt a_ u u a_ u z 
m m 
2(m -m ) _ X X- 2X 
= \ [sin-Y - cos8,(^ - nr)] +^2 
m m 
2 (m,-""in—) - A-. 
= V^tsin - cos8.(-y2)] + m_ 
0 \n 2 
2 (ni-i"*in—) . A— 
= ^-^[sin'Y + cose.] + m_ 
= ^ + m, 
^iti 2 
N(XJ = . m, 
m n \n \m 2 
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dsin'^/o, _ 1 d /o, 
«m '  j Xrr 
VI - (y^) 
m 
^0 








_ 2(V ^1 
IT IZB:. 





-4 X q  2  2^ [ /o, 2 
— 17 (%-) 
(Xm)] 
m 
In using the Describing Function Technique, the tran­
sitional region error is minimized and the small signal 
constraint of the piecewise linearization is lifted but 
the advantage of linear approximation is retained. What 
must be done now is to determine the operation performed 
by the nonlinear element (Power Transformer) on the input 
signal of finite size, and approximate this in some way by 
a linear operation. 
Then, the magnetization characteristic of the power 
transformer may be represented by the odd, single-valued, 
static, and sinusoidal Describing Function, N(A ): 
+ m 2 (4.3) 
where 
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Assume the input to the nonlinearity N(A ) is A the 
m m 
inagriitude of the fundamental amplitude of the output is ; 
Output = Input X N(X ) 
m 
since 
L = Flux linkage 
eg Current 
^9 " (4.4) 
^eg N(A^j 
2. Series circuit Transformer Describing Function N(I ) 
—'—-—-—'— m— 
9.020  316  mH 
JVW ("Tn 1(_ 
R L Cx 
In the series circuit configuration of Figure 2, the 
same calculated values for resistance (9.02 f2) and measured 
inductance (316 mH) were used. For mathematical conven­
ience, the magnetization curve is rotated, where 
^2 " 2.9111111 " 0.3435115 
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^ 0.1060345 9.4308943 
*1 = 
. . = 1 P.U. 
= 0.0364241 P.U. 
À(t) = (4.5) 
Since A(t) = at i^ = IQ 
—J— = m2 (4.6) 
° 1 = mu (4.7) 
lo-ii 1 
— = m, (4.8) 
^1 
Solving Equations 4.6 and 4.7, we get: 
^0 ^1 ^0^2 
XQ-XI = m^(LQ-I^) 
^0^2 ™1^^0~^1^ 
^0^2 ™1^0 ~ ™1^1 
Experimentally determined magnetization 
curve rotated for mathematical convenience 
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mill = lofmi-mg) 
^  Q  ( ^^ "^2 ) 
^1 " ^ 
Figure 17. Two-slope representation of magnetization curve 
in a series circuit 
Using Equation 4.8, we obtain: 
*1 = 
(m,-m_) 
H = 1 • -1 
Al  =  Ig f^ i -mg)  
Substituting in Equation 4.5: 
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À(t) = 0 '"1 2' 
X (t) = m^i (t) 0<8<8o 
TT À(t) = (m^-m2)Ig + m^Kt) ®o^®-2" 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
where knee of the curve is IQ and 
:0 = C#I5 = 0-6504065 P.U. 
By definition of the static, single valued, odd, and sinu­
soidal input Describing Function, N(I^): 




m^i(t)sin 9 d6 
TT 
2 
+ I {(ni-,-m~) I^+m-i (t) }sin 0 d0] 
% 
Assume i(t) = I sin ITl 
m 
= :;fj—U m^(I^sin 0) sin 0 d0 
TT 
f2 





Figure 18. Transformer voltage of the nonlinear 





m,I sin^G d0 + 
1 m 
IgSin 0 d0 
IT 
2 2 
+ I m.I sin 0 d0] 




m ^^)d8+ (m^-mgilgSin 0 d8 
®0 
ir 




+ —-[0-sin 20] ir 
2m, 
-ir[9o 
sin 26q  4  ^  
2—^ [-cos ^ + cos 
2m_ sin 2 (^) 2m 
+ -f'i - -
sin 20 0-
2m^0Q 2m20Q 
— — + ^ 2 
2m^ sin 20^ 2m^ sin 29g 
TT 2 ~ 2 
+ cos 9(, 
m 
72 
«<V = ^ «o' + 
ZCmu-m?) sin 28^ 
= ; f®0 T~ + ^ï" ®0^ •" ""2 
m 
i = I^sin 0 
^0 = Infin ®0 
ï^ = sin 0Q 
m j 
00 = sin-1 ^  
m 
and 
sin 29Q 2sin 0^ cos 0Q 
= sin 0Q cos 9q 
2(m,-m-) I_ 21 
,N(I^) = [sin Y sin 6Q cos 0Q + j— cos -QJ 
m m 
+ #2 
[sln-1 ^  - CCS 9 (^ - ffi) 1 + m. 
2(m,-m_) I- I. 
[sin -=— + •=— cos 9-] + in_ 
N(I„) = [sin-1 ^  + ^jl  -  1^)^] + mj 
mm m 
NdJ = ^ ^^\^[sin-l ^  + {(^0)2 _ (^)4}2 ^  
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Then, the magnetization characteristic of the power 
transformer can be represented by the odd, single-valued, 
static, and sinusoidal input Describing Function, N(I^): 
Assume the input to the nonlinearity N(I^^ is I^, the 
magnitude of the fundamental amplitude of the output is: 
Output = Input • N(I^) 
since 
T _ Flux linkage 
eg Current 
L = N(I ) (4.12) 
eg m 
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D. Linear Part Representation 
of the System 
1. Pi circuit (5,R/L,C) 
Four equations are required to describe completely 
the shunt-circuit configuration of Figure 1: 
e^^(t) = Ri(t) + + dA(t) (4.13) 
1 
c 
i^(t)dt = (4.14: 
i(t) = i^(t) + (4.15) 
i^(t) = f(A) = A+a^A^ + a^A^ +...+ a^A* (4.16) 
If we assume that equations 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 are 
Laplace transformable, then: 
Ei^(s) = RI(s) + LSI(s) + SA(s) 
1 Ic(s) 
c "1 (s) 
I(s) = I^(s) + I^(s) 
and from Equation 4.13: 
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Substituting 4.15 in the above equation: 
X(s) (^i^) [Ij(s)+I^(s)] 
X(s) - (5p)I^(s) - (5±£â)I,(s) 
Substituting 4.14 in the above equation: 
A(s) = -12^ - 5^i^(s) - (B±M) [s^cx (s) ] 
^ i n  ^ R + S L  X(s) + (R+LS)CSA(s) = 
7 ^ i Tl ^ ^ ^  R+CT 
A(s) + RCS A(s) + LCS A(s) = I.P(s) 
2 RJ-ST A (s) [1 + RCS + LCS ] = I^(s) 
A(s) = 2 
s(1+RCS+LCS ) S(1+RCS+LCS ) 
Let: 
and 
(s) J- (4.17) 
S(1+RCS+LCS ) 
G (s) = ^ y (4.18) 
P S(1+RCS+LCS ) 
Then, G^fs) is the linear part of the system repre­
sentation. 
.*.A(s) = Gj^^(s)Ej^^(s) - Gp(s)I^(s) (4.19) 
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This equation is represented by the following block dia­
gram: 
Gn(S) G (S) 
Figure 19. Standard block diagram representation for 
the pi circuit 
If we assume that the linear system G^fs) satisfies 
the Filter Hypothesis, i.e., it acts to filter out all 
significant harmonics generated by the nonlinearity, then 
the feedback is linear because it is the Fundamental Fre­
quency of the output current of the nonlinearity. 
2. Series circuit (S,R,L,C) 
Two equations are required to describe the series cir­
cuit configuration: 
i = iR = ic = = ^T (4.21) 
If we assume that the above equations are Laplace 
transformable, then: 
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Ein(S) = Rip, (S) + LSI^(S) + + SA(S) 
SA(S) = E^^(S) - RIj^(S) - LSI^(S) - ^ Ic(S) 
Substituting 4.21 in the above equation, we obtain: 
SA(S) = E^^(S) - RI^{S) - LSI^(S) - ^ 1^(5) 
SA(S)'= E^^(S) - [R + LS + ^]I^(S) 
[a + LS + = Sin(S) - SA(S) 
; _ CSE.,(S) 
" 7% . , ~ ZZr~~TZZT RCS + LCS + 1 RCS + LCS + 1 
Let 
Gia<S) . 2 '4.22) 
^ LCS + RCS + 1 
and 
GgCS) = cs 
LCS + RCS + 1 
(4.23) 
Then, G^(S) is the linear part of the system representation. 
.-.I^ CS) = Gi^ S^)Ei^ (S) - Gg(S)X(S) (4.24) 
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Figure 20. Standard block diagram representation for the 
series circuit 
where 
= fundamental frequency input current in the 
series circuit 
•E^^(S) = input voltage 
X(S) = output flux linkage of the nonlinearity 
If we assume that the linear system G(S) satisfies 
the Filter Hypothesis, i.e., it acts to filter out all sig­
nificant harmonics generated by the nonlinearity, then the 
feedback is linear because it is the fundamental frequency 
of the output flux of the nonlinearity. 
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E. Two-slope Incremental Input 
Describing Function 
1. Pi circuit N (A ,(j)) 
m 
For the nonlinear system, the possibility of a jump 
resonance is studied in terms of a sinusoidal perturbation 
of frequency about a steady state forced oscillation at 
the same frequency, i.e., the input to the nonlinearity is 
made up of two voltage signals, one the steady state input 
and another with much smaller amplitude but shifted in 
phase: 
where the second term represents the incremental input such 




u << Xm 
and 
X(t) X^sin wt + ijsin wt cosç + ycos wt sin# 
{X^+ coscj))sin wt + (ysinci))cos wt 
m 
(X^+ cos(p)s±n wt ysin(J) cos wt 
X + 
,/(X +ycos(p) (usincf)) ^ /(X +ycos<f>) ^ (ysinç) ^ V m V lu 
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= >/(X^+iiCos(})) (ysintj)) ^ [sin cot cos y + cos wt siny] 
where 
Y = tan -1 ysincj) X^+UCOS(j) 
since 
y « À 
m 
2 2 (X+ucos<p) +(usin(p) 
usincj) 
À^+ycoscJ) 
! 2 2" 
.. J (À^+ycosc})) + (ysincf)) = + y cos* 
and 
m 
Hence, the input to nonlinearity can be written as: 
A(t) = (X +ycos#) sin(wt + HiiM.) ( 4 . 2 5 )  
If we represent the Describing Function as a complex 
gain of the transformer input in the pi circuit block dia­
gram of Figure 19, substitute 4.25 in Equation 12.2 and 
manipulate, we will obtain the Incremental Input Describ­
ing Function of Appendix D equation 12.3: 
A  N ( À ^ )  T . .  
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2. Series circuit 
We will assume that the input to the nonlinearity is 
made up of two current signals, the steady-state input, 
and another with much smaller amplitude but shifted in 
phase. 
Considering that steady-state input and its incre­
ment of the same frequency, we have: 
i (t) = I^sin cot + ysin(cot+$) 
where the second term represents the incremental input, such 
that 
i{t) = I^sin wt + ysin wt cos# + ycos wt sin<p 
= (I^+iiCOS(J)) sin U3t + (usin#)cos wt 
y (I^+ijcoS(j) ) (usin# ) ^ (I^+ycoS(})) sin wt 
•y(I^+ycos4)) +(ijsin(f)) 
ysintj) cos wt 
y (I +ycos(j)) (ysint})) ^ 
m 







y (I^+Mcos*) ^ + (ysincj)) I +MCOS# 
and 
-1 yisincj) y • J. 
= sin (p (4.27) I +ycos<i) 
m 
Hence, the input to nonlinearity can be written as : 
i(t) = (I^+ycoscj)) sin (wt + ^  sin#) (4.28) 
m 
Similarly, if we represent the Describing Function as 
a complex gain of the transformer input in the series cir­
cuit block diagram of Figure 20, substitute 4.28 in Equa­
tion 12.5, and manipulate, we can derive the Incremental 
Describing Function of Appendix D equation 12.6: 
1. Pi circuit Stability Curve 
A stability curve based on the two-slope incremental 
input Describing Function is derived. 
The Two-slope Incremental Input Describing Function is 
represented in the block diagram to study jump resonance 
F. Mathematical Model of Ferroresonant 
Region 
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of a nonlinear system: 
r=o-h G„(S) 
Figure 21. Stability block diagram for the pi circuit 
r-UNG = U 
r = U + UNG 
r = U(1+NG) 
If we assume that the oscillations are sustained with­
out input signal, then 
r = 0 
and 
0 = 1+NG 
or 
0 = 1+N(A^,(1)) G{s) 
N(A^,(?)G^(s) = -1 
or 
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For a fixed A 
m 
the above function in the analysis 
of the nonlinear system plays the same role of the sta­
bility point in the linear system. Therefore, it is called 
the stability curve. Graphically, this means that the 
intersection of the left- and right-hand functions indi­
cates the critical points. 
Assume G (jw) = U(a))+jV(aj) 
P 
Substitute quation 12.3 in 4.29 to obtain: 
1 + [N(A^) 4- 2 (l+cos2(()-jsin2(j)) ] [U([o)+jV(aj) ] = 0 
•sin2(})] 
X [ U ( w ) + i V ( w )  ]  =  0  
(l+cos2(j)) 
A N ( A  )sin2o 
- j ^ 2 ]jV(w) = 0 
A^N(A^) 
^ + 2 (l+cos2#)]U(u) 
+ V(w) = 0 
and 
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[N(XJ + ^ 2 ( l+COS2*)]V(w) 
A^N(X^)2 
- [ _ sin2(j)]U(a)) = 0 
and 
A N(À„) X^N(X^) 
1 + [N(X ) + -HL—J2_]u (O)) + ™ ™ COS24 U(w) 
m 2 z 
A N(X^) A N(À^) 
V(w) [N(A^) + ^ + 2 COs2* V(w) 
™ ^ sin20 U(w) = 0 
For simplification assume 
X = N(A„) + ^ ^ 
m' 2 
 ^ 2 
1 + xu + ycos2(})u + ysin2(})v = 0 {4.30a) 
and 
vx + ycos2(j)v - ysin2(j)U = 0 (4.30b) 
8 7  
Multiply equation 4.30a by v and 4.30b by u and 
subtract: 
2 
v+ xuv + yuv cos2(j) + v y sin2$ = 0 
— — 2 
+ xuv + yuv cos2(J) + yu sin2# = 0 
2 2 
v+v ysin2(j) + yu sin2^ = 0 
sin2(j) = - ^ 2 2 y(v +u^) 
Multiply equation 4.30a by u and equation 4.30b by v and 
add: 
2 
u+xu +yu cos2ç + yvu sin2# = 0 
2 2 V X + yv cos2cj) - yvu sin2$ = 0 
2 2 2 2 
u+xu +v X + y cos2$[u +v ] =0 
2 2 2 2 y cos2(f) [u +v ] = -u-xu -v x 
COS2* = 
y(u +v ) 
2 2 Since sin 2(p + cos 20 = 1 
.•.[+ u+xluitvfl, 2 ^ [_±v ]2 . 1 
y(u +v ) y(v +u ) 
[u+x(u^+v^)]^+v^ = y2(v2+u2)2 
u^+2ux(u^+v^) + (u^+v^) ^x^ + v^ = y^(v^+u^)^ 
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_ p- _ _ _ _  2  ? ? ? ?  
u +2ux(u +v ) + (u +v ) X + V = y (v +u ) 
2 Dividing by u2+v 
2 2 2 2 2 2 1 + 2ux + (u +v )X = y (v +u ) 
?  2  2  2  2 2  2 2  1 + 2ux + u X + v^x - y V - y u = 0 
1 + 2ux + u^(x^-y^) + v^(x^-y^) = 0 
„ X_N ^ A N - ^ A„N 7 
1 + 2ux + u^[(N+^ï—)^-{^^)^] + v^ [ (N+J^) ^ 
- (-^) ] = 0 
A N _ - . A^N - A a , 
1 + 2u (N+^^) + u^[N +NA^N + ] 
, O A^N AN 
+ v^[N +NA^N +(-^ )-(^^) ] = 0 
1 + 2u(N+^V-) + u^[N^+NA N] + v^[N^+NA N] = 0 
z m in 
AN 
2u(N+-^—) 2 2 
+ -= + u + V = 0 




+ 2u(-^ ) + (-y-^ r) r 
N +NA N N +NA N N +NA N N +NA N 
mm mm
A A A_N -, 
N +NA N (N +NA N ) N +NA N 
m m m 
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2 • 
' 2 2 ^ " [U + ^ ] +V^ = 





2 (N +NA^N) 
. ] hv^  =  [ - 'm" .]2 (4.31) 
2 (N +NA^N) 
Graphically interpreted, the above equation repre­
sents a family of circles of constant X with centers at 
m 
2N+A N 
[ ——, 0] and radii of 





that represent the Stability Curve combined with the linear 
part of the pi system representation [G(s)] define whether 
or not ferroresonance will occur in the given pi-circuit 
configuration. 
2. Series circuit Stability Curve 
Similarly, the Incremental Input Describing Function 
of the series system is represented by the block diagram 
in the figure below: 
r=o^ u 
NOm.*) Gs(S) 
Figure 22. Stability block diagram for the series circuit 
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r-UN{I^,4)}G = U 
r = U+UNG 
r = U(1+NG) 
0 = 1+NG 
NG = -1 
= - HsT ^-32' 
Graphically, this means that the intersection of the 
left- and right-hand side functions indicate the critical 
points. For a fixed the function -1/N(I^,^) plays the 
role of stability point in the linear system. In the non­
linear system, it is the stability curve since it can take 
many values when $ changes from 0 to 2~. Similarly, if 
Gg(jw) = u(w) + jv(cj) and if we substitute equation 12.6 
in 4.32, it can be shown that: 
2N+I N , _ IN -
[U + ^^—] (4.33) 
2 (N +NI N) 2(N +NI N) 
m m 
Geometrically interpreted, the above equation repre­
sents a family of constant I circles with centers at 
m 
2N+I N IN 
[ =—™ . , 0] and radii of [ ^—%—]. These circles, 
2(N +NI N) 2(N +NI N) 
m m 
which represent the Stability Curve combined with the 
Linear Part of the series system representation [Gg(S)], 
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define whether or not ferroresonance will occur in the 
given series circuit configuration. 
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V. MJALYSIS OF FERRORESONANCE 
A. Prediction of Ferroresonance 
In general, a jump (instability) is indicated when 
the locus of the linear system, G(lj,R,L,C), on the complex 
plane passes through any portion of the stability curve. 
However, to determine whether ferroresonance occurs 
in a particular power system that includes only one trans­
former, its circuit must be reduced to either pi or series 
circuit configuration. The linear portion of the circuit 
could be replaced with its Thevenins equivalent expanded 
into a form similar to G(s). 
1. Pi circuit 
At particular amplitude of the input voltage, if the-
50 Hertz point location on the Frequency Response, G(s), 
is inside the stability curve, fundamental ferroresonance 
will occur in the form of a jump from the lower to higher 
lambda intersecting circles where their point of intersec­
tion lies on power system frequency point. 
2. Series circuit 
At any particular amplitude of the input current, if 
the 50 Hertz point location on the Frequency Response, G(s), 
is inside the stability curve, fundamental ferroresonance 
will occur in the form of a jump from the lower to higher 
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current intersecting circles where their point of inter­
section lies on power system frequency point. 
To design power circuits free of ferroresonance it is 
necessary to determine a complete set of the critical param­
eters R, L, and C that trigger the phenomenon. 
1. Pi circuit 
For this analysis, the real and imaginary parts of the 
60 Hz point response function G(lj,R,L,C) are derived from 
equation 4.18: 















-WRC(^iL) -j (|+jL) (1-W^LC) 
(WRC)^+(1-W^LC)^ 
-R^C-jWLRC-j [ (|^-jL) -W^LC (^jL) ] 
2 2 ? ? ? 
W R C +(1-W LC) 
-R^C-jWLRC-j[|+jL-WLCR-jW^L^C] 
2 2 2 2 5 
W^R C +(1-W LC) 
-R^C-jWLRC-j|+L+jWLCR-W^L^C 
G ,:l, . -H^C.L-L^C-jR 
P R C +(1-LC) 
or 
2 2 
Re[G (jl,R,L,C)] = -% C+L-L C (5.1) 
^ R C +{1-LC) 
and 
W=p,jl.R.L,c,, 
It appears that while the stability curve represent­
ing the nonlinear region is independent of the parameters 
R, L, and C, the locus of the 60 Hz response function 
G(lj,R,L,C) is dependent on them. 
Therefore, by changing the values of R, L, and C, iz 
is possible to move the 50 Hz point, on the complex plane in 
the desired direction where ferroresonance will nor occur 
in the system. 
However, for the power system, it is more convenient 
to express R and L parameters of G(lj,R,L,C) as constants 
and vary only the capacitance. The corresponding change 
in G(lj,R,L,C) when C changes is the capacitance response 
(Glj,R,L,Ci. 
For instance, in the pi circuit configuration of Figur 
1, the resistance 9.02 .1, inductance 316 mH, and capacitanc 
5 to 130 -iF were assumed, i.e., the capacitance value of 
5 _:F was incremented in steps of 1 uF at a time up to 130 
uF. For each capacitance value, the capacitance response 
of the 50 Hz point Q(li,R,L,C) was calculated and plotted 
on a common complex plane with the stability curve repre­
senting the nonlinear region. As shown on Figure 23, it 
appears that there exists a range of capacitance values of 
(23.5-42 uF) that could place the 60 Hz point locus inside 
the nonlinear region and eventually cause ferroresonance 
in the system. Therefore, the critical parameters are: 
R = 9,02 
L = 316 Mil 
C = 6--180 
i  1 M  1 1  !  '  i  i I  h  1 1  i  M  'I • ' ' I • I : ;  I  * I 
PI CIRCUIT 
CAPACITANCE RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambda 1=1.6 p.u. 
Lambda 2 = 1.5 p.u. 
Lambda 3 =1.4 p.u. 
Lambda 4 » 1.3 p.u. 
Lambda 5 = 1.2 p.u. 
Lambda 6=1.1 p.u 
Lambda 7 = 1.0 p.u 
Lambda 0 = 0.9 p.u 
Lambda 9 = 0.8 p.u 
Lambda 10 = 0.7 p.u. 
Lambda 11 = p.u 
Lambda 12 = p.u 
Lambda 13 = p.u 






CAPACItA ABILkTYiCUBVd^ QNSE 
I 22uF 
I.00 , -0.80 -0.60 
X-CaORDINflTE P. U, 
-O.iJO -0.20 
CTV 
Figure 23. Stability and capacitance response curves for 
the pi circuit 
SERIES CIRCUIT 
CAPACITANCE RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE 
R = 9,02 (0.002537 P.U. 
L = 316 Mil (0.0335059 P.u.) 
C = 0-1000 JIF 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Current 1 = 'tO 
C u r r e n t  2 = 3 5  
C u r r e n t  3 = 3 0  
C u r r e n t  4 = 2 5  
C u r r e n t  5 = 2 0  
C u r r e n t  6 = 1 5  
Current 7 « 10 
Current 8 = 7 
C u r r e n t  9 = 5  
C u r r e n t  1 0 = 4  
Current II = 3 









Current 15 = 1,4 p.u 
Current 16 = 1.2 p.u 
Current 17 = 1.0 p.u. 
Current 18 « 0.9 p.u. 
Current 19 = 0.8 p.u. ! 
CURVE L-F STABL 
-11.00 -3.00 2.00 -1.00 0.00 
X-C0QRDINf lTE P.  U.  I . 0 0  2 . 0 0  (xlO' 1 3.00 
vo 
-J 
Figure 24. Stcibi lity cincl capacitance response curves ot the series 
circui t 
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It appears that there exists two capacitance threshold 
values, the upper and the lower limits. 
2. Series circuit 
It can be shown that the real and imaginary parts of 
the 60 Hz point response function G(lj,R,L,C) are derived 
from equation 4.23: 




.-. G^(jl) = 
or 
and 
s'J ' (1-LC) + ]RC 
2 
Re[G^(jl,R,L,C)] = _ "C (5.3) 
^ R^C-+(1-LC)^ 
In the series circuit configuration, the resistance 
9.02 2, inductance 316 mH, and capacitance 0 to 1000 yF 
were assumed, i.e. , a capacitance value of 1 '^^F, was incre­
mented in steps of 1 yF at a time up to 1000 uF. For each 
capacitance value in the circuit, the corresponding value 
of the capacitance response G(lj,R,L,C) is calculated and 
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plotted on a common complex plane with the stability curve. 
As shown in Figure 24, it appears that there exists a 
range of capacitance values of 1 to 10.5 jiF that could 
place the 60 Hz point locus inside the stability curve and 
eventually cause ferroresonance in the system- Therefore, 
the critical parameters are: 
R (.Q) L (mH) C (uF) 
9.02 315 1-10.5 
Hence, there exists only an upper limit for the capacitance 
threshold. 
C. Analytical and Graphical Determination 
of the Critical Flux Linkage Current I^, and 
Inductance L _ 
ec 
1. Pi circuit 
An expression to determine critical lambdas can be 
derived if we assume that -K^ and -K^ are the real and 
imaginary parts of 60 Hz poinr located eicher on die en-
-eiGce or inside -he rur-e : 
r_K - ^ ^ 
2(N^+NAN " 2(N^TNXN) 
[-K^ ^ N ^2 ^ ^ N+\N 
2N(N-i-,\N) 2N(N+,\N) 2N(N-i-XN) 
2N(N+XN) 
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[ ]^ [2N(N+ÀN) (-K, ) + (N+XN)+N]^ + 
2N(N+XN) 
^ •]^[ (N+AN) - N]2 
2N(N+AN) 
[2N{N+AN) (-K^ )+2N+AN]^ + = ——= =• [ XN ] ^ 
4N (N+XN) ^ 4N (N+XN) 
[2N(N+XN) (-K^) + (2N+XN) = (^N)^ 
where 









N = Csin "X + CX Jl-X" + m 2 
AN = -2CX \Jl-X^ 
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[ 2  (Cs in ' ^X+CxJ l -X^+T t i ^ )  ( C s i n " ^ X - C X )  ( - K ^ )  
+ ZCsin'^X+Zmg]^ 
+ 4K2[csin'^x+cxjl-x^+mg]^[Csin"^X-CX il-X^+m^]^ 
2 2 2 
= 4C X^(l-X ) 
4KJ [Csin'^X+m^) ^ - (CxA-X^)^]^ - SK^tfCsin'^X+mg)^ 
- (CXA-X^) (Csin'^X+Mg) 
+ (2Csin"^X+2m )^ + 4K2[(sin"^X+m2)^ - (Cx7l-x^)^ 
2 2 2 
= 4C X (l-X ) 
[ (Csin-lx+m^) (CxA-X^) (4K^+4K2) 
+ [(Csin'lx+mg)^ - (Cx/l-x^)[-8K1(Csin'^X+m^)+4] = 0 
[(Csin'^X+m^)(CxVl-X^)[{(Csin'^X+m^)^ 
- (cxil-x^)(4K^+4K2) 
+ (-8K^Csin~^X-8K^m2+4)] = 0 
either 
{(Csin'^X+m^)^ - i c x j l - x ^ ) ^ } {4K^+AK^ )  
- 8K^Csin~^X-8K^in2+4 = 0 
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or 
(Csin'^X+m^)^ - (Cxil-x") ^ = 0 
Since the 60 Hz point is of interest we solve: 
{(Csin'^X+m - (CX (v/l-x") ^ } ( 4K^^4K^ )  -  8K^Csin~^X 
- 8K^in2+4 = 0 
(Csin'^X+m^) ^ (4K^+4K2) - (CxVl-iF) ^ (4E^+4K^) 
- BK^Csin'^X - 8K,m2+4 = 0 
{C^ (sin"^X) "-r2Cm,sin"-X+rri2} (4K^+4K^) 
- C^X^(l-X^) (4K^+4K2) - 8K^Csin~"^X - 8X^^2+4 = 0 
{C^(sin~^X)^ + 2Cm_sin"^X+m2}K-C^X^(l-X^)K 
- 8K^C3in~~X - 8K^m,+4 = 0 
KC^(sin~^X)^ + 2KCin,sin~-X -r Km^ - 3K^Csin~"X 
- 8X^^2+4 = C^KX^(l-X^) 
KC^(sin~^X)^ + ZKCmgSin'^X -h Km^ - 8K^Csin~^X 
— 8K_m_+4 
2 2 X^(l-X^) = 
•103 
2 
« A 1 o 2m* ITIM ^ 
X^(l-x^) = [ ( s i i T^X )^  + S in ' ^x  + -| - ^  sin"^X 
2— "T"^ C K C K 
9 9 —T o 2iii^ SIC-. 1 
X^(l-X^) = [(sin + {-^ - ^ )sin"^X 
2 Kin_-8K-in„+4 
+ ( ^ 2 ^  ^  )] 
C K 
2 
. - , ~ 2m- 8K, , Km_-8KTin_+4 




To make a comparison between the analytical and 
graphical values of X^, a set of critical parameters are 
chosen to place the 60 Hz point inside the stability curve. 
Therefore, for values of R = 9.02 fî, L = 316 mH, and C = 
35 uF, coordinates of the 60 Hz point are calculated using 
equations 5.1 and 5.2: 
Re[G (jl, 9.02, 316, 35)] = = -0.0570441 P.U. 
I [G (jl, 9.02, 316, 35)] = K_ = -0.007435452 P.U. in 9.^ P ^ 
Critical lambdas and inductances mav be obtained from 
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equation 5.5, 4.3 and 4.4 as follows 
A 9 19 2m 3K 
X -X^ + (sin ^x) + 
Kau-8K,m_+4 




A. = 0.6551724 P.U. 
u 
= 1 P.U. 
= 27.454377 P.U. 
K = 4(K^+K2) = 0.0132373 P.U. 
K, = 0.0570441 P.U. 
K_ = 0.007435452 P.U. 
2(m,-m_) 
C = —— = -16.3413791 P.U. 
TII70 solutions are obtained: 









0.7650419 P.U., similarly, 
2.0198 
Since 
L - ^ 
^eq - nTT^ 
and 
I T  ^  IT  0 ^^  +  " "2  
m m / m 
N(0.7650419) = 2.6905793 
h = NTAJ 
1 
N(0.7550419) 
T = 1 
1 2.6905793 
= 0.3716672 
.'.jump point is À = 0.7650419 P.U. 
™1 
= 0.3716672 P.U. 
and 






L- = 0.0597969 
2 
and 
= 2.0198 P.U. 
2 
L, = -0.0597969 P.U. 
Same critical lambdas and inductances may also be ob­
tained from a graph. For values of R = 9.02 Q., L = 316 mH, 
and C = 35 yF, the Frequency Response of the Linear System 
G^(s) is drawn on a complex plane. Also, for values of m^ = 
1 P.U., W.2 = 27 P.U., and = 0.8 to 1.7 P.U., the sta­
bility curve is drawn on the same complex plane of the Fre­
quency Response. 
As shown on Figure 25, two circles pass through the 
50 Hz ooint À =0.3 and a =1.7. The corresponding 
®1 ^2 
critical inductance value of = 0.29 P.U., at which jump 
resonance occurred and an inductance of = 0.0 75 P.U. are 
obtained from Figure 26. 
As expected, there is a discrepancy between the ana­






R = 9.02 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35 F 
Jump-from Jump-to 
0.77 P.U. 2 P.U. 
Jump-from Jump-to 
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R = 9.02 (0.002537 P.U.) 
L = 316 Mil (0.0335069 p.u.) 
C = 35 JlF ('16.911916 P.u.) 
F = 60,000 Hz 
PI  CIRCUIT 
I' FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE 
il DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambdj 1=1.7 p.u. 
lambda 2=1.6 p.u. 
Lambda 3=1.5 p.u. 
lambda 4=1,4 p.u. 
Lambda 5=1.3 p.u. 
Li»r bda 6=1,2 p.u. 
i.cjinbda 7 = 1.1 p.u. 
lambda 6=1.0 p.u. 




^ Lambda 14 
!^:i !i;. 
.^LINÉAR F^AFIT OF" 
i I: THB.SySlTElvl G(S). 
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r*" I 
-1.50 -1.00 -0.80 -0.60 -O.UO 
X-COOnoiNATE P.U. 
Re 




I  /  
I  ' i l  
-1 
o.uo -0.20 0 . 0 0  0 . 2 0  
Figure 25. Stability and frequency response curves of the pi circuit 
of experiment No. 7 
i',U3 
Pi circuit 
e q  N ( X  )  
: : ». 9.02 
' 1. = 316 Mil 
C  =  3 5  
•-HCrj 
L|= Q.2,9 2 5 f .U 
rliij 
I • I , I 11' I'l. |:i! jii''Mjiii li:i:|:'if 
0.80 0.90 
L A M B D A  P . U .  
0.70 1.00 1.30 
O 
00 
Figure 26. Inductance vs. lambda of the pi circuit of experiment 
No. 7 




Current 10 a:; 
trr ill' 
s.oo 4.00 3.00 
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Figure 27. Stabi.iiUy and irequency reaponae curvea of the aeries 





Leq = "(Im) 
0 .00  11.00 12.00 16.00 20.00 
CURRENT P.U. 
24.00 28.00 32.00 
Figure 28. Inductance vs. current of the series circuit experiment 
No. 6 
Ill 
2. Series circuit 
An expression to determine critical currents can be 
derived if we assume that -Kg and -K^ are the real and 
imaginary parts of 60 Hz point located either on or inside 
the stability curve. 
Therefore, from equation 4.31: 
2N+I N - , IN _ 
[-K + 2 - ^ + (-Kj) = [ 2 . ] 
2 (N +NI N) 2 (N +NI N) 
m m 
This equation can be rewritten in the following form: 
A o 9 2m— S2C— _ -1 
X -X + (sin" x) + (— sin x 
Km?—8K-m-+4 





c = —à—— 
K =  4(Kg +  K^)  
Similarly, to make a comparison between the analytical 
and graphical critical currents a set of critical param­
eters are chosen to place the 60 Hz point inside the sta­
bility curve. Therefore, for values of R= 9.02 Q, L = 
112 
315 mH and C = 10 uF, the coordinates of the 60 Hz point 
are calculated using equations 5.3 and 5.4: 
RetGg(jl, 9.02, 316, 10)] = = -24.23795 P.U. 
Imag[Gg(jlf 9.02, 316, 10)] = = 1.496109 P.U. 
where : 
m 
Iq = 0.6504065 P.U. 
= 1 P.U. 
m- = 0.0364241 P.U. 
2 (m--m.) 
ci = i 
= 0.6134315 
K = 4(Kg + K^) 
Kg = -24.23795 P.U. 
K. = 1.496109 P.U. 
. - . K  =  4  [ ( 2 4 . 2 3 )  2  +  ( 1 . 4 9 6 1 0 9 ) 2 ]  
K = 2357.325 
Critical currents and inductances may be obtained by using 
equation 5.6, 4.11, and 4.12 as follows: 
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4 2 -1 2 ^^2 ^^3 -1 
xT-x^ + (sin x)^ + - 7T-#)sin x 
Cl 
(Km^ - 8K,m_ + 4) 
+ ± ^ = 6 
cJK 
x^-x^ + (sin"^x)^ + 0.015336 sin"^x + 0.000073 = 0 
and 






x^ = 0.00476 
._ 0.6504065 
• '^2 - 0.00476 
= 136.64002 
Using equations 4.11 and 4.12 
2 (iTlm ni—) n ! n 
N(I ) = =—^[sin"- ^  ^  Jl-(^)-] ^  m. 
where 
= 1 P.U. 
= 0.0364241 P.U. 
2 
C. = ^ 
'1 TT 
= 0.6134315 P.U. 
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Iq = 0.6504065 
For = 2.9002535 
N(Im^) = 0.3092347 
and 
L = N(I^) 
.".L, = 0.3092347 
Similarly, for 
Im^ = 136.64002 
Ndm^) = 0.0422639 = 
Therefore, 
= 2.9002535 P.U. 
= 0.3092347 P.U. 
and 
Im^ = 136.64002 P.U. 
= 0.0422639 P.U. 
Same critical currents and inductances may also be ob­
tained from a graph. For values of R = 9.02 S^, L = 316 mH, 
and 10 liF, the Frequency Response of the Linear System G^fS) 
is drawn on the complex plane. Also, for values of m^ = 
1 P.U., m- = 0.0364241 P.U., and I = 1.4 to 140 P.U., the 
z m 
stability curve is drawn on the same complex plane of the 
Frequency Response. 
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As shown in Figure 27, two circles pass through the 
60 Hz point I =5 P.U. and I = 130 P.U. The correspond­
rai 
ing critical inductance value of = 0.3 P.U. at which 
jump resonance occurred and inductance of = 0.06 P.U. 
are obtained from Figure 28. 
As expected, there is a discrepancy between the ana­
lytical and the graphical values ; 
Pi circuit Analytical Graphical 
parameters Jump-from Jump-to Jump-from Jump-to 
R = 9.02 2.9 P.U. 137 P.U. 5 P.U. 130 P.U. 
L = 316 mH 
C = 10 F 
D. 60 Hertz Locus Sensitivity of Capacitance 
Response Gp(lj,R,L,C) to Variation 
in L and R 
1. Pi circuit 
To measure the sensitivity of the 60 Hz point locus 
of the capacitance response, G(lj,R,L,C), to variation in 
L or R, each linear parameter was changed by 10% at a time 




Parameter values +10% L -10% L +10 R -10% R 
L (mH) 316 347.6 284 316 316 
R (^) 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.92 8.118 
C (UF) 23.4-42 21.6-40 26.3-42 23.8-42 23-8-42 
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If we examine carefully the following graphs, we will 
observe that the end points of the capacitance response are 
the only fixed points. In addition, increasing circuits 
resistance or decreasing its inductance moves the locus 
of the capacitance response Gp(lj,R,L,C) away from the 
real axis and decreases the susceptibility of the circuit 
to ferroresonance and vice versa. 
2. Series circuit 
Similarly, to measure the sensitivity of the SO Hz 
point locus capacitance response G(lj,R,L,C) to variation 
in L or R, each linear parameter was changed by 10% at a 
time and its resulting critical capacitance range was calcu­
lated as shown: 
Experi­
mental 
Parameter values +10% L -10% L +10% R -10% R 
L (mH) 315 347.6 284.4 316 316 
R (H) 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.92 8 . 1 1 9  
C (UF) 1-10.6 1-10.2 1-11.1 1-10.6 1-10.6 
As opposed to the graphs of the pi circuit, the fol­
lowing graphs reveal that the upper limit for the capaci­
tance values that cause ferroresonance in the series cir­
cuit is shown to be more sensitive to variation in induc­
tance than resistance. 
lliHliill!! 
R = 9.922 
L = 316 MM 
C = 6-180 nF 
PI  CIRCUIT 
CAPACITANCE RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambda 1 = 1.6 p.u. 
Lambda 2 *1.5 p.u. 
Lambda 3 =1.4 p.u. 
Lambda 4 « 1,3 p.u 
Lambda 5 =1.2 p.u 
Lambda 6 = 1.1 p.u. 
Lambda 7=1.0 p.u. 
Lambda 6 = 0.9 p.u 
Liimbda 9 = 0.8 p.u. 
Lambda 10 = 0.7 p.u. 
Lambda 11 = p.u 
Lambda 12 = p.u 
Lambda 13 = p.u 
Lambda 14 = p.u 
; •  a t  
i9pFr 
ZltA^CÈRESPdNSE ^STABILITY!CURVE CAPA 
i  G(R,K,C)  
. 
I .00  -0 .80  -0 .60 -o.yo 
X-COOROINATE P.^. 0.20 O.IJQ 0.60  
H M 
Figure 29. Sensitivity of the capacitance response to increase in 




a STABILITY CURVE 
R = 9,02 
L"= 28 ' l . i |  Mi l  
C = 6=180 UF i 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambda 1 =1.6 p.u 
Lambda 2 = 1.5 p.u 
Lambda 3 =1.4 p.u. 
lambda 4 « 1.3 p.u 
Lambda 5 =1.2 p.u. 
lambda 6 =1.1 p.u 
lambda 7 » 1.0 p.u 
lambda 0 = 0.9 p.u 
lambda 9 = 0.8 p.u, 
lambda 10 = 0,7 p.u 
lambda 11 = p.u. 
Lambda 12 = p.u 
Lambda 13 = p.u 
lambda 14 = p.u 
^7,, F-
i 22>iF\ '  
laauFf' 86;IF;|  
1,1 
AULULFY cuf|v:- RESPONSE 
. 1 ; '  
-1. 00  -0 .00  -0.60 -o.'ia 
X-CaaRDINflTE p. u. 
0 . 0 0  0 . 2 0  O.IJO 
Figure JO. Sensitivity oJ: the capacitance response to decrease in 
linear inductance of the pi circuit 
"Lliiiliililli'JiitJ 
R = 8.118 (0.002833 p.u.) 
L = 316 MH (0.0335069 P.U.) 
C = 6-180 uF 
PI CIRCUIT 
CAPACITANCE RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambda 1 =1.6 p.u 
Lambda 2 =1,5 p.u 
Lambda 3 » 1.4 p.u 
Lambda 4 « 1.3 p.u 
Lambda 5 «1.2 p.u 
Lambda 6 =1.1 p.u 
Lambda 7 » 1,0 p.u 
Lambda 6 = 0.9 p.u 
Lambda 9 « 0.8 p.u 
Lambda 10 = 0.7 p.u 
Lambda 11 = p.u 
Lambda 12= p.u 
Lambda 13 = p.u 
Lambda 14 = p.u 
JBpF;'  i  
IfpF 
:;il ;SOwF V 20)1 F 
STABILITY I NCE RESPONSE CAPACITY 
i  '22pF -,;  
I .00 -0.80 -0.60 -O.UO 
X-COOnOINRTE P. U. 
-0 .20  0.20  O.UQ 0 .60  
Figure 31. Sonsltivlty of the capacitanco response to decrease In 
resistance of the pi circuit 
1:1 !' Ill li'l 
L:R.= 9.02 (0.002537 p.U.) 
i 'i L = 3I|7 MH (0.0368576 P.u.) 
!iil C = 6-180 )lF 
PI CIRCUIT 
CAPACITANCE RESPONSE 
& STABILITY CURVE ^ 
DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
Lambda t « 1.6 p.u 
Lambda 2 = 1.5 p.u. 
Lambda 3 = 1.4 p.u. 
Lambda 4 = 1,3 p.u. 
Lambda 5 « 1.2 p.u. 
Lambda 6 » 1.1 p.u 
Lambda 7 = 1.0 p.u 
Lambda 8 « 0.9 p.u 
Lambda 9 = 0.8 p.u. 
Lambda 10 = 0.7 p.u. 
Lambda 11 = p.u 
Lambda 12 ® p.u 
Lambda 13 = p.u 
Lambda 14 = p.u 
M 
SOpFl 
l 8 u F  
19uFj,  
STAPILITYICURVE-K 
... .. .1.., 
CAPACITANCE RE^PgNSE 
: ! 
I  1  1  r  
1.00 -0 .80  -0 .60  -O. IJO 




I'igure 32. Sensitivity of the capacitance response to increase in 
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Ficjure 33. Sensitivity oF capacitance response curve to increase in 
resistance of the series circuit 
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linear inductance of the series circuit 
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E. Determination of Critical Input 
Voltage 
Applying phasor analysis to determine the critical 
supply voltage for which jump occurs in the given pi and 
series power circuits. 
1. Pi circuit 
NE,n 




E = (R+jX^)I + 




= (R+jWL) - _2L) + A W 
-
= (R+jL) (^ - ^ ) + X 
m 
A 
Ej, = (R.jL) (-j ^  
^®1 
= -j:p-i(R+jL) + jCA^ (R+jL) + A 
1 1 X 
126 
m, 
+ 1 - LC) + j (RC - ^ ) ] 
^1 
(5.7) 
E^ = 0.7650419[o"371^672 + ^ " (0.0335069)(46.911916) 
= -0.3685359 + jO.0858297 
E^ = 0.378398 [103° 
Ec = Ss'Ec (?-%-) 
E^ = (115) (0.378398) 
E^ = 43.515828 V peak 
2. Series circuit 
+ j (0.002537) (46.911916) 0.002537 0.3716672 
9.020 M 
—nm—1^ 
= Ira^lR + jîCL - + jl-JL] (5.8) 
= 2.9002535(0.002537 + jO.0335069 - 3x3.403404 
+ jO.309234] 
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= 2.9002535 [0.002537 + jO.0335069 - jO.0746073 
+ jO.309234] 
= 2.9002535 [0.002537 + jO.2631337] 
= 0.0073579 + jO.7776557 
= 0.7.776905 P.U. 
E = (0.7776905)(115) 
c 
= 89-434408 V peak 
F. Relative Severity of Jump Resonance 
For the specified system inductance, resistance, and 
capacitance, the variation of lower and higher critical 
lambda or current jump points with the variation of capaci­
tance of the system for a given line (constant inductance) 
is shown in Figures 37 and 33. 
1. Pi circuit 
It is clear that for higher capacitance value within 
its critical capacitance range, the relative jump severity 


















78.5 96.4 23.5% 
(0.68 P.U.) (0.84 P.U.) 
77.7 109 40.24% 
(0.67 P.U.) (0.948 P.U.) 
Pi ckt 
parameter 
R = 9.02 Î2 
L = 316 mH 
C = 30 uF 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 





80.5 120 49% 
(0.7 P.U.) (1.04 P.U.) 
86.2 134.5 56% 






















78.5 (0.68 P.U.) 96. 4 (0.84 P.U.) 
% ]ump = ^2-^1 X 100 
Pi circuit 
parameter 
R = 9.0 2 ^ 
L = 316 mH 
C = 30 uF 
0.84-0.68 
0 . 6 8  X 100 
= 23.5 
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I Lqure 37.  r.ocuy » I :  lower and hicjher hump lambdas as shunL capacitance 
varies for constant series inductance 
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Jump from Jump to 




R = 9.02 9. 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35 uF 






Jumo from Jump to 
66(0.574 P.U.) 80.5(0.7 P.U.) 120(1.04 P.U.) 
% jump = 1.04-0.7 0.7 X 100 
Pi circuit 
parameter 
R = 9.02 .Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 40 yF 
= 49 
Experiment No. 9: 
Circuit's 
critical input 






130(1.13 P.U.) 86.2(0.75 P.U.) 134.5(1.17 P.U.) R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 55 yF 
% jump = x 100 
= 56 
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2 .  Series circuit 
For the case of series circuit, as the capacitance 
value within the critical capacitance range increases, the 
critical supply voltage will also increase. However, the 
relative jump severity increases at first to a peak but 


































L = 315 mH 
C = 5 yF 
R= 9.02 ÎÎ 
L = 316 mH 
C = 10 yP 
R= 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C = 15 uF 
Experiment No. 2: 
Circuit's 
critical input 
voltage (VRJIS ) 
Transformer 
voltage (VRMS) 
Jump from Jump to 
45(0.391 P.U.) 44.5(0.387 P.U.) 61(0.53 P.U.) 




R = 9.02 oT 
L = 316 mH 
C = 5 yF 
0.53-0.387 
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.'icjure 38. Locus of lower and hicjlier jump lambda as series capacitance 
varies for constant series inductance 
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55 (0.473 P.U.) 80.5(0.7 P.U.) 
Transformer 
voltage (VRMS) 




120 (1.043 P.U.) R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 mH 
C = lOyF 
% voltage jump = 1.043-0.7 0.7 
= 49.07 
Experiment No. 7: 
Circuit's Transformer Series 
critical input voltage (VRMS) circuit 
voltage (VRI-IS) Jump from Jump to parameter 
95 (0.826 P.U.) 106 (.922 P.U. ) 147 (1.28 P.U. ) R= 9.02 0 
L = 316 mH 
C = 15 pF 
1.28-0.922 1 % voltage jump = —q ^22 ^ 100 
= 38.64 
G. Transformer Voltage Switching and 
Transient Times 
In pi and series circuit experiments No. 7 and No. 6, 
the supply voltage was increased slowly until the critical 
supply voltage of 48 V and 55 V RMS was reached in about 
70 s and 9 0 s, respectively. At that point, transformer 
voltage jumped from 77.7 V and 80.5 V to 109 V and 120 V 
RI'IS, respectively. 
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Swift's model and the present analysis were applied 
to find the switching time, i.e., the time required to 
reach the critical supply voltage, using same rate of sup­
ply voltage increase as that of the respective experiments 
as well as their calculated critical lambdas 0.765 P.U. and 
0.9 P.U., respectively. 
Also, for both experiments, transient times, i.e., 
time required to change from linear mode of critical , 
to that of the nonlinear mode of critical \ , are calcu-
2 
lated for comparison with the experimental values observed 
on Figures 63, 54, 112, and 113. 
As shown, there is a discrepancy between transformer's 
voltage transient time obtained by using G. W. Swift's mod­
el and that of the experiment. 
1. Pi circuit 
In Experiment No. 7, as the variac output was in­
creased to 48 VRMS in about 70 seconds, transformer voltage 
rose to 77.7 VPJ4S : 
Pi circuit 
Method Switching Transient 
127.2 s 
6 7.3 ms 
70 ms 






E, 77.7 t P.U (5.9) 
'T 115 x 70 X 377 
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E, = M0|6522 , 
i (t) - 0.0096522 p_u_ 
m j 7 / 
Since jump occurs at À where 
nil 
À = 0.765 P.U. 
mi 
...0.765 = 0:0096522 
^ 0.765 X 377 
^1 0.0096522 
t - 0-765 
^1 0.0096522 ^ 
ti = 79.26 s 
'^T 115 X 70 X 377 ^ 0<t<79.26 s 
Time constant of the pi circuit is x, where 
2L 
= — Appendix E 
_ 2 X 0.316 
9.02 
= 0.070 s 
since 
= 0.765 P.U. 
^1 
V_ = 2 P.U. 
^2 
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2 = 0.765 e 
t 
T 
07765 = I 
0.961 = I 
t = 0.07 X 0.961 
= 0.0673 s 
= 6 7.3 ms 
This transient time is very close to the experimental 
ly determined value of about 70 ms. However, as shown be­
low using G. W. Swift's magnetization curve representation 
the transient time of 127 s is too long compared with the 
experimental results. 
77.7 t P.U 0<t<79.26 115 X 70 X 377 
5 77.7 t 115 X 70 X 377 
-f 4 I I  •  !  
^115 X 70 X 377 )^t^ P.U. t >79.26 s 
Since jump occurs at A , where 
™1 
= 0.765 P.U. 
m. 
136 
4 (lis X 70 X 377) ^1 ^ 1 79.25 s 
1 . 8 1 3  =  2 . 5 6  X  1 0 " ^ t ^  +  4 4 x 1 0 =  0  
or 
4.4xl0"^^t^ + 2.56xl0"^t^ - 1.813 = 0 
tg_ = 29896.1 P.U. 
= 79.3 s 
This is in agreement with our calculated value, however, 
the transient time is quite different from the experimentally-
obtained value of 'V70 ms as shown: 
A =2 P.U. 
2 + 4 ( 2 )  = 1 1 5  X  70 X  377 ^ 2  ^ ^ 1 1 5  x  70 x  377^ ^ 2  
(5.10) 
130 = 2.56xl0~^t2 + 4.4xlO"23t2 
4.4xlO"23t5 + 2.56xl0~^t2 - 130 = 0 
and 
= 78121.94 P.U. 
= 207.22 s 
tg-t^ = 127.22 s 
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2. Series circuit 
Similarly, the discrepancy of transformer voltage 
transient time obtained by using G. W. Swift's model from 
that of the experiment is shown: 
Series circuit 
Method Switching Transient 
G. W. Swift's method 115.3 s 627.2 s 
Present analysis 115.3 s 130.4 ms 
Experimental 90 s 150 ms 
In Experiment No. 6, as the variac output was in­
creased to 55 VRMS in about 90 seconds, transformer volt­
age rose to 90.5 VMRS. 
115x90x377 ^ (5.11) 
T  P .U .  
Since jump occurred at A where 
mi 
= 2.9002535 x 0.3092347 P.U. 
X_ = 0.896859 P.U. 
1 
0.896859 = 0-0077778 ^ 





t = 115.3 s 
"•^T 115x90x377 ^ ^ - ^^^.3 
circuit's time constant - 0.070 s 
= 70 ms 
V = I 
1 
= 2.9002535 x 0.3092347 
= 0.896859 P.U. 
Vr = T 
2 2 2 
= 136.64002 X 0.0422639 
= 5.7749401 P.U. 
t 
5.7749401 = 0.896859 e~ 
5.7749401 t 
0.896859 ~ T 
I = 1.8623845 
t = 0.070 X 1.8623845 
= 0.1303669 
= 0.1304 s 
t = 130.4 ms 
It appeared that this transient time is closer to 
the experimentally determined value of 150 ms than 627s 
obtained by using G. W. Swift's magnetic curve representa­
tion as shown below: 
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) 115x90x377 ^ 
XjnCt) + 4À^(t) = 115x90x377^ ^  ^ ^115 x^90 x 377^^ ^^SOs 
Since jump occurred at X where X = 0.896859. 
.-.0.896859 + 4(0.896859)5 = __||^|^t^ 
+ 4 ( 80.5 \5^5 
^115x90x377^ 1 
3.2178895 = 2.06 x lO'^t^ + 1.495 x 10"^^t^ 
or 
1.495 X lO'^^t^ + 2.06 x lO'^t^ - 3.218 = 0 
t]_ = 43471.87 P.U. 
t^ = 115.31 s 
This is in agreement with our experimental results. 
However, the transient time shown below is much longer 
than 150 ms. 
= 136.64002 X 0.0422639 
= 5.7749401 P.U. 
5.7749401 + 4(5.7749401)= = 
+ 4 ( 80.5 \ 5 5 
^115x90x377^ ^2 
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5.774901 + 25691.97 = 2.06 x lO'^t^ + 1.495 x 10 
(5.12) 
or 
1.495 X 10~^^t2 + 2.06 x lO'^tg - 25697.745 = 0 
= 279918.28 P.U. 
= 742.4888 s 
and 
tg-t^ = 742.4888 - 115.31 
= 627.1788 s 
H. Phaser Analysis 
In what follows, the effect of ferroresonance on the 
equivalent impedance of the circuit is shown. 
1. Pi circuit 
In Experiment No. 7, for the critical parameters 
R = 9.02 Î2, 
L = 316 mH, 
C = 35 uF, 
jump-from A. 
m]_ 
L, = 0.37 P.U. 
= 0.77 P.U., and 




„ _ (-j75.786)(jl321.443) 
1 jl321.443-j75.786 
= -j80.399 capacitive 
= -jSO .4 Î2 
Z. =9.02 + jll9.132 - j80.39 
Therefore, in this circuit, the current lags circuit's 
input voltage by an angle of 76.9°. 
However, for jump-to = 2 P.U., = 0.0598 P.U., 
the corresponding and are: 
in 
= 9.02 + j 38. 741925 Î2 
9  .020  
9  . 020  
vWW\—nnri 
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9  .020  
JVWA—mn_ 
I R ^ 
7 = (-j75.786)(1212.6) 
2 -j75.786+j212.6 
Zg = -jll7.7655 
Zin = 9.02 + jll9.132 - jll7.7665 
^in ^ 9.02 + jl.365 
The circuit is still inductive and the current lags 
circuit's input voltage by an angle of 8.5°. However, it 
is possible with certain combinations of R, L, and C, that 
the circuit will be capacitive and the current then would 
be leading the voltage. 
2. Series circuit 
In Experiment No. 6, for the critical parameters, 
R = 9.02 Q, 
L = 316 raH, 
C  =  1 0  y F ,  
jump-from =2.9 P.U. and 
= 0.31 P.U. 
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Therefore, is: 
9 .020  
jvwv^—nm— 
R L  C  
RUK I n 
9 .02Q 
.^/vYA nm. 
R L  
ruE 1 n 
Zin = 9.02 + j953.35 
= 953.4 Î2 |89.5 
Therefore, in this circuit, the current lags behind 
the input voltage by almost 90°. 
However, for jump-to = 136.6 P.U., L2 = 0.0423 




9 .020  
VMA—nnn 
Z. = 9.02 + j4.14707 in 
= 9.9276673 [24.69 
Z. = 9.93 0 124.7 in ' 
= 0.0027922 P.U. [24.7 
The circuit is still inductive, and now the current 
lags the voltage by an angle of 24.7°. However, it is 
possible by choosing a combination of critical R, L, and 
C, such that this circuit will become capacitive and then 
the current will be leading the voltage. 
I. Interpretation of Experimental Results 
1. Pi circuit Experiment No. 7 
For a 60 Hertz point at R = 9.02 Q, L= 316 mH, and 
C = 35 uF, 
= 0.3716672 P.U. 
= -j80.4 ^ 
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and 
= 0.0597959 P.U. 
Z_ = -jll7,76 0 









Up to inductance L^, the impedance of the parallel 
section of the circuit is almost constant at about = 
-j80.4 n. Therefore, increasing the voltage slowly will 
increase the current (I) slowly, as seen from the equation 
below: 
At the critical input voltage (E^), the impedance of 
the parallel section of the circuit suddenly increases to 
Zg = -117.75 n. Since I = is constant at any time, 
then VQ must increase suddenly to keep I constant in the 
equation: 
constant I = •=— 
^2t 
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If VQ increases suddenly, and the supply voltage is 
constant, E-Vg decreases and therefore, I decreases sud­
denly. 
After the jump, as the supply voltage is increased 
slowly, the current also decreases slowly. 
2. Series circuit Experiment No. 6 
For a 60 Hz point at R = 9.02 H, L = 316 mH, and C = 
10 uF, 
^1 - 0.3092347 P.U. 
^1 = jWLgLi 
'l = j(377) (9 .4308943) (0.3092347) 
^1 = 1099 .4676 
and 
= 0.0422639 P.U. 
^2 " 
= j(377) (9.4308943) (0.0422639) 
Z_ = jl50.26706 n 
9 . 0 2 0  3 1 6  H  
Avw*—nrn— 
R  L  C  
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. Up to inductance L^, the impedance of the transformer 
and the circuit is almost constant at about = 1099.5 0 
and 953.4 n, respectively. Therefore, increasing the 
voltage slowly will increase the current I, slowly as seen 
from the equation below: 
I = ?— (5.13) 
R + jWL - + jWL^ 
At the critical input voltage E , the impedance of 
^1 
the transformer and the circuit suddenly drops to 150.3 Q 
and 9.93 Q, respectively, and therefore, the current in­
creases suddenly. Since 
+ i 
Vq = (I)(WL^) 
Therefore, transformer voltage also increases suddenly. 
After the jump, as the supply voltage is increased 
slowly, the current will also increase slowly. 
J. Analytical vs. Experimental 
Prediction of Ferroresonance 
As shown in the following data, our analysis indicates 
a close agreement between the analytical and the experi­
mental results of predicting ferroresonance in the given 
circuit configurations: 
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1. Pi circuit 
Analytical 
Pi circuit parameters 
R~TÏÏ) L . (mH) C ( y F )  
9.02 316 20 
9.02 316 23.5 
9.02 316 35 
9.02 316 42 
9.02 316 45 
Ferroresonance 







9.02 316 5 % 
9.02 316 10 % 
9.02 315 15 % 
9.02 316 20 X 
9.02 316 25 X 
9.02 316 30 X 
9.02 316 35 X 
9.02 316 40 X 
9.02 316 45 X 
9.02 316 55 X 
9.02 316 65 X 
2. Series circuit 
Analytical Does not 
R (0) L (mH) C (uF) Occurs occnr 
9.02 316 1 X 
9.02 316 10.6 X 
9.02 316 15 X 
Experimental 
9.02 316 5 X 
9.02 316 10 X 
9.02 316 15 X 
9.02 316 18 X 
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In siammary: 
Lower limit Upper limit 
Capacitance threshold Capacitance threshold 
(yF) (yFJ 
Circuit Analytical Experimental Analytical Experimental 
Pi 23.5 30 42 55 
Series 1 5 10.6 15 
K. Experimental Results 
1. Critical Supply Voltage Level 
It is evident from the data below that ferroresonance 
will occur at higher supply voltages for higher capacitance 
values within the critical capacitance range-
Experiment Critical input Critical capacitance 
Circuit No. voltage (VRMS) value (uF) 
Pi 7 48.5 35 
8 66 40 
9 130 55 
Series 2 45 5 
6 58 10 
7 95 15 
2. Effect of pi-circuit input capacitance on ferroreso­
nance 
To examine the effect of the pi-circuit input capaci­
tance on ferroresonance, four experiments were conducted 
as follows: 
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Pi circuit parameters 
R = 9.02 Q, C_ = 10 yF 
L = 315 mH 
C = 35 yF 
R = 9.02 n C_ = 30 yF 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF 
R = 9.02 Cn = 10 yF 
L = 315 mH 
C = 55 yF 
R = 9.02 Cp = 50 yF 
L = 316 mH 
C = 55 yF 
It appears that input capacitance does not change 
the magnitudes of the transformer jump voltages. 
3. Impact of Transformer Loading on ferroresonance 
It appears from the following table that ferroreso­
nance is also possible on lightly-loaded systems. Critical 
loads that could eliminate it must also be determined. 
However, it was observed that the nonlinear mode returned 
as soon as the resistance was disconnected. 
a. Pi circuit 
6 0 Hz point 
R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF (X = 75. 8 
= 0.0213 P.U 
Transformer load required 
R^ i 1965 n (0.553 P.U.) 
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R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 40 yF (X = 66.3 0 
FL < 710 0 (0.2 P.U.) 
= 0.0186 P.U.) 
R = 9.02 Q. 
L = 316 mH 
C = 55 UF (X =48.2 ^  
< 225 n (0.063 P.U.) 
= 0.0136 P.U.) 
For the 60 Hz point at R= 9.02 Q, L= 316 mH, and 
C = 35 ]iF, connecting 1965 0 resistor across the transform­
er will add a resistance to the impedance across the trans­





= -117.8(1965)2 + (117.8)2(1965) 
(1965)2 ^ (117.8)2 
_ -14.5485231 x 10^ + 27277991 
= 7.036759 - 1117.37816 
The capacitive reactance is almost the same, except 
that the effective resistance of the circuit has been in­
creased to 16.056716 r2. The new resistance value is no 
(1965)2 ^ (117.8)2 




longer a critical value. 
To eliminate ferroresonance, any resistance connected 
across the transformer should have values on or below the 
lines shown on Figure 39. 
b. Series circuit Ferroresonance was also ob­
served on the series circuit when transformer was loaded 
with greater than 590 Q resistance. However, when 690 0 
or smaller resistance was connected across the transformer 
it completely eliminated the nonlinear mode. 
60 Hz point Transformer load required 
R = 9.02 n < 690 0 
L = 316 mH 
C = 15 liF 
For the 6 0 Hz point, 9.02 0, L = 316 mH, and C = 
15 yF, connecting a 69 0 SI resistor across the transformer 
will add a resistance to the impedance, but it will pre­
serve the original reactance value: 
„ ^ (jl50.3)(690) 
2 690+jl50.3 
^ (jl50.3) (690) (690-1150.3) 
(690+jl50.3) (690-jl50.3) 










!• iqure 39. Load res.is tance to control ferro resonant over-voltage in 
the pi circuit 
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The reactance is almost the same like before, ex­
cept the effective resistance of the circuit has been in­
creased to = 9.02 + 31.2562, and this value of resis­
tance is no longer a critical value. 
4. Switching modes by a circuit breaker 
a. Pi circuit The following experiments were 
conducted under two sets of linear parameters, (1) R = 
9.02 n, L = 316 mH, and C = 35 yF; (2) R = 9.02 Q, L = 
315 mH, and C = 55 ]iF. 
At certain variac output voltages, modes were switched 
by turning the circuit breaker on and off. 
In these experiments, the first interesting observa­
tion as the variac output was approaching the critical in­
put voltage, the switching ease from one mode to another 
was completely reversed. At well below the critical input 
voltage and with more than 100 breaker switchings, it was 
not possible to switch transformer voltage from linear to 
nonlinear mode. However, as variac output increased but 
remained below the critical input voltage {48 VRI'IS for the 
first critical set, 130 VRMS for the second set) it be­
came more difficult to switch from the linear to the non­
linear mode than the reverse. However, as the variac out­
put increased still further toward the input critical volt­
age, the tendency to swtich back and forth almost equalized 
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until at just before the critical input voltage it becomes 
more difficult to switch from a nonlinear to a linear mode. 
At critical input voltage and with more than 100 breaker 
switchings, it was not possible to switch back transformer 
voltage from nonlinear to linear mode, i.e., the switching 
tendency has been completely reversed. 
The second observation is that it might seem that 
switching should not even occur at or above 55 yF because 
these are not critical values. In fact, during breaker 
on and off, transient charging currents are created, which 
changes the current through the nonlinear element. There­
fore, the inductance which is a function of the current 
will also change. This violates our original assumption 
that these- values were determined under steady-state con­
ditions . 
The third observation was that the critical linear pa­
rameters determined under steady-state were also valid for 
the transient condition. 
In summary: 
R = 9.02 Q 
Pi circuit L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF 
Linear mode LM 
Nonlinear mode NLI-I 
R= 9.02 
L = 316 mH 
C = 55 uF 
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Circuit's 
critical input Mode 
voltage (VI-IRS) switching 
Circuit's 
critical input Mode 
voltage (VMRS) switching 
0-40 LM-N^NLM 0 - 6 0  LM-N+NLÎ4 
For supply voltages of 0-40 or 0-60, volt­
age jumps from linear to nonlinear mode did 
not occur when breaker was switched on and 
off for more than 300 times. 
42 70 
At 42 V and 70 V, it took less than 300 
switchings of the breaker for the voltage 
to jump from linear to nonlinear mode, 
however, it took fewer times for the volt­
age to jump back to linear mode. 
44 LM^=^I^LI-I 80 
At 44 V and 80 V, it almost took the same 
number of switchings of the breaker to 
change the modes either way. 
46-47 LÎIZ^TNLM 90-120 
At 46-47 V or 90-120 V, the switching ten­
dency is completely reverse of that at 42 V 
or 70 V. 
48(CIV)-130 LM^N-NLM 130(CIV) LM^N-NLM 
at which a mode would switch from linear to nonlinear or 
vice versa, below, at, or above the critical input voltage, 
the following experiments were conducted under three sets 
of linear parameters. 
At 48 V and 130 V or greater, the switch­
ing tendency is completely reverse of that 
at 0-40 V or 0-60 V. 
b. Series circuit To find out the relative ease 
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(1) R = 9.02 n, L = 316 iiiH, and C = 3.3 uF 
(2) R - 9.02 L  =  3 1 6  itiH, and C = 15 yF, and 
(3) R = 9.02 n ,  L  =  316 rriH, and C = 18 UF. 
For the first and third sets of parameters, it was 
not possible to switch from the linear to nonlinear mode 
with over a 100 times turning the breaker on and off. 
"However, for the second set at below critical input volt­
age (95 volts RMS for R = 9.02 Q, L= 316 mH, and C = 
15 yF), it was again difficult to switch from the linear 
to nonlinear mode. As the input voltage was increased 
to the critical input voltage of 96 Volts RMS, the ease 
of switching from linear to nonlinear or vice versa was 
the same. However, at above critical input voltage (97 
Volts RMS) and with more than 100 transformer switchings 
it was not possible to switch back transformer voltage 




















Supply voltages of 0 to 135 V in the 
first and third experiments did not 
cause voltage jump when the breaker 
was switched on and off for more 
than 300 times. 
However, for the second experiment, 
this was true only for supply voltage 
of 0 to 94 V. 
95 
At 95 V, it took less than 30 0 switch­
ings of the breaker, for the voltage 
to jump from linear to nonlinear mode; 
however, it took fewer times for the 
voltage to jump back.to linear mode. 
95(CIV)97 LM^N-NLH 
At 95 V to 9 7 V, the switching tendency 
is completely reverse of that at 9 4 V. 
Therefore, if ferroresonance is sus­
pected in a given circuit, then switch­
ing in that circuit becomes of prime 
importance. To avoid ferroresonance 
in this case, switching should be 
either minimized or condition of the 
supply changed to a safe switching. 
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L. Experimental vs. Methods Results 
1. Jump resonance and the critical input voltage of the 
circuit 
Summary of the results obtained by various methods 
based on a common set of critical parameters and their mag­
netization curve representation: 
Common pi circuit parameters 
R = 0.002 P.U. 
L = 0.025 P.U. 
C = 50 P.U. 
Magnetization 
curve representation 




G. W. Swift's method 
Present analysis 
Transformer Circuit's 
voltage (P.U. ) critical 
Jump Jump input 
Method from to voltage (P.U 
G. W. Swift's method 0.96 1.38 0.19 
Piecewise linear method 0.89 1.595 0.22 
Present analysis 0.94 1.46 0.22 
Experiment 1.08 1. 44 0.17 
2. Transformer voltage switching and transient times 
The results of G. W. Swift's method, present analy­
sis and the experiment are shown: 
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Pi circuit Series circuit 
Method Switching Transient Switching Transient 
79.3 s 127.2 s 115.3 s 527.2 s G. W. Swift's 
method 
Present 
analysis 79.26 s 67.3 ms 115.3 s 130.4 ms 
Experimental 70 s 70 ms 90 s 150 ms 
It appears that the transient time obtained by using 
Swift's method disagrees with the experimentally observed 
transient time. 
3. Jump resonance, critical supply voltage, and voltage 
transient time of the transformer 
The results of Gear's digital program, present analy­
sis, and the experiment are based on a common set of criti­
cal parameters and the magnetization curve representation. 
Common pi circuit's critical parameters 
R = 9.020(0.002537 P.U.) 
L = 316 mH (0.0335069 P.U.) 
C = 35 yF (46.911916 P.U.) 
Magnetization 
Method curve representation 
Gear's method II = A+9X^+4A^ 








peak Circuit's Transformer 
voltage (E '.U.) critical voltage 
Jump Jump input peak transient 
from to voltage (P.U.) time 





1.7 0.38  57.3 ms 
0.96 1.34 0.59 70 ms 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
There are several methods to study ferroresonance such 
as piecewise linearization techniques and the Incremental 
Describing Function of G. W. Swift (26). In these methods, 
the magnetization characteristic model appears to be im­
portant in the evaluation of the possible occurrence of 
ferroresonance. 
In piecewise linearization and G. W. Swift's method, 
the ferroresonance problem of a pi or series unloaded cir­
cuit is approached by simplifying the circuit and the non-
linearity representation in order to make the mathematics 
reasonable. 
Several researchers in the past have used two straight 
lines to represent nonlinearity. These studies were con­
ducted between 1931 and 1978, and appears to be focused 
on series circuits consisting of a resistor, capacitor, 
and an iron-cored inductor. While power transformers are 
now connected to either a transmission or distribution 
line, implying the presence of an inductance in the trans­
former's circuit, these studies have excluded this induc­
tance that influences the occurrence of ferroresonance. 
Also, these studies appear not to emphasize the linear 
parameters R, L, and C of the system which appears to be 
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as important as the magnetization curve for the analysis 
of ferroresonance. In summary, the circuits used in past 
studies may not exactly represent a power circuit. 
The critical lambdas obtained by this study and based 
on common parameters appear closer to the experimental 
values than those of the two straight line approximations 
of the magnetization curve. In general, as the number of 
linear segments for the magnetization curve representation 
increased it becomes more difficult to obtain a solution. 
Objections to the graphical solution of critical 
lambda by G. W. Swift is that it may provide pessimistic 
results concerning the susceptibility of various circuits 
to ferroresonance. It would be unrealistic to represent 
different sizes of transformers made up of different core 
material composition with the same single quintic non­
linear term. 
Swift's representation of a magnetization curve by 
one nonlinear quintic term may limit the application to 
a specific type of transformer. 
Gear's program, as a tool for the utilities to study 
ferroresonance, is inconvenient because in a limited time 
the solution may not be available. 
However, if we represent the transformer by a De­
scribing Function based on two slopes of the magnetiza­
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tion curve in a pi or series circuit, it would then 
be possible to obtain the critical lambdas or currents 
analytically. 
Also, a good advantage is provided by this method 
because the solution procedure does not break down in 
the sense of becoming much more difficult for systems 
of higher order than the third. 
The Incremental Input Describing Function of the two-
slope representation of the magnetization curve although 
an approximation, is shown to yield reasonable results 
for the determination of the onset of ferroresonance in­
stabilities in laboratory simulated power circuits. 
This Describing Function of the transformer based on 
two slopes of the magnetization curve has been used to 
study fundamental ferroresonance in a given pi or series 
circuit under unloaded as well as loaded circuit condi­
tions. Therefore, in a given circuit configuration with 
known parameters, it is possible to predict: 
1. Whether or not ferroresonance will occur 
for the given R, L, and C circuit. 
2. Range of critical capacitance values for 
a given R and L. 
3. If ferroresonance occurs in a given circuit, 
the method shows how far the given parame­
ters should be changed and in what direction 
in order to eliminate its occurrence. 
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4. Analytical and graphical values of critical 
^eq-
5. Sensitivity of the 60 Hertz capacitance re­
sponse locus, G(lj,R,L,C) to variation in R 
and L. 
6. Critical input voltage above which ferro-
resonance will occur and transformer voltage 
just before and after ferroresonance. 
In this study, the results obtained by (1) piecewise 
linearization technique, (2) G. W. Swift's method, (3) 
Gear's digital program, and (4) two-segments B-H curve • 
methodology were compared with the experimental results 
described in this study to indicate the various preferable 
approaches to study ferroresonance. The following sum­
marizes the various observations resulted from this study: 
1. There is a discrepancy between transformer 
voltage transient time obtained by using 
G. W. Swift's method and that observed ex­
perimentally. 
2. Magnitudes of critical \ obtained by direct 
two-slope piecewise linearization method are 
less accurate than those given by the al­
ternate methodology when compared to those of 
the experiment. 
3. The critical jump-to \ obtained by the 
Gear's digital program^is close to that of 
the experiment, however, jump-from Xj^, 
critical input voltage, and transient time 
are not. These results could have been 
improved if the digital program utilized 
a polynomial more accurately matched to 
the core characteristic than the approxi­
mation A+9X^+4A^. 
4. Although methods 1, 2, and 3 provide close 
jump-to Xjn to those of the experiment, they 
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are limiting or limited in their application 
to ferroresonance studies of the power sys­
tem. 
In the pi circuit, there are two capacitance 
threshold values, the upper and lower limits, 
that will place the system in the ferro­
resonance region while there is only an up­
per limit in the series circuit. 
For the pi circuit, increasing the circuit's 
resistance or decreasing its inductance, de­
creases the circuit's susceptibility to fer­
roresonance and vice versa. In the series 
circuit, this susceptibility is more sensi­
tive to variation in inductance than the re­
sistance. 
The following critical parameter's value, 
validated by experiments, caused ferro­
resonance in the given configuration: 






















5 to 15 yF 





For the specified parameters in the given pi 
circuit configuration, the relative severity 
of voltage jump resonance increased as the 
capacitance value within the critical capaci­
tance range increased. However, in the series 
circuit, the relative severity of voltage 
jump increased to a peak and dropped for 
further increases in the caoacitance value. 
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9. Minimum transformer loading is required to 
eliminate ferroresonance over voltage and 
the required resistance to eliminate ferro­
resonance depends on the critical capacitance 
value. As shown in Figure 39, these values 
must be on or below the lines on the graph-
10. The calculated transformer voltage switching 
and transient times for the pi and series 
circuit configurations are close to those 















5 7.3ms 70 ms 
130.4ms 15 0ms 
11. There is a nociceabie disagreement retv.-
the voltage transient time obtained by G. W. 
Swift's method and that of the experiment: 
Circuit Transformer voltage 
Configuration Calculated Experimental 
pi 127.2s 70ms 
series 627.2s IbOms 
12. If ferroresonance is suspected in a given 
circuit, then switching in that circuit be­
comes of prime importance. To avoid ferro­
resonance, in this case, switching snould be 
either minimized or condition of the circuit 
changed to a safe switching. 
13. Ferroresonance will occur at higher supply 
voltages for higher capacitance values within 
the critical capacitance range. 
14. Gear's program for the utilities to use as 
a tool to study ferroresonance is incon­
venient because it depends on the process of 
trial and error that is time consuming. 
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IX. APPENDIX A: EXPERII4ENTS 
A. Experimental Validation of the Critical 
Capacitance Range in Pi Circuit 
To verify that 23.5-42 yF capacitance range of values 
will actually cause ferroresonance in the typical pi-circuit 
configuration, values for capacitance 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 
35, 40, 55 and 65 liF were chosen for the following experi­
ments with values of XQ, m^, and m^ obtained from the B-H 
curve : 
= 0.6551724 P.U. 
0 
= 1 P.U. 
m^ = 27.454377 P.U. 
and the calculated values used 
R = 9.02 Q (0.002537 P.U.) 
L = 316 mH (0.0335069 P.U.) 
The only capacitance values that caused ferroresonance were 
between 30 to 55 yF. 
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Experiment. No. 1: 
R = 9.02 Q. 
L = 316 mH 





























































































































Figure 40. Voltage across transformer (V^) variac output 
15 VRMS, C = 0 yF (scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 41. Voltage across transformer (V^) variac output 
between 15 V - 135 VRI-IS, voltage increments of 
10 VRI'IS (C = 0 yF) (scale = 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 1 
Figure 42- Voltage across transformer (V-p) variac output 
between 15 V - 135 VRMS (voltage increments of 
10 VRÎ1S) (C = 5 liF) (scale 100 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 1 
Figure 4 3. Voltage across transformer (VT) variac output 
15 VRI-IS (C = 5 yF) (scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 44. Voltage across transformer (Vip) variac output 
135 VRîlS (C = uF) (scale 10 0 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 2 : 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C = 10 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Voltage Across Total 
Voltage Transf. Inductor Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 10 5.2 0 
20 16.5 7 0.025 
25 22.8 8.5 0.03 
30 29.2 11.2 0.05 
35 36 12.2 0.08 
40 42.5 14 0.1 
45 47.3 17 0.115 
50 53.2 19 0.12 
55 59 20.8 0.13 
60 64.2 22.2 0.15 
65 69.2 23.8 0.165 
70 73.3 25 0.18 
75 77.7 26.3 0.185 
80 81 27.8 0.19 
85 84 ' 29.6 0.195 
90 86.7 31.3 0.2 
95 89 33.8 0.21 
100 91.2 36.3 0.217 
105 93.4 39.2 0.233 
110 95.2 42 0.25 
115 97.3 46 0.27 
120 99.6 51 0.292 
125 101 55 0.31 
130 103 59.8 0.331 
135 105.5 65.8 0.363 
137 107.2 69.7 0.378 
No Ferroresonance 
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Experiment No. 2 
Figure 45. Voltage across transformer (Vij.) (variac output 
between 15 V - 135 VRMS, voltage increments of 
10 VRMS, voltage increments of 10 VRMS, C = 
10 yF, scale = 50 V/Division 
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Experiment No. 2 
Figure 46. Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
15 VRMS, C = 10 yF, scale = 50 V/Division) 
Figure 47. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
135 VRMS, C = 10 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 3: 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 mH 













15 12.7 5.7 0.0 
20 22 10 0.05 
25 30.2 14.7 0.1 
30 39 19.9 0.13 
35 45.5 24.5 0.17 
40 54.6 29 0.2 
45 61.6 32 0.229 
50 69 34.4 0.248 
55 75 36.2 0.263 
60 80 36.3 0.265 
65 83.7 36.5 0.266 
70 86.7 34.3 0.26 
75 89.2 33 0.257 
80 91.5 32 0.248 
85 93.5 32 0.24 
90 95.2 36.2 0.235 
95 97 33-3 0.231 
100 98.7 35.3 0.23 
105 100 37.1 0.236 
110 101.8 39.5 0.292 
115 103 42 0.253 
120 104 45 0.267 
125 105.5 , 48 0.285 
130 106.8 51 0.31 
135 108.0 54.5 0.32 
138 108.8 56.8 0.333 
No ferroresonance 
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Experiment No. 3 
48. voltage across 
10 VRMS, C = 15 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment Ho. 3 
Figure 49. Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
15 VRÎ4S, C = 15 yF, scale = 50 V/Division 
Figure 50. Voltage across transformer (VT) (variac output 
135 VRMS, C = 15 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 4 ; 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
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Figure 51. Stability and frequency response curves for pi circuit of 
Experiment No. 4 ^ 
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Experiment No. 4 
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Experiment Mo. 4 
Figure 53. Voltage across transformer (V^p) (variac output 
15 VRI-IS, C = 20 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 54, Voltage across transformer (VT) (variac output 
115 VRMS, C = 20 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 5: 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 iriH 
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Figure 56. Inductance vs. lambda for pi circuit of Experiment No. 5 
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Experiment No. 5 
Figure 57. Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
between 15 V - 135 VRMS, voltage increments of 
10 VRMS, C = 25 UF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 5 
Figure 58. Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
15 vmiS, C = 25 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 59. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
135 VRMS, C = 25 UF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment, No. 6 ; 
R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 29.69 yF 
ariac Output Voltage Across Voltage Across Total 
Voltage Transf. Inductor Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 33 37 0.257 
0.355 m 20 42 49.5 
25 51.5 61.7 0.45 g 
30 63.2 79 0.55 k 
35 78.5 94 0.658 H 
40 96.4 92 0.651 
45 100.7 87 0.612 
50 103.5 82 0.574 
55 105.5 78.8 0.543 
60 107 73.7 0.516 
65 108.5 70 0.489 0 
70 110 66.8 0 .463  % 
75 110.3 63.3 0.437 0) 
80 112.3 60.5 0.413 B 
85 113.3 57.2 0 .39  G  
90 114.2 55 0.369 
95 115.0 52.3 0.35 
100 116.0 51 0.331 
105 116.7 49.2 0.317 
110 117.4 48.2 0.307 
115 118.2 48 0.301 
120 118.8 47.8 0.299 
125 119.5 48 0.3 
130 120.1 48.4 0.301 
135 120.7 50 0.307 
138 121.2 52 0.317 
There is a slight jump at 35V, but it cannot be seen on the 
oscilloscope CRT. 
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Experiment No. 7 : 
R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35.02 uF 
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Experiment No. 7 
Figure 60. Voltage across transformer (V?) linear and 
nonlinear (variac output between 15 V - 135 
VRi'IS, voltage increment of 15 VRI4S, C = 35 yF, 
scale V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 7 
Figure 61. Voltage across transformer linear mode (80 
VRMS) (variac output voltage 43 VRMS, C = 
35 yF). Voltage across transformer nonlinear 
mode (108.7 VRMS, variac output voltage 48.5 
VRMS, C = 35 UF, scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 52. Voltage across transformer linear mode (80 
VRÎ4S) (variac output voltage 48 VRMS, C = 
35 yF). Voltage across transformer second 
mode (108.7 VRI4S, variac output voltage 48.5 
VRMS, C = 35 yF, scale 50 V/bivision) 
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Experiment No. 7 
XSaHR 
IBSBi® 
Figure 63. Voltage across transformer linear mode (upper), 
voltage across transformer nonlinear mode 
(lower) (voltage period 20 ms/division, C = 
35 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
i 
iîiijiiiliïiililBl 
Figure 54. Voltage across transformer linear mode (upper), 
voltage across transformer nonlinear mode 
(lower) (voltage period 50 ms/division, C = 
35 uF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 7 
Figure 65. Transformer current (lip) just before and after 
ferroresonance (variac output 48 VRI-lS, C = 
35 yF, scale before F.R. 0.1 V/Division, scale 
after F.R. 0.5 V/Division, shunt 50 MV/A) 
Figure 66. Transformer current (I?) just before and after 
loading transformer with R = 150 H, scale 0.5 
V/Division, C = 35 yF, shunt 50 MV/A) 
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Experiment No. 8; 
R = 9.02 ^  
L = 316 mH 
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Figure 67. Stability and frequency response curves for pi ci rcuit 
of Experiment No. 8 
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I'^igure 68. Inductance vs. lambda for pi circuit of Experiment No. 8 
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Figure 69.  Voltage across transformer (VT) just before and 
after ferroresonance (variac output 56 VRÎ4S, 
C = 40 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 70. Transformer current (I?) just before and after 
ferroresonance (variac output 65 VRMS, C = 
40 yF, scale 0.02 V/Division, shunt 50 MV/A) 
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Experiment No. S 
Figure 71. Voltage across transformer linear and nonlinear 
modes (variac output 15 V and 135 VRMS, C = 
40 UF, scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 72. Transformer current linear mode scale 0.0 2 V/ 
Division, transformer current nonlinear mode 
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Experiment No. 9: 
R = 9.02 Q. 
L = 316 mH 
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Figure 75. Stability and frequency response curves for pi circuit 
of Experiment No. 9 
LAMBDA P.U 
Figure 76. Inductance vs. lambda for pi circuit of Experiment No. 9 
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Experiment No. 9 
Figure 77. Voltage across transformer linear and nonlinear 
modes (variac output between 15 V - 135 VRMS, 
voltage increments of 10 VRMS, C = 35 liF, 
scale 50 V/Division) 
Figure 78. Voltage across transformer linear mode (upper), 
voltage across transformer nonlinear mode 
(lower) (C = 55 JJF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 9 




Figure 81. Transformer current (I^p) just before and after 
ferroresonance, variac output 130 VRI4S, C = 
55 yF, scale before F.R. 0.01 V/Division, scale 
after F.R. 0.2 V/Division, shunt 50 MV/A) 
Figure 82. Transformer current (I?) just before and after 
loading transformer with R = 150 scale 0.2/ 
division, C = 55 yF, shunt 50 MV/A 
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Experiment. No. 10: 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 iriH 























































































































Eynp.riment No. 10 
MM; 
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B. Effect of Pi-Circuit Input Capacitance 
on Ferroresonance 
The following four experiments showed that the input 
capacitance of the transmission line has no effect on the 
magnitudes of critical voltages. 
R = 9.02 
L = 316 mH 
Ci = 35 mH 













15 25 3 0.21 
20 33.5 46 0.27 
25 40 56.3 0.339 
30 45.8 67.8 0.402 
35 53 79.7 0.466 
40 61.7 92.6 0.538 
45 70 104 0.61 
46 72 107 0.626 
47 74.3 110 0.644 
48 77.3 113 0.664 
49 80.8 116.5 0.688 
49 .5 F.R. occurs 109 96.3 0.723 
50 109.2 95.8 0.7215 
55 111.2 89.8 0.708 
60 113 84.2 0.695 
65 114.1 79.5 0.681 
70 115.2 75 0.669 
75 116.4 70.5 0,655 
80 117 67.2 0.643 
85 118 63.5 0.629 
90 118.8 60.5 0.616 
95 119.2 57.4 0.602 
100 120 55 0.589 
105 120.8 53.1 0.573 
110 121.2 52 0.561 
115 121.8 51.2 0.547 
120 122.5 51 0.535 
125 123 51 0.522 
130 123.7 51.5 0.51 
135 124 52.6 0.498 
138 124.5 53.7 0.488 
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Figure 84. Voltage across transformer (V,^) , linear and 
nonlinear modes (variac output between 15 V -
135 VRMS, = 35 yF, C2 = 10 yF, scale 50 
V/Division) 
Figure 85. Voltage across transformer (V?), nonlinear 
mode (variac output 135 VRMS, Ci = 35 yF, C2 = 
10 yF, scale 50 V/Division) 
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R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C, = 35 yF 
= 30 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Voltage Across Total 
Voltage Transf. Inductor Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 25 34.5 0.165 
20 33.5 46 0.215 
25 40 56.8 0.258 
30 46.5 68.7 0.3 
35 53.8 80.7 0.339 
40 62 93 0.388 
45 70.8 105.2 0.443 
46 73 108.2 0.458 
47 75.5 111.2 0.476 
48 „ „ 78.8 114.5 0.497 
49 occurs log 96.5 0.92 
50 109.2 95.2 0.93 
55 111.5 89.0 0.985 
60 113 83.8 1.02 
65 114.2 79 1.052 
70 115.2 75 1.088 
75 116.5 70.5 1.12 
80 117.4 66.8 1.15 
85 118 63.1 1.18 
90 118.8 60.2 1.208 
95 119.5 57.3 1.233 
100 120 55 1.26 
105 120.7 53.1 1.285 
110 121.2 52 1.31 
115 122 51.4 1.335 
120 122.5 51 1.36 
125 123 51.1 1.382 
130 123.7 52 1.408 
135 124.2 53 1.43 
138 124.5 54 1.43 
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Figure 86. Voltage across transformer (V?), linear and 
nonlinear modes (variac output between 15 V -
135 VRI4S, Cl = 35 UF, C2 = 30 yF, scale 50 
V/division) 
Figure 87- Voltage across transformer (Vij) , nonlinear 
mode (variac output 135 VRMS, C]_ = 35 yF, C2 = 
30 yF, scale 50 V/division) 
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Figure 88 . Transformer current (1^) just before and after 
F.R. (variac output 48 VRMS, = 35 yF, C_ = 
30 yF, scale 0.5 V/division, shunt 50 MV/A7 
Figure 89. Transformer^ current (Iip) just before and after 
loading witli 150 at F.R. (variac output 48 VRMS, 
C- = 35 yF, C_ = 30 yF, scale 0.5 V/division, shunt 
50 MV/A) ^ 
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R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C, = 55 yF 
= 10 yF 
'ariac Output Voltage Across Voltage Across Total 
Voltage Transf. Inductor Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 12 25.7 0.12 
20 15.5 34.5 0.17 
25 18.5 42.3 0.21 
30 21.5 49.9 0.25 
35 24.5 57 0.285 
40 27.8 65.3 0.322 
45 30.3 72.8 0.359 
50 33.2 81 0.394 
55 36.2 89 0.432 
60 39 96.6 0 .468 
65 42 104 0.502 
70 44.5 111.1 0.533 
75 47.5 119.2 0.57 
80 50.1 126.4 0 .604 
85 53.2 135 0.642 . 
90 56.2 142.3 0.675 
95 59.5 149- 0.705 
100 62.1 158 0.74 
105 65.1 166 0.778 
110 68.4 174 0.814 
115 71.7 182 0.85 
120 75 190 0.889 
125 79.3 199 0.932 
130 ^  ^  84 20 8 0 .978 F.R. occurs 135 61.5 0.6 
135 135 61 0.594 
138 135,2 50.8 0.582 
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Figure 90. Voltage across transformer (Vip) , linear arid 
nonlinear modes (variac output between 15 V -
135 VRMS, voltage increment of 10 VRMS, Ci = 
55 yF, C2 = 10 uF, scale 50 V/division) 
Figure 91. Voltage across transformer {V„), second mode 
(variac output 135 VRMS, Cl = 55 jjF, C2 = 
10 ijF, scale 50 V/division) 
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^22 F.R. occurs 134.5 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C, = 55 uF 
= 50 UF 





























Figure 92. Voltage across transformer (VT), linear and 
nonlinear modes (variac output between 75 V -
135 VRI4S, Cl = 55 UF, C_ = 50 F, scale 50 
V/division) 
Figure 93. Voltage across transformer (V^), nonlinear 
mode (variac output 135 VRI-IS, Ci = 55 yF, 
C^ = 50 yF, scale 50 V/division) 
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Figure 94. Transformer current (I?) just'before and after 
F.R. (variac output 130 VRMS, Cj = 55 -F, C„ = 
50 liF, scale 0.5 V/division, shunt 50 MV/A) 
Figure 95. Transformer current (I^) just before and after 
loading with 150 0 at F.R. (variac output 130 
VRMS, C]_ = 55 uF, C2 = 50 yF, scale 0.5 V/divi­
sion, shunt 50 MV/A) 
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C. Switching Modes by a Circuit Breaker 
1. Pi circuit 
LM = Linear Mode 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode 
R = 9.02 ^ 
L = 316 mH 
C = 35 uF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 40 62.5 
LM 40 62.5 >100 >100 
LM 42 67.3 
NLM 42 103 1 1 
LM 42 67 1 . 1 
NLM 42 103 2 2 
LM 42 66.8 1 1 
NLM 42.2 102.8 3 3 
LM 42 66.5 1 1 
NLM 42 102.8 51 51 
LM 42 67.5 1 1 
NLM 42 103.2 5 5 
LM 42 66.7 1 1 
NLM 42 102.7 42 42 
LM 42 66.5 3 3 
NLM 42 102.8 11 11 
LM 42 66.5 1 1 
LM 42 66.5 600 600 
LM 44 70 
NLM 44 106 1 1 
LM 44 70 2 2 
NLM 44 105 2 2 
LM 44 70 1 1 
NLM 44 106 1 1 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 71 4 4 
NLM 44 106.1 1 1 
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LM - Linear Mode R = 9.02 0 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 itiH 
C = 35 yF 
Variac Output ' Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.3 1 1 
LM 44 71 3 3 
NLM 44 106.2- 3 3 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 70 1 1 
NLM 44 106 2 2 
LM 44 70 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 70 3 3 
LM 44 70 
NLM 44 106.2 2 2 
LM 44 70 2 2 
NLM 44 106.1 5 5 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 2 2 
LM 44 • 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.3 1 1 
LM 44 71 3 3 
NLM 44 106.2 3 3 
LM 44 71 2 2 
NLM 44 106.2 3 3 
LM 44 71 2 2 
NLM 44 106.3 1 1 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.3 1 1 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 71 4 4 
NLM 44 106.2 2 2 
LM 44 71 1 1 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 ^ 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number ' of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 44 71 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.3 1 1 
LM 44 71 3 3 
NLM 44 106.2 1 1 
LM 44 71.1 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 3 3 
LM 44 71 1 1 
NLM 44 106.2 .2 2 
LM 46 76.2 -
NLM 46 107.8 1 1 
LM 46 76 6 6 
NLM 46 107.5 "1 1 
LM 46 76 1 1 
NLM 46 107.8 1 1 
LM 46 75.8 13 13 
NLM 46 107.7 1 1 
LM 46 75.7 8 8 
NLM 46 107.6 2 2 
NLM 46 107.6 
LM 46 76 12 12 
NLM 46 107.8 1 1 
LM 46 76 1 1 
NLM 46 107.8 1 1 
LM 46 76 3 3 
NLM 46 107,8 1 1 
LM 46 76 3 3 
NLM 46 107.6 1 1 
LM 46 .75.7 4 4 
NLM 46 107.8 2 2 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 0 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 35 liF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 46 75.8 1 1 
NLM 46 107.7 1 1 
LM 46 75.7 3 3 
NLM 46 107.8 1 1 
LM 46 74.8 24 24 
NLM 46 107.5 1 1 
LM 46 74.5 3 3 
NLM 46 107.3 1 1 
LM 46 75.8 1 1 
NLM 46 107.5 1 1 
NLM 46 107.5 
LM 46 74.3 3 
NLM 46 10 7.3 1 1 
LM 46 75 3 3 
NLM 46 107.3 1 1 
LM 46 74.7 5 5 
NLM , 46 107.2 1 1 
LM 46 74.8 9 9 
LM 47 81 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 78 48 48 
NLM 47 10 8.2 1 1 
LM 47 78.2 6 6 
NLM 47 108 1 1 
LM 47 78 7 7 
NLM 47 108.1 1 1 
LM 47 80-1 38 38 
NLM 47 108.3 1 1 
LM 47 78.2 8 8 
NLM 47 108 1 1 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 Î2 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode • (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 47 78.3 20 20 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 77 33 33 
NLM 47 , 107.8 1 1 
LM • 47 77 2 2 
NLM 47 108.1 1 1 
LM 47 78.5 4 4 
NLM 47 108 1 1 
LM 47 78.7 22 22 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 78 22 22 
NLM 47 108 - 1 1 
LM 47 77 5 5 
NLM 47 108.3 1 1 
LM 47 77.5 7 7 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 77.8 8 8 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 77.7 5 5 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 77.8 8 8 
NLM 47 108.2 1 1 
LM 47 78.8 7 7 
NLM 47 108.3 1 1 
LM 47 78.7 2 2 
NLM 48 108.7 
NLM 48 108.7 >100 >100 
NLM 50 109.3 
NLM 50 109.3 >100 >100 
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LM = Linear Mode R - 9.02 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 35 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
NLM 60 113 
NLM 60 113 >100 >100 
NLM 65 114.1 -
NLM 65 114.1 >100 >100 
NLM 70 115 
NLM 70 115 >100 >100 
NLM 80 117 
NLM 80 117 >100 >100 
NLM 90 118.5 
NLM 90 118.5 >100 >100 
NLM 100 120 
NLM 100 120 >100 >100 
NLM 110 121.2 
NLM 110 121.2 >100 >100 
NLM 120 122.2 
NLM 120 122.2 >100 >100 
NLM 130 123.2 
NLM 130 123.2 >100 >100 
It is obvious that after the variac output voltage exceeds 
the critical voltage, it is very difficult to return trans­
former voltage to the linear mode. 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 n 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 55 UF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 45 30 
LM 45 30 >100 >100 
LM 60 39 
LM 60 39 >100 >100 
LM 70 45 
NLM 69.8 129 12 17 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 8 8 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 5 5 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 9 9 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 19 19 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 1 1 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 13 13 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 2 2 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 16 16 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 15 15 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 5 5 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 3 3 
70 45 1 1 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.0 2 Î2 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 55 uF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage * Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) On Off 
•NLM 70 129 13 13 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 3 3 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 1 1 
LM 70 45 1 1 
NLM 70 129 24 24 
LM 80 51 
NLM 80 130 -3 3 
LM 80 51 1 1 
NLM 80 130 3 3 
LM 80 51 1 1 
NLM 80 130 3 3 
LM 80 51 1 1 
NLM 80 130 1 1 
LM 80 51 2 2 
NLM 80 130 2 2 
LM 80 51 4 4 
NLM 80 130 3 3 
LM 80 51 1 1 
NLM 80 130 2 2 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLM 80 130 2 2 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLM 80 130 2 2 
LM 80 50.7 3 3 
NLM 80 130 1 1 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLM 80 130 1 1 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 0 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 55 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 80 50.7 2 2 
NLM 80 130 1 1 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLM 80 130 4 4 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLÎ4 80 130 1 1 
LM 80 50.7 2 2 
NLM 80 130 1 1 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
NLM 80 130 4 4 
LM 80 50.7 5 5 
NLM 80 130 2 2 
LM 80 50.7 1 1 
LM 90 56.3 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 5 5 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56 6 6 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 2 2 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 2 2 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 2 2 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56 9 9 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56 1 1 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 2 2 
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LM = Linear Mode 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 iriH 
C = 55 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
NLM 90 131 2 2 
LM 90 56.5 1 1 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 1 1 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.2 1 1 
NLM 90 131 2 2 
LM 90 56.5 7 7 
NLM 90 131 2 2 
LM 90 56.5 3 3 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.5 15 15 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.5 6 6 
NLM 90 131 4 4 
LM 90 56.1 3 3 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.1 1 1 
NLM 90 131 1 1 
LM 90 56.1 4 4 
LM 100 63 
NLM 100 132 1 1 
LM 100 62.5 6 6 
NLM 100 132 1 1 
LM 100 62.8 32 32 
NLM 100 132 1 1 
LM 100 62.5 3 3 
NLM 100 132 1 1 
LM 100 62.8 16 16 . 
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LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 Q. 
NLM = Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 
C = 55 yF 
Variac Output Voltage Across Number of Times 
Voltage Transf. Circuit Breaker 
Mode (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) Off On 
LM 110 69.8 
NLM 110 13 3 1 1 
NLM 110 133 >300 >300 
LM 120 71.5 
NLM 120 133.8 1 1 
NLM 120 133.8 >300 >300 
LM 130 88 
NLM 130 134.5 1 1 
NLM 130 134.5 >300 >300 
NLM 132 134.5 >300 >300 
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2. Series circuit 
LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 Î2 
NLM= Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 

































102 >100 >100 
LM = Linear Mode 
NLM= Linear Mode 
R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 











































































































LM = Linear Mode R = 9.02 Q 
NLM= Nonlinear Mode L = 316 mH 












































120 >100 >100 
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D. Experimental Validation of the 
Critical Capacitance Range in Series Circuit 
To verify that 1-10.5 uF capacitance range of values 
actually cause ferroresonance in the typical series cir­
cuit configuration, values for capacitance 3.3, 15, 10, 
15, and 18, were chosen for the following experiments with 
IQ, and m2 values obtained from the B-H curve: 
Iq = 0.6504065 P.U. 
= 1 P.U. 
= 0.0364241 P.U. 
and the calculated values used 
R = 9.02 (0.002537 P.U.) 
L = 316 mH(0.0335069 P.U.) 
The only capacitance values that caused ferroresonance were 
between 5 to 15 yF. 
To verify that the above capacitance values will, indeed, 
cause ferroresonance in the typical series circuit configura­
tion, capacitance values within and outside this range were 
chosen and the following experiments were conducted accord­
ingly: 
Parameters First Second Third Fourth 
R (0) 9.02 9.02 9.02 9.02 
L (mH) 316 316 316 316 
C CyF) 5 10 15 18 
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Experiment No. 1 
R = 9.02n 
L = 316,-nH 
Cx = 3.3uF 
Figure 9 6- Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
between 35V-135 VRMS, voltage increments of 20 
VKMS, C = 3.3 yF, scale 50 V/division) 
Figure 9 7 .  Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
35 V and 135 V RMS, C = 3.3 yF, scale 50 V/ 
division) 
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Experiment No. 2; 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C^= 5 ]iF 
115V 
Variac Voltage Voltage Voltage 
Output Across Across Across 
Voltage Transformer Inductor Cap. Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 5.4 6.2 24 0.01 
20 11.5 9.6 37.5 ,0.04 
25 18 12.6 47 0.07 
30 24.5 15 66 0.1 
35 31.5 17.8 75 0.115 
40 38.2 20.3 84 0.135 
45 44.5 23 92.5 0.15 
F.R. Occurs 
50 61 26.2 104.0 0.175 
55 67 30.1 113 0.2 
60 74 "35 128 0.228 
65 80 40 142 0.258 
70 84 45 157 0.288 
75 88 50 172.5 0.315 
80 90 54 185 0.34 
85 92.5 59 200 0.367 
90 94.5 63.2 211 0.393 
95 96.5 67.6 222 0.418 
100 97 71.8 235 0.442 
105 97.5 75.2 243 0.462 
110 99 79 260 0.482 
115 100 82.5 270 0.503 
120 100.1 86 280 0.52 
125 100.15 89 •290 0.54 
130 100.2 92 300 0.558 
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Figure 98. Stability and frequency response curves for series circuit 
of Experiment Ho. 2 
= 9.02 fi 




'^tÏÏRFIENT "p" U 2^-00 28.00 32.00 3B.00 
Figure 99. Inductance vs. current for series circuit of 
Experiment No. 2 
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Experiment No. 2 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 mH 
C^= 5 uF 
Figure 100. Voltage across transformer (Vip) (variac output 
between 35V-135 V RMS, voltage increments of 
20 V RMS, C = 5 yF, scale 50 V/division) 
Figure 101. Voltage across transformer (Vip) (variac output 
35V and 135V RMS, C = 5 uF, scale 50 V/division) 
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Experiment No. 3 
R = 9.02 ^  
L = 315 mH 
C^= 6.67 yF 
Figure 102. Voltage across transformer (V^) {variac output 
between 35-135V RMS, voltage increments of 
lOV Rms, C = 6.67 uF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 103. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
35V and 135 V RMS, C = 6.6 7 yF, scale 100 V/ 
division) 
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Experiment No. 4 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 315 mH 
C^= 7.5 uF 
Figure 104. Voltage across transformer (V„) (variac output 
between 35V-135V RMS, voltage increments of lOV 
RMS, C = 7.5 yF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 105. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
35V and 135V RMS, C = 7.5 uF, scale 100 V/ 
division) 
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Experiment No. 5 
R = 9.02 
L = 316 mH 
C^ = 8 uF 
Figure 106. Voltage across trânsïc5rrôër' (Vip) (variac output 
between 35V-135V RMS, voltage increments of 
lOV RMS, C = 8 yF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 107. Voltage across transformer linear and non­
linear modes (variac output at critical 
voltage 52.5V RI-IS, C = 8 yF, scale 100 
V/division) 
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Experiment No. 6 : 
R = 9.02 Ù 
L = 316 mH 
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Experiment No. 6 
R = 9.02 
L = 315 mH 
Figure 108. Voltage across transformer (V?) (variac output 
between 35V-135V RMS, voltage increments of 
lOV RMS, C = 10 pF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 109. Voltage across transformer first and second modes 
(variac output at critical voltage 60.5V RMS, 
C = 10 yF, scale 100 V/division) 
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Figure 110. Transformer current linear and nonlinear 
modes (variac output at critical voltage 
60.5 VRMS, C = 10 uF, shunt 50 MV/A, scale 
0.1 V/division) 
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Experiment No. 6 
R = 9.02O 
L = 315mH 
Cx = lOyF 
Figure m. Voltage across transformer (V_) just before and 
after loading transformer witn R = 135 at F.R. 
(scale 100 V/division, C = 10 yF) 
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Experiment No. 6 
R = 9.02 
L = 316 mH 
Figure 112. Voltage across transformer linear mode (up­
per) , voltage across transformer nonlinear 
mode (lower) (voltage period 20 MS/division, 
C = 10 yF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 113. Voltage across transformer linear mode (up­
per) , voltage across transformer nonlinear 
mode (lower) (voltage period 50 MS/division, 
C = 10 liF) 
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Experiment No. 7: 
R = 9.02 Q, 
L = 316 mH 
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Figure 114. Stability and frequency response curves, for the series 
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32.00 3B.00 
Figure 115. Inductance vs. current for series circuit of 
Experiment No. 7 
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Experiment No. 7 
R = 9.02 Q 
L = 316 mH 
e^= 15 )iF 
Figure 116. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
95V RMS, scale uncalibrated, calculated P-P V , 
2.7x100 = 270 V/division, C = 15 yF) ^ 
Figure 117. Voltage across transformer (V„) (variac output 
96V RMS (.critical) , scale uncalibrated, 
calculated P-P V , 2.7xl00/division = 2133V RMS, 
C = 15 ] iF )  ^  
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Experiment No. 7 
R — 9.02 Î2 
L = 316 mH 
C^= 15 uF 
Figure 118. Voltage across transformer (V>p) (variac output 
between 15V-95.5V RMS, voltage increments of 
20V RMS, C = 15 uF, scale uncalibrated, calcu­
lated P-P V^, 7.9x100x2.7 = 2133V RMS) 
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Figure 119. Transformer current linear and nonlinear 
modes, variac output at critical voltage 
60.5 VRMS, C = 15 yF, shunt 50 MV/A, scale 
0.1 V/Division) 
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Experiment No. 8 
R = 9.02 0 
L = 316 itiH 
Figure 120. Voltage across transformer linear mode (up­
per) , voltage across transformer nonlinear 
mode (lower) (voltage period 20 MS/division, 





Figure 121. Voltage across transformer linear mode (up­
per) , voltage across transformer nonlinear 
mode (lower) (voltage period 50 MS/division, 
C = 16.67 yF, scale uncalibrated) 
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Experiment No. 9 ; 
R = 9.02 n 
L = 316 mH 
C^= 18 uF 
Variac Voltage Voltage Voltage 
Output Across Across Across 
Voltage Transformer Inductor Cap. Current 
(Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (Volts-RMS) (A-RMS) 
15 14 10.7 11.7 0.05 
20 19.5 13 14 0.085 
25 24 14.5 16 0.1 
30 29 16.5 18 0.11 
35 33.8 18 19.9 0.12 
40 38.6 20 21.9 0.135 
45 43 22 23.6 0.15 
50 47.8 24 25.6 0.16 
55 59.5 26 28 0.175 
60 66 29 30.1 0.2 
55 70 32 33 0.217 
70 75 35.2 36 0.235 
75 78 38.2 38.5 0.257 
80 82 42 42 0.282 
85 87.5 47.5 46.8 0.312 
90 90 54 52 0.351 
95 93 62 58.5 0.402 
10 0 97 72 67 0.466 
105 10 0 86 78 0.53 
110 104 101.2 92 0.635 
115 107 118 106 0.74 
120 110 137.5 123.8 0.88 
125 114 176 164 1.055 
130 118 201 188 1.22 
135 120 227 214 1.4 
No Ferroresonance 
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Experiment No. 9 
R = 9.02 ÇI 
L = 316 mH 
C = 18 MP 
Figure 122. Voltage across transformer (V^) (variac output 
between 15V-135V RMS, voltage increments of lOV 
RMS, C = 18 uF, scale 100 V/division) 
Figure 123. Transformer current (I„) (variac output at 135V 
RMS, C = 25 yF, shunt aO MV/A, scale 0.1 V/ 
division) 
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X. APPENDIX B: ANALYSIS OF METHODS USED TO 
STUDY FERRORESONANCE 
A. Piecewise Linearization Technique 
For the unloaded pi circuit, the equations are; 
RI + L-SÔT 317 — E sin(cot+(})) (10.1) 
at at in 
dA _ 1 
dt c 
Qc 
I dt = -P (10.2) 
c c 
^ = bk(:L-ak) + =k (10-3) 
1 = 1 ^  +  I  (10.4) 
L  C  
Since 
and 
dX _ dX dt _ , 
dl^ dt • dl^ \ 
LI 1 j  
3E ' 31^ " " ^k dt^ 
dX _  ^c  
dt • c 
•. ..a k dt c dt L, c 
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since 
: = :L + ic 
do. 
I = + 
L dt 
and c dX dt Icdt = Qc 
dl. 
CL. k dt Ic^t = 




k at^ dt 
KI + . E^sin<wt+0) . 
dl RI + + — = E sin(cût+(J)) 
at c m 
CRI + LC^ + = E^C sin(wt+a) 
Q = E^C sin(wt+#) - CRI - LC 
rfT dl 
^ = E^sin(wt+^) 
RHL+IC) + ^ = E^sinlut+0) 
(10.6) 
dl dl dl. 
*:L+sic + ^at + Ldt + Lj^  ^  E^ sin (ajt+(})) 
dl dl 
RI^+RI^ + (L+L],) at + L^r%— = E si.n(wt+0) 
at m 
d^i dl^ d^i 
-fl + 
dt df 
= E sin(cot+o) 
m 
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d^I d^l di 
LCLj^ + RCI^ + (L+L^)^ = E,sin(wt+*) 
at at 
or 
S'. Sï S'. . Sji • ^  -•«. 
(10.7) 
characteristic equation: 
"3 R 9 R 
M + RM + LCL;^""' LCE;; ° ° 
Roots may be found by the numerical analysis technique 
called the secant method. However, since the last term is 
less significant compared to the remaining terms, we will 
neglect it to simplify the solution. 
3 R 2 
m +!:* + ° 
2 R ^"^^k 
= 0 
= 0 
^2,3 - ~ 21 
R ; /sf 




•"2,3 ' 2I * J ^  - -L^^o 
or 
*2,3 = - 3# + 
-
••• ^compl. = + Be ^ sin(vt+02) 
^compl. = A + Be ^^siiKvt+Bg) 
zSr ' eiw(t+4j. 
I - ^ particular ^ p 9 L+L, 
^ (+iw)^ + g(iw)^ + 
j(wt+(j)) 
^ -iw3 - + j (n:^) 
e,i(wt+$) 
—jw^LCLj^ — CLj^Ruj^ + j(L+Lj^)w 
^ -3 




—— - LI^Cw] 
3L_ 
L^;w2 ei(wt+$) 
- 3"Lirl'- ="] 
1 e:'"t+*) 
-œ + j - cw) 
eq 











Since the source function is sinusoidal: 
I = sin(wt+^+8.) = sin(tot+(j)+9-) 
P LL^oi^Z ^ 1 
(10.8) 
where 










1 = 1 + 1  
c p 
R 
~Tl ^  E 
= A+Be sin(vt+02) + ^"Sin (ut+tjj+G^) 
LI^ UI Z 
(10.10) 
1. Evaluating A, 3, and 9^ for the first segment 
We need three relations: 
a) Set t = 0, I = Ig 




Q_ = CL. 
c k dt 
(10.11) 
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. [0+{-•^) (B) sin(vt+02) e +Be vcosfvt+gg) 
E w 
+ —— cos (a)t+é+02_) ] 
LLj^O) Z 
CLj^RB —~t --^t 
^ tïT sinfvt+Ggje +CLj^vBe cosfvt+Bg) 
CE 
+ LÏ5Z cos(wt+*+8i)] 
CL, RB 
Qg = - —2x;— sinO^) + CL^vB cosGg 
CE 
+ ^ cos(4)+0^) (10.12) 
The third relation is found, by substituting the solu­
tion in the differential equation: 
d^Ij p d^I^ L+L, dl^ E_ 
where „ 
-^t E 
It = a + Be sin(vt+0-) + =— sin (cot+(})+0, ) 
LLj^oj Z 
, = 0 - Y^Be sinfvt+Qg) + Be vcos (vt+92^ 
E w 
+ ——2~" cos (cot+(J)+0, ) 
LI^w Z 
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d^I 2 -^t -^t 
—^ Be sin(vt+9-) -^^-Bve cos(vt+0_) 
dt^ 4L^ 2 2L 2 
R 2 
•Be V cos (vt+0„)-Bv e sin(vt+9_) y oc V VM*w a \ V L» * 2 V c a .1.** \ V »— • V 2 
2 
E w 
^ sin(wt+$+8.) 2 Y '"2 
LI^w Z 
n3 3^2 ~ 2L^ 
—^ = - ^ ^Be sin(vt+0-) + ^ ^Be cosfvt+G.) 
df^ 8L^ ^ 4L 
+ I^Bv^e sintvt+Gg) -Bv^e cosCvt+Bg) 
E 
- ^ cos(wt+^+9n) 
LLj^co Z 
Substituting solution in the third order differential equa­
tion: 
p3 -^t 3^2 -^t 
^ Be sin(vt+e„) + cos(vt+0. ^ Y OC 5 j_ii V U-r V ^ / T ^ V u. • w « ,
8L^ 4L^ 
—t 
4~^v^e sinfvt+Gg) - Bv^e ^ cos(vt+02) 
E w ^ 3 —-^^t 
——^ cos(wt+$+8 ) + —=-Be sin{vt+9-) 
LL, w^Z ^ 4L^ ^ 
270 
2 t 
—^Bve cosfvt+GG) - sinfvt+GG) 
2_ R. 
"m" 
E_W R L+Lj^ r, —'Tr't P 9T.  
sin(vt+0+6^) + C^2^^ sin(vt+92) 2 2 
L L^w Z •*• —k 
%+&%._ -2Z<' V 
+ ^jBe vcosfvt+Sg) + (%%-%) — cos(wt+&+8^) 
k LL^w Z 
E 
sin (cat+4)) LI^C 
This equation is evaluated at t=0: 
3 2 
—t-B sin(9„) — —s-Bv cos(8_) + -s-^Bv sin 9« 
8L ^ 4L 2 2L 
wE E R 
-BA cos 9- - cos(4)+9-,) - —T— sin(c{)+9,) 
2 ^  z l \  ^ 
^ ^ sin (9-) + =—^TTBV COS " L C 2L =-^"'"2^ L C"" "2 
eq eq 
+ lIOIZ =°=(t'+3l' = a& sin'wt+t) 
eq k k 
- ir^ li ^  - ^  + 1:^: 
+ cos(*+8i) [-|J^ + L CLL, a)Z^ 
K eq k 
E R 
- —=— sin($+8,) 
ZL 
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™  S I N ( * )  ( 1 0 . 1 3 )  
LL^C 
B sin 0 + ^  - 2rr~CL^ + B COS SUf- + 2 g^3 2L ZLgqCL 2 
* 'Lï^ + 
= iZ^C sin * 
3 2 2 
B sin 9_[^-^ + ^  PT ^  + B cos 6_ [-v^ + , ^v] 
2 g^3 2L 2LggCL 2 L^^C ^^2 
-E ca^L C+E E R 
+  C O S  ( 0+0. )  [  j f  Z T ^ Q  J I I  S I N ( * + 8  )  
^ zLj^L^ ^ 
E_ 
sin <p LL^C 
3 2  2  
B[sin(0- - ^ Y~ ~ OT ^  PT ^ ~ 0 o (——2^ ''''^ -^t ^  p) ] 2 g^3 2L ZLggCL 2 L^^C 
E -E ui^CL+E^ ER 
^ si.n0-cos(O+8 ) [-ttHL——2^—]+ -9 sin((p+0,) 
1' ' :^k::eqCw ' L^L^Z 
E -V^'^^eq+^m 
™ sincj) - cos ( ( } ) + E -) [rr—— ] + 2 S I N  ( 0 + 0 . )  
LL, C "1' ^LL, ZL Coj ' L L,Z 
y_g ^ k k eg k 
sin 8, (^[3 - 25;;f5:) - c°s + 
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From equation 10.12; 
-CL, R CE 
QQ = -^ ÏT GgEB] + CL^  vcos 02 [B] + ^  cos (4+6. ) 
-CL^R 
QQ = -^ir ^2 ^  
E -E w^CL +E E R 
®2 ^ - 2Lf^' - ®2 - E;^' 
+ CLj, vcos 9^  X 
E -E lu CL •+£ E R 
- Ù - 2LSL' - =- ®2 - if%c' 
3L eg 4L eg 
+ S3& =°s'*+3l) 
or 
QQ2L[sin 02 (-^ - ^  HT^CL^ - 008 02 (-^v+v ~ ^ 
-E_ -RE^oj^CL^ +E^R 
= sin 0^[R-=— sin 4 + cos (4+9, ){ ^ } 
Z ij X i j uJ j  CU 
eg 
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E R C 
-SL— sin((})+9,)] + cos 0_ [2vE sin (J) - cos ($+8,) 
L Z X ^ m 
-2vE CD^CL +2E V 2E_RCv 
"zf 7'^ > +^LF- sin(*+8i) ] 
eq 
2CE 3 2 
+ cos (4+8^) [sin 02^7rT ~ -Ur " 2L CL^ 
oL» Gg 
- cos 0_(^-^v+v^ - ] 
2 4L^ ^eqC 
Divide by cos 9^: 
(Qq) (2L) [tan 02 " lïT ~ 2ïr^CL^ " ^ 
-RE -RE +E R 
= tan 02 sin 4,+ cos(*+8^){ / } 
eq 
E R^C 2VE 
— —-^ 5— sin{:j)+0^ )] + [——— sin (}) — cos ($+0, ) 
L^Z ^ ^ ^ 
2VE ÙJ^CL +2E V 2E RCv 2CE_ 
( 1 ' + Tz-
eq 
r3 v2 r2 3 
X [tan @2 (—3 " 2L~ " 2L CL^ " " rr~C^ ^ 
8L eq 4L eq 
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^^0 ~ hr ~ 2L^ ®2 " 2LQq(^V+V^ - j;^) 
oXj GQ 
. -RE (E R-RE UJ^CL ) 
tan 02 sin * --ISiT-i; — cosC^+G^^) 
eq 
E R^C E -VE W^CL 
— sin(tj)+e^)] + 2vE^ sin (Î) - (.^!L_EL_—®3.) cos (cp+e^) 
L Z €<3 
2CE 2 
X cos(0+9,) tan 9- - —^ (^—^v+v^ - __^ p) cos(#+9.) 1 2 a)Z -L 
~ " ZLgqCL) ®2 
-RE (ER -RE oj^CL ) 
- ® + LZL w cos ($+9^) 
eq 
E: R^c 2CE „3 2 
-;?-- sin(*+9i)]tan 8, - lûTlln:) 
L Z OIj GQ 
X  C O S ( # + 9 ^ )  t a n  9 2  
r.2 , 2vE -2vE a)^ CL^ „ 
= 2LQo (^^2^4.3 - t^-c) + ZvE^ sin 4_(___E____m *%) 
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2E^RCv 2CE 2 , 
X cosCO+e^) + LZ sin(*+6^) + 
X cos (0+6^) 
1=2 . , 2VE^ 
2LQ (—^v+v - ^ sin 4) -
° 4L^ ^eqC ^ 
2 
2vE -2vE CO CL 2E RCv 
( ^ zJa^ cos (0+6^) + — sinCO+e^)] 
eq 
2CE 2 
+ " (^—jv+v - p) cos (0+0,) 
4L^  ^eqC ^ 
,tan 9 - = 
5^ - 2L^'- 5 
oil eq 
(E R-RE co^CL ) E R^C 
+ —™ J" —^2_ COS(0+9T ) --^— sin (0+0,) ] 
LZLgqW 1 l/z ^ 
2CE 3 2 
- - nf - 2L^) COS(^+0,) 1 
/.@2 is known as well as A and B. 




IT = A + Be sin(vt+e_) + ^ sin(wt+#+8_) 
^ ^ LL w Z 
k 
Solution for the first piece of magnetization curve, name­
ly = 1 and 
° ° Em 
I = A + Be sin(v+6_) + sinfwt+^+Q,) 






b) I- = 0 = A+B sin 9_ + =— sin((i>+G^) 
^ ^ LL,LO Z 
CL,RB 
c) Qq = 0 = - —2|— sin 82 + CL^vB cos 
* lJ c°s(e+*^) 
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2vE 2vE -2vE oj^CL 
0+ --yH sin *-( , 52) cos (*+6]) + 
Ju Zi J-i 60 J. 
eq 
a) + 2E^RCV sin(4,+e^) + , 
tan e, = _=H= 4L: ^ L 
-RE„ E R-RE^u^CL 
0 _[__^m sin 8 + cos(*+9i) 
eq 
X cos ($+8^)] 
E E -E bi^CL E R 
LÏ& - cos (<'+8,) sin ($+9^) 
X X eq LI Z 
A guess is made as to the time t' the current function 
crosses the limit I = A^, and the value of t in the above 
equation corresponding to that value is found by solving 
for t by using Newton-Raphson method in the following man­
ner: 
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0 + b("22}) ^   ^sinfvt+gg) 




a -f (f ) 
At = is known and t = t'+At 
ht') 
Iterations are made until At-^0 and the final value of 
t is the solution of the above equation, i.e., the current 
function crosses the limit I= at time t. Since 
and 
I CL. L 
c 'k dt 2 
and 





-^ t e 
= A+Be sin(v.t+0-) + =— sin(wt+#+8.) 
ll,w z 
2 --at 
+ CL, [^-| e sin(vt+0 ) - e cos(vt+e ) 
-—t ~t 
- e cosfvt+Gg) - Bv^e sin(vt+Gg) 
2 
e 03 
- Y~ sin (ajt+(J)+0, ) ] 
llj^ o) z 
- • e  
I = A + Be sin(vt+0_) + =— sin(wt+$+8.) 
ll^ui z 
CL,R^B -^t CL,RBV -^t 
+ —e sin(vt+0-) — e cos(vt+8_) 
4l 2 2l 2 
cl, rbv -i -^ t 
^— e cosCvb+Bg) - CLJ^ Bv e sinfvt+Og) 
ce 
- sin(wt+*+0^) 
Knowing the time t, at which the function I crosses the 
limiting value it would be possible to evaluate 
I at time t^ of the first piece segment of the magnetization 
curve as follows: 
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~t e 
I = A + Be sin{vt+e ) + y~ sin(wt+$+8 ) 
ll^ co z 
CL,R^B ~t CL RBV -^t 
+ —_ e sin(vt+0.) - —^— e cos(vt+8 ) 
4L2 2 2L ^ 
CL. RB'v — ""21,^ 
^— e cosfvt+Bg) - CL^BV^ e sinfvt+Gg) 
CE 
- sin(a3t+cJ)+0^) 
Then is evaluated for the next piece segment of the 
magnetization curve: 
cl,r 
Qc = — (^b) sinfvt+Bg) e + (CL^v) (b) e cosCvt+G^) 
CE 
+ llilz cos(wt+*+6i) 
2. Evaluating A, B, and for the second segment 
Setting the limiting current I = IQ  = A^ and the 
limiting Q = QQ for the second piece of magnetization curve 
^2 = 1'2' procedure outlined will be repeated until the 
time solution is plotted for all pieces of the magnetiza­
tion curve. 
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B. G. W. Swift's Method 
For unloaded pi circuit assume that the input to non-
linearity N is À. 
A(t) = cos(wt+^) + y cos wt p << (10.14) 
where y is an incremental perturbation on A (t), o is any 
phase relationship between the main signal and the pertur­
bation. 
Assume that the input by passing through the nonlineari-
ty is multiplied by a gain factor K(A.^,4)) which is the 
fundamental component transfer function gain that depends on 
and 4). In this case, K (X^, 4)) G ( joj) +1 = 0 will be the 
characteristic equation, provided the solution harmonics 
are filtered sufficiently by the G(jcij) transfer function so 
that the typical linear system stability criterion can be 
used. Thus, the stability criterion is given by: 
K(X^,(j))G(jœ) = -1 
or 
G':"'  kTÏ^ 
where the intersection points of the LHS and RHS of this 
equation are the critical points. To plot G(jaj) and K(X^,(})) 
on the same graph in order to find these critical points, 
we must first solve for K(X^,$). This is accomplished by 
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using the diagram of Figure 8. 
A(t) 
5 
and = A(t)+4À(t). (10.15) 
Using Swift's model given by i^ = X+4A , we find that: 
i^ =[X^cos (tot+4>)+y coswt] + 4 [À^cos (cot+4))+ij cosut]^ (10.15) 
= À cos (cot+(j))+ycosa3t 
sjn ; / 
2 2 2 2 2 
+ 4 [A cos (wt+$)+2A ycosutcos (cat+(j))+u cos cot] 
m m 
X [A cos (cot+({))+ucosajt] 
4 4  2 2 2  2  4 4  
= *+4[A^cos (wt+#)+4A^^ cos cotcos (cot+cjs) + y cos wt 
3 3 2 2 2 2 
+ 4A^ucos (wt+^)coswt + 2y A^cos (wt+^)cos wt 
+ 4A^y^cos^cotcos (cot+c{)) [**] 
= *+4 [A^cos^ (cot+9) + 4A^y^cos^ (ojt+tJ)) cos^cot 
4 4 4 4 
+ y A^cos cotcos ((jot+(j>) +4A^ycos (cot+cj) ) coscot 
2 3 3  2  2 3 3  2  
+ 2y A^cos (wt.+$)cos tot + 4A^y cos cotcos (wt+^) 
4 4  2 3 3 2  5 5  
+ yAjj^cos (a)t+(f)) coscot + 4A^^y cos cotcos (wt+$) + y cos wt 
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3 2 2  3  3 2 2  i  
+ 4À^y cos wtcos (.wt+ô) +2y A^cos (wt+^)cos wt 
4  4  
+ 4A^iJ cos wtcos (wt+#)] 
= *+4A^cos^ (wt+4)) +'l6A^y^cos^ (wt+^) cos^wt 
4 ^ /- 4~ 4 
+ 4y A^cos wtcos (wt+#) + 16X^^cos (wt-Hj)) coswt 
.xr2,3„„~t ^ 2^ 2 3 3 2 A + /8y A^cos (wt+(j))cos wt + 16A^^ cos wtcos (wt+(j)) 
7  8  
H-^^A^cos^ (wt+<J)) coswt + 16AjjjU^cos wtcos (wt+&) 
9  1 0  
5  ^  / ^  3  2  2  3  
+'4y cos wt + 16X^y cos wtcos (wt+cj)) 
11 12 
+ Sy^X^cos^ (wt+(j)) cos^wt +16X^y^cos^wtcos (wt+c})) 
Combine the following terms: 2, 5 and 10; 3 and 12; 7 and 
4,6, 8 and 11. 
.*. i = *+4 X^cos^ ( wt+({>) + 40X^y^cos^ (wt+(J)) cos^wt 
l v m v m ^ 
I II 
4 4 4 4 
+ ^ 20y X^cos wtcos (wt+Q^ + ^OX^ycos (wt+0) coswt 
— —  
III IV 
2  3  3  2  5  5  
+ ^ OX y cos wtcos (wt+$) + 4y cos wt 
V VI 
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Using trigonometric identities and simplify. 
Term I = 4X^cos^ (oot+c})) 
m 
I = 4A^I-^{10cos (ajt+(}))+5cos3 (a)t+(j))+cos5 (cot+cj)) }] 
x: 
I = -|-[10cos (a)t+(j))+5cos3 (cjt+(}))+cos5 (oit+cj)) ] 
3 2 3 2 Term II = cos (wt+#) cos cot 
II = [j{3cos lwt+*)+cos3(wt+*)}{^^cos2wt}j 
= 20A^y^I^os (cut+cf)) +^os (wt+#) cos2wt+^cos3 (wt+#) 
+^os3 (wt+$) cos2wt] 
II =15X^y^cos (ut+4)) +15A^y^cos2wtcos (ùat+<î>) + 5A^y^cos3 (ojt+cJ)) 
3 2 
+ 5A^y cos3(wt+0)cos2wt 
3 2 
3 2 isa^y^ . 
II =15A^y cos(ojt+<|)) + —2—[cos3 (ajt+^)+cos (wt-tj)) ] 
3 2 sa^u^ 
+ SA^y cos3(wt+$) + ^ [cos5 (cot+j)+cos (ut+ç) ] 
II = -^A^y^cos (cot+cj)) +~2^^y^cos (cat+l") + 2^fu^cos5(wt+^) 
% ill ill O ill 
2 3 15 3 2 
+ 5y A cos3(cot+$) + -^A y cos(ut-O) 
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4 4 Term III =20y X^cos wtcos(wt+4) 
III = 20u^X^[-|-+^os2ajt +^os4a)t]cos (a)t+(j)) 
;= (ajt+(j))+10y^AjjjCOs2cotcos (wt+$) 
5 4 
+ A^cos4u3tcos (ut+4)) 
III = A^cos (cot+cj))+5]i^A^ [cos3 (ut+-j)+COS (ut-(j)) ] 
+ 4y^A tcos5 (wt+^0 +cos3 (ojt—I") ] 
4  m  5  3  
III = -^y^A cos(a)t+cj)) + 5y^A cos3 (wt-i-%) +5n^A cos(wt-O) 
2  m  m  J  m  
+ •^y'^A^cosS (ut+l") + ^u'^A^cosS (cut-|) 4  m  5  4 m  J  
4 4 Term IV = 20A^ucos (a)t+(j)) coscot 
IV= 20A^y [-^^os2 (wt+#) +^os4 (wt+$) ] coswt 
15 4 4 5 4 
= -2-A^ycosut + 10 Ajj^ycos2 (wt+4>) coswt + •2-Ajj^ycos4 (wt+cji) coswt 
4 1c 4 lOA y p 
IV = -^Aj^ycoswt + —2—[cos3 (wt+-Y)+COS (wt+2(|3) ] 
+ jA^y [cos5 (wtf^) +cos3 {wt+-^) ] 
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IV = i^-X'^iicosoit + 5X^ycos3 (a)t+-^) +5A^ucos ((jjt+2(j)) 2 m m o m 
+ |-x^ ycos5 (ojt-t-^ ) + |-a^ ]jcos3 (ojt-i-^ ) 
2 3 3 2 Term V = 40%^^^ cos cotcos (wt+0) 
V = 40A^iJ^ [•^{3cosajt+cos3cot} {l+cos2 (wt+#) ^^  
o o 
V = SX^y [3cosut+3cos2 (a)t+(j)) cosajt+cos3cot+cos3cjtcos2 ((jjt+9) ] 
,=,2 3 
9 o tti^  p (h 
V = ISX^y coswt + 2—[cos3(wt+—^0+cos(wt+^2)] 
+ 5X^]i^ (cos3a)t + [cos5 (a)t:+-^)+COS (tot-2(})) ] 
Term VI = 4y^cos^wt 
= 4u^ [-:r4-{10cosa)t+5cos3cot+cos5a)t} ] 
±o 
= [10cosajt+5cos3ut+cos5a3t] 
VI = |-y^coscjjt + •|y^cos3(jjt+^y^cos5ùjt 
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2 Omitting terms in p or higher powers of y because 
U << and omitting terms in frequencies of 2w or greater 
because G(s) is essentially low pass filter, we obtain: 
Term I = ^^^cos(wt+#) 
Term II = 0 
Term 111= 0 
15 4 4 Term IV = -^X^ycoswt + SA^ycos (ojt+2({)) 
Term V =0 
Term VI = 0 
i^ = * + Term I + Term II + Term III + Term IV + Term V 
+ Term VI 
* = À^cos (cot+ij)) + ycoswt 
i, = A cos(wt+0) + ycoswt + cos (cut+cj)) 1j m z in 
15 4 4 
+ —A^ycosoit + 5A^^cos(wt+2#) 
From the definition of the sinusoidal input Describing Func­
tion K ( A^, cj)) : 
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K(A d) = Fundamental of incremental output phasor 
m'Incremental input phasor 
K(X^r<P) = 1 + (10.17) 
If 
A = 1-f-^A^ and B = 5A^ 2 m m 
K = A+Be j2<p 
We would like to graph (-i) 
Since K = A+Be^^^ 
.*.K-A = Bei^^ 
= ej24 
k?Â = ® 
KM-AM = B 
B+AM 




1 M e -i2* 
K B+AM B+Ae-iZ* A+Be+iZ* 
^ ^ and ' ^  





Since K=A = 
g-jz*  ^ g-jz* 
b+a (—g—) i ak-a^  
_ _£32c^ 
2 2 B +AK-A 
B 
1 ^  be-]:* 
 ^ b^ +ak-a^  
,b^ +ak-a^  = KBE'i^ o 
B^-A^ = -AK + KBe'i^^ 
B- A^ = -K(A-Be 
1 A-Be 
"k b2_a2 b^ -az b2_a2 
(10.18) 
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XI. APPENDIX C: COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
The following programs are implemented in FORTRAN IV 
with version G, H, and WATFIV compilers: 
1. Program I 
Analysis of pi-circuit for determining critical lambda 
and inductance . 
2. Program II 
Analysis of series circuit for determining critical 
current and inductance. 
3. Program III 
Capacitance response of pi-circuit for determining 
critical capacitance range . 
4. Program IV 
Capacitance response of series circuit for determining 
critical capacitance range . 
5. Program V 
Gear package to solve pi-circuit differential equation. 
c Program I C • ' ' 
c ANALYSib uF PI CIRCUIT 
C 
C MAIN PhCuMAM CALCULAI t b  Tht: TN C  H  tMtNTAL~ U L  SCtl 1  UIN G  FUNCTION 
C FCK A SINL3UIOAL INPUT,OLTLKMINkS ThL FHCOUENCY HlibPUiMSt. CHAkACTfcRlST 
C ICS OF TFt LlNLAtl< PMIU UF Tt)t SYSTtMiPLOTb THllM CN A CUMMCN oKAPH, 




C OEFlNiriUN UF TERMy : I, IJh aCtx I u I NO FUNCTION 
C 
C " NLMUM-LtSCRIBING rUNCIiÛN uF THE INPUT AMPLITUDE. 
C PNLMUM = L)t K 1 VA TI va OF NLMUM WITH i-eLSPLCT TU LAMfcDA 
C AMPLITUDE. 
C LMl)K=1NPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE TO NUN-L 1N E AK I T Y , 
C UMUZ^VALUE CF LAMUDA AT THE K.NLE UF THt 
C NCN-LINEAKITY, 
C CCLMUM=UESCHIÛ1NU FUNCTION CIUCLt CtNTLK. 
C CkLMUM=DLSCwiUlNG FUNCIIUN ClKCLc KADluS. 
C Ml^SLLPÊ LF 1ST. SECTIUN UF THE NUN-L1 NEAh I I Y . 
C M2 = SLaPE OF THt 2ND. SECTION OF THc NO N-L I Nti A H i T Y 




C ^. TRANSFER FUNCTION 
C H ( I J = TH ANS» EK FUNCTION. 
C K*Al*y**U+AZ + S*»l + AN+1*S**N 
C H( S) ^  
C ul*S*4u+UJ*S**l + 
C 
C NA-NUMbuH UF NUMERATUfi CUEIFI LIENT NU. 
C NU = NUMHLH OF DcNOMINATCK COEFFICIENT NU. 
C aN-F^EUUENCY NOKMALIZlKG CONSTANT. 
C CUN=CGNSTANT NULTIPYING FACTLH. 
C 
C 
C F R lG U E N C Y  KEbPON-oE PLOT FUl\ T H E  L I  NE Ah PAtU F  K A N C F C . ^  FONCflCN 0(3J  
C 
C Sue —P^LGAAM CF K—UE I t. Kf 1 (NL S FHEuUl.NCY 
C  ChAhACTEhlSTiCb G I V E N  I E L  T N A N S F E K  
C  ( U NlT I C N  I N  F A C T O I . L I J  1 . 1 ,  f . - l .  Y N L M  I  AL f ( J K  M  
I. t< fc >jC I H E I. :: I nV T I W i_ L - t I vt , P I. Yl^ U 
U t A L  L A T A l X ( o 4 »  , l ) A 7  A l  Y  (  C 4  |  ,  H K 6 U H Z  .  A M b U n Z t  k k b U H Z . l  M O O H Z  .  H M A b U  ,  A M P L  
K f c A L  L M U M ( J O )  , U ( u 4 )  , V ( 6 4 )  .  H L  N P H b  i  N P H A S t  ( o  4  )  , A , t > ,  I N t k  
HEAL CCUMUM (  1  4 )  ,  LHLMOM ( l4) ,bUUHV,MAU(64) ,  INUUCT l^0) tUi-NPHS 
W E A L  N L  M O  M (  2 0  )  • H N L M I ; M  (  1  4  ) ,  M  1  ,  M 2  , L  M  D Z  .  K A T U  M U  t  v i L M O .  F U M L »  ,  H L M l )  t  A N G ^  
H c A L  W A ô b O K . V T U K A T  
I N T E O t K  I , J , L , M , N , K l , K 2 , N l , h 2 , l N O t X , I N U E f , I N U u Z  
C H A f i  A C T t l < * l  0  C L N T E U  . W A U  l U S  
C h A R A C r L K * l 5  T l T L t .  
C H A h  A C T  J . K + 2 0  X L  A l l  ,  Y L  4 , i  
chakactbk+^u oatlah 
U l N E N S l L N  UML >j A (  1 D o  > I i  i .  (  c ) , r w (  l U U )  ,  NAML ( 1 J  > 
dat» 1u(1)/'fklc'/ 
C A T  A 1 0  ( 2  ) / « U M I J A • /  
C C i V » - L L X  h  (  I  0 0  )  I  O h l  1  O O  )  .  C O N  J G  
H t  A C  , X L A u . Y L A U  
K E A C < 5 »  1 0 C f t . i M O - 4 0 0 ) h A N t û  
weac(b,ljl)nfa,lnlgh,nhuyz.hmexl.fwunc, 
l O F v i F C  
N P i a = N F W I + 1  
G C  T U  ( 2 . 0 ,  1 0 , 1 1 )  , L N L G P  
2  ( F  V k U N L - F  W i L X L  » / 0 F  I  »  0  
I F ( N w . G T . J O v ) )  N t t  =  l 0 0  
F * ( 1 )  =  F A E X L  
D C  t  1 - 2 . N W  
5 Fto(  1 )=t -* . (  1 -1  )+L)FV»PC 
G C  T C  1 1  
f c  N  F  n  G . N C  +  U F  W P C + 1  .  0  
I  F  (  ^ A « G T  .  3 0 0 )  N W - l u O  
O E L E X P = 1 . 0 / D F  
D C  S  1 = 1 , N h  
F  * (  1 )  =  1 0 . 0 * * F W F X L  
S >  F  1 *  c  > L  =  F "  W t  X L + O l i L U  X P  
G C  T U  1 1  
0  K L A C ( 5 . 1 0 2 ) N H « I F % (  i ) , l - l , N t v )  
1  w n  I  T L  ( f a  , 2 O 0  )  
A  H  1  T É  i t j  , 1  0 0  ) N A M u  
O C  £ 1  1  =  1 . N < v  
C V E C A C i  ) - F t t ( I )  
1  F  (  h F  A  .  L  G  .  1  )  L  M H ,  A  (  1  I  =  J  I  h ^ _ , * L M L L , A  {  1  »  





^f(^plyz.tu.l)uc 1u 1c 
C A L L  Z K U e  U J  ( N  A  .  C M B U A  ,  h  ,  I J H  )  
G C  I L  1 3  
C A L L  f ^ L V I - K U  ( N  r t  ,  C M t ù  A  .  H  ,  u n  .  U A T  A  1  X ,  U A Ï  A 1  y  )  
1 3  * k I T E ( b . 2 0 1 ) l U ( N F h )  
D C  1 4  I = 1 . N W  
H - U t A L ( H (  1  »  )  
UATA1X( 1 )-HtAL(h I I ) ) 
X  =  A  I M / ^ 0 < h  (  I  )  »  
O A  f A 1 Y <  I  ) = A  I M A u ( H (  I  )  )  
ayfl=x**^+h**2 
A T T  E N  = - l  0 .  O f  A L L . G 1 0 ( A M P L )  
M h A S L = 3 t O + 5 7 . 2 ^ 5 / 7 t b v A T A N 2 ( X « A )  
UPtiL Y-( X4NEAL (Uhl 1 ) ) - f< « A I M AC. ( UH ( 1 ) ) )/AMPL 
appl=sc^1(ampl) 
I F (  I . f c U . 3 5 )  r u t l M  Ù U  
F H f c O h Z = P H A S t  
4 M ( : U H Z = A M P L  
K c 6 0 H Z = R b A L ( H ( I ) )  
I M f c v ; h Z  =  A l M A o ( h (  I  )  )  '  
F  H  I N  I  ,  '  ' , ' P h o U h l ' , '  ' , ' A M u O H Z ' , '  ' . ' K U O O H ^ : ' ,  
1 • • , • I WOUHZ• ^ 
twlnt,' • , • • . • • , • • , ' • , • • , ko 
1 • « , • • oj 
P f <  1 N  T  ,  P i  I < , U H Z  «  A M c  U h Z  i kl: t. Oh / *  1  i M 6 U H / .  
L  L i t  C U  
I :  N  r .  I F  
1  »  A t  1  )  , A T 1  L N , r ' H A 6 E : i U P L ) L Y  ; A M i ' L « t < » X  
C A L L  ( j K  A P H l  5 t ) « L ) A l A l X , U A T A l V , U , i U 2 , l t ) . U , l U . U , 0 . i 2 , - t : . U , U , i : , - l . U ,  
I X L A E  . Y L A t i ,  « U d S C t U b l N C  r U N C T I L N  ;  «  ,  •  o f < A P t H  1  :  '  )  
uC IL 4 UU 
I  0  U  » -  c r . f ' A T  (  I  A  ,  1  3 A 4  )  
10 1 FLfi • A I ( o I 1 , JÙ lii .o ) 
10^ flh^at(l^/(llu.c,4l15.u)) 
^00 ("LRNAlilMl // 42X , 26M LUU L NLY ANAL Yb 1 J P»<UvjUAM) 
iiOl FUhVAT(//l^X,Au, f A ,  VMA T  JL W ( UU) , oX , 1 OHPH Aa L ( Uc.o ) . tJ A  . 1 I H vi t- UUP ULLAY«^2A, 
I  T U U L  .  I  t l A  f S - H K L  A L  P A  N  I  ,  I  0  A  i  v H  I  M  A u  P A U T l  
2 0 2  F L K i v A l ( u l B . t n - F - l ( - . c , 4 L l ^ ; . . c )  
• 00 N-14 
I nl: t A = u 
1  N  D  t  r  -  0  
1 n û t ^  - o 
I- fc A t: , N 1 , M I»l U / 
oc 20 1=1,N 
k & A D , L M D P (  1  )  t  I  I  T L C  
N l = 0 
hz=ù 
PklNr,'LMUM( !) = • ,L.v1UM( 1) 
k A T L M U = L M U Z / L M U M ( 1 )  
FklNf, •KArLMD=« ,(^ATLML» 
C L M L ) =  l  - (  K A  f l - M j  >  «  » 2  
f^fUNT . • ÛLMD= • , GLMO 
à U k  T (  C i u M O  )  
F t <  I N T ,  • f = L M O =  •  t F U M u )  
H L M L ) - F I . M L > * W A T L M C  
F R  I N  r  ,  « H L M U ^  •  .  H L M L )  
A N C / = A h S [ N ( W A T L M U )  
F H I N T  t * A  N c i  *  #  A N G  Z  
O t b L R i U I N O  K U N C T I U W  
N L N - O M t  1  )  =  (  (  a *  (  M  l - M t  ) / J  .  l  4  l  5 S < i i 7  )  * t  A N G Z f H L M O  >  +  M £ i  )  
P h  I N T  t  ' N L M O M (  l  )  =  •  , N L M i ) M (  1  )  
C A L C U L A T  I C K  G F  I N u U C T A N C L  
I N U O C T  (  1  J  =  1  /  N L M L . | v 1 (  l  )  
P f-. 1 N I  ,  • 
Fh IN T , • # i 
F h l N T , '  
« . T I T L E ,  « i N D U i ^ r A N C Ê »  
«  .  «  
•  ,  i N J U C T ( i )  
CALCUL. AT lulNl 1-1 KLVi>W .JLUlVAllVL HNLiluM ( W : 
h nlmu»m (l)^((4tlmi-k^)/3.141u\,c:/')*(l/flmu)'h-(katlwl))t<2/(lmuz) + 
(  t x  A  r  L M O «  * 4  )  / L i 4 0 /  )  )  
F h 114 I , «l'isi. l,M I 1 ) - < ,1 M. f. ,),v ( 1 ) 
c  C A L C U L A I  L U N  OH C I KC L L  C L M l i h  A N D  H A U L U B  OF l  HFC D E :  ULK i  U 1 N (J HN .  :  
C  _  
C  
C C L M U M  (  I ) = + (  .I  4  N L . V T I J N  (  I  >  +  L M L !  N  (  1 )  I )  ) /  
L  (  (  (  N L M L » M (  I  )  ) * 4 ^ ) 4 J ^ 2 * H L N D M (  I  )  + L M O M (  I  ) + P H L M U M (  L )  )  
C  
C  
C K L M U M C  1  )-(L «LUMC I ) VHKLMIJM( L ) J / (  (  ( N L M U M  ( I  1 » •  
1  L  M J  V (  1  )  + P N L M U M I I ) )  









F  l i  1 N  T  ,  «  •  ,  •  L L N T  t K  •  ,  
1  •  •  t  • K A U I U à '  
P »•> IN î  ,  • •  ,  • • ,  
1 « • , • ' 
F K i N f , »  '  , C C L M O M (  1  )  ,  •  « , C K L M L)I^ (  1  )  
I N  T  ,  •  '  
P R I N T , '  '  
lhcn=2tlhlmum(i)/2c. j. 
l N C f t = - 1 +  I N C «  k O  
L (  1 ) = (  CHLMUM ( 1 )  -  CCLMUM ( I  ) )  t  INCK Oi 
lq 2 33 
K - J  +  1  
U  (  K  )  =  U (  J  )  +  1  N C  l .  
J 3 3  C C N T I N J t  
C  
C  
c  t A L i - U L A T  l U N  U l  1 H  C l  NC H I .MEIN T  m L U t b C K l r t l N o  F U N C  T I L N :  
C  
C  
F k I N T , '  '  
fk int, • • 
P R I N T  ,  •  •  ,  « C A M U U A *  ,  I  ,  •  C I W C L - U  •  
P I < I N T , '  • • •  
C  
n = 32 
L  ù  I 3  J - 1 , M  
bvJUK V = CKL •UJM ( I )4*J-(U(J) f CCLMU,\'  (  1 )  )  W 
n  ( biJ UK V .  L I  .  U )  T h  l  !M l )U 
H K  I N  I  ,  M -  A M L I .  A  -  •  ,  L M B M  (  1  )  ,  T  I  I L L  
h'îxint • * • 
I'K IN T . «"J ( J") • . J( J1 V-' , ,JVK(K V 
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CéSC^iUI No J- CNC T 11) N ijU AP h 
L C 1 7 J= 1 , M 
m = j+22 
KZ = 23-J 
U ( K  1  ) ( K 2  )  
DATA1X(KI )=U(K1 ) 
V(Kl)=V(K2) 
V(K1)=-1*V(K1) 
DATAI Y(M ) = V(M ) 
CCN T1NUE 
to 
V D  
<yi 
fmint,* 
P  K  I N  T  ,  '  
l=e4 
, Mît. AL PAHT',' 
• , • maom tude • 
• . • 
• , • ii'mo indky paki • , 
• ,« NPHASE• , 
LG 10 J=1,L 
4aûbuk=u(j)**c+v(j)*4j 
MAG(J) = iivJhT(MAoSoK) 
V lUKA T=V(J)/U(J) 
NHHASL( J) = lnu + u7.^vù//VS + ATAN(V TuRA T) 
A=Au5 ((-"HtjCh/ — iNPHASC. ( J ) ) 
( ) — A A (,J ( ) — A M (; 1/ } 
•  . N P h A b L ( J ) . '  '  . M A O ( J )  
L L N T l N U &  
llh(jh5 = nphajt ( y ) 
hlnpms=nhhasl( 5<j ) 
I t-  ( P H O U H ^ ,  G  I  . L L N P h S .  A N U  . P h û O H /  . L  F  .  ULNPH J  J  JHtN 
O L  2 1  K - 1 , L  
IP ( ivt At,(  IS )  .  GT .  AM6 OH/) TUtN uO 
N  1  =  N 1 + 1  
I F ( M . c U . t 4 ) T H L N  ùo 
i N u L  Y - I N D c  Y  +  1  
c L b c  U L  
L N U  I F  
t L S d  D C  
n^-n2+1 
lh(n£.'.tc.t;4)1hlls lu 
I N O L / = 1  N U L  ^ f  I  
llbl ou 
tno it 
lnu 1 i 
C U N T  I  N  L  t :  
LLSL UCI 
1 i n u l a f l  
lno if 
It- (  I NUtA, . L U .  1  ^  )  TI- I . N  C i J  
P K I N I . ' o o  P o l M  l b  l : L  T  L F  A N G L L  L I M I T »  
O L Tu idiô 
t L S t .  U O  
lno if 
if(lnjly.lu.l4)ihln ul) 
H ( v l N T . « 6 0  i 4 Z  H ù l i M T  l b  C L U S L  7 Ù  T t l f c  G k i u i N '  
P h i  N T  
EL St; UO 
E N D  I F  
1  F  (  N  1  • t v J » t ) 4 « n t - i « N 2 » t U « b 4 ) T M C N  U U  
P k l N T i ' f c O  H Z  P L  I N T  l a  o O T b l D E  U t b C h d u l N G  F  O N C  T  1  U N  '  ,  T  I  Î  L  t  
pkinr,* 
E L S E  O C  
tnû if 
I F  ( N l  . N L  , 0 4  .  A N D . M  .  N t .  0  )  1  H C . N  U U  
^ h l N T , ' 6 U  H Z  P U  I N T  l b  I N b l O t  O t t i C K l U l N o  1 "  U N C T  l U N  «  ,  T  i  T  U c .  
P M N T  ,  •  
f c L S t .  D U  
I  N O  I F  
W h  I  T  u  (  U A  T L A L )  t  l U U U U )  1  
FUhitAT ( • LAMiJC A • , 1 5 t • ; • ) 
C A L L  o K A P H b ( t 4 , U A 1 A I X . L A I A I V . O , 1 Û O . U A T L A H »  
H H I N T , '  
F h I N I  t  •  
F f <  I N T  ,  •  
F h  I N T ,  •  
CLkT lNU(i 
i F ( l N U L Y . a u . l 4 . U h . I ^ U h / . E U . i 4 . U k . (  I N O t  Y . L U . U . A N U .  I N U u Z . E v ^ . O  
. A N U . I N U L X . L C . l 4 ) ) T F L N  O C  
P h I N T , '  '  
p^int,' • 
PI- INT,'  CCNCLLSICN" 
I  N T  ,  •  •  
P h i N T  , * ( , v  H Z  P  U  1 1 \  T  l b  U )  i j  1  S  J  L )  E .  I  M L  i - l  u N  —  L  I  . < J E  A  U  i  I  Y  K  L  j  1  L  N  .  *  
I ' k I N T  « ' T H L K L I  L . K t  F L I v K C I < c ^ L l - < » \ i ~ j C t :  h  I L L  I N L T  L C C U Û » *  
.  '  I -  1  N  I  ,  •  '  













L L S L  D U  
P K I  N T  ,  ' C C N L L L b 1 C N •  
pmnt , • • 
P K I N T . « 6 0  h Z  P L I N 7  I b  I h S i u L  T H E  N O N - L  i N L A k  1  r  Y  R t i b l u N . '  
P K  I N T  .  •  T H h K E F O K L  h - h  «  N  L K  t  S C  N A  N C t  W I L L  Û C C U K . »  
L N O  I F  
K E A C . X L A U . Y L A U  
D L  £ 5  J = 1 , N  
C A  T A  1 X ( J ) = L M D M ( J )  
C A  Î A l Y ( J ) = I N D u C  T ( J )  
b ù  C L h T I N U E  
O C  i l l  I  =  1 5 , 1 7  
K L A 0 « L N J M ( 1 » , 1 N U L L T ( I )  
L A T A  I X (  1  ) = L M D M (  1  )  
C A T A I Y ( 1  » =  I N C U C T  (  l  I  
111 CLKT INUe 
V£) 
P K I M , '  « l ' L A M b D A ' . *  * , « I N U U C T A N L U '  
P A I h T , "  «  ,  •  •  .  '  •  ,  •  «  
O C  £ 7  o - l , l 3  
Pl-i  l iNT .LMDM ( J ) ,  • «. INûoCTCJ) 
5  7  C  C  M  1 N  U E  
C A L L  U K A P M ( < : 0 « O A I A l X , L A I A l Y , U , k , l 4 . U , l u . J , U . l , J . j , U . l , U . U .  
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M  _J 
^  )( j aj ^  j % LU U. 
•a i i. ^ 
•y)00: 
z T z 
u t: 
* ll il —• 
z —«  ^ Ni J= .M • • -, : 
n » w O 
% J a z n Z —» J ^  i-H < w Z ^ N U ^ N U jC ^ V ^ ^ : J U Z N 1- \ r— \ 1 *ONZ J M- «-» 3 
>4 a -> —. Z Z ^ ^ 2 NJ • 
Z 3 o a 3 d ^ < 3 3 \ -ON — NJ CD ^ ? * 0. ^  w W- 3 t 3 w ^ O OZ -<"5 O Z z 0 Z3-^OOZ* T*" ^ — 
o • • o • f ^  n • o • « ^ -> i rvj 3 <\j -'J • 3 D 3 • —* —' * 
o ^ N • Z'J \ • 2 J \ * • • • Z • 
• U li «il 1 O o 3 II * II 2. J 3 3 Z 0 ^  3 11 X 3 J 3 H w -5 
a; * ^  uu NUJ V k: at U) ^  N -J J H \J UJ X 
w N » w 11 e w II w -t II • -# II V UJ * U «U Q.'^il • M 
u ^  ^ u • -^r— l'i D i*J 
z % ^ t ^  ^ < zz-» ZZZZ^"*^"^"^ sJ -« —' 111 U. U Ol u M ^ U. II O OJ ^  Jl ^ J. i; ~^wwJ:u.'Zz.u |i £^u-u w _L 
Z"^0%3ZN"^ZNU3Z3ZZ"^ Za-JO^-«533<3X — r 3 
—« »*J T 
V V U V V 
lU 1 )-h( I )/(w-P(K) ) 
7 Lib ( I ) =UH( I >-I .0/( w-H ( K ) ) 
e OH( I )=( U.Ot 1.0) >H|( I )*L!h( 1 ) 
hl fckn 
100 <-CRNAT(^Iii,El4.0.2m 6.0) 
101 l-ChNAT(i;ll,Elb.0.tlb.O) 
2 0 0 t-C K N A T ( / / 1 o X » t: o h T h c HkLvJ InL.^kM C, L.N 61 AN T = i 
11 1 b . ti t 1 H i 1 Ht MULT Cl. N:> T A N r = • I: 1 b » t) » H + J t t: 1 . J ) 
. i  O  1  H  L  l <  N  A  T  ( / / X  t  J  h  1  h  L  N U M u K A T U K  Z u K U t i  A R t »  
l//(LJ5.b,4H +J»uiC.Oii;«.'5.tit4h fJttilO.b)) 
L:0^ P0HyAT(//47X,2Uh1hL uE NCcl 1 NA T CU ZcwOS ARc 
l//(E35.ùt4H fJt£16.d»l:2^.d»4H 4-Jitl6.ti)i 
ENO 
C 
C SOtihULTlNE HL YF h<U-(< U A U b LATA ANC CLMPoTtb 
C KfcAL ANC IMAulNAkY PAU T S Oh IKANbFt-K HuNCIlGN 
C WHEN GIVEN IN MCLYNCMIAL FLWI4 
SOlJFULTlNt PL YF H U ( N w , L M E^ A , h , L h , U A r A 1 X , OA r A 1 V ) 
CHAhACTEK*20 XLAU 
l<EAL CATAIX (b6 ) .CAT A1 Y { Sf> ) 
ChAf.ACTtt<*^0 YLAb 
uipêns1ln k1 (41 ) .cmega i 100 ) 
CCPFLEX lU 1 Oo ) , UM ( 1 00 ) . DA ( 4 1 ) . A ( 4 1 ) ,UU( 41 ) , ri ( 4 1 ) , CUN Ju , L,4PLX , 
ICCN#* tAAfOAAtLitJfClJli 






1F(NA.LT.2) L,U TL 3 
DC 2 1=2.NA 
A(I)=A(l)*hNt*(i-l) 
^ L) A ( I - 1 ) =F LU A r ( 1 - i )  V  A ( I ) 
^ OC 4 1=i.NJ 
E(i)=k(l)*ANt*(l-l) 
4 Ob ( 1- 1 )-F LU A r ( 1 - 1 ) vLi ( 1 ) 
/ihl1e((:)«200) ki* n * l (. m 
W  f .  i  1  1  <  f  ,  U  1 )  (  A  (  I )  .  K  1  (  1  >  ,  1 _  i  ,  f  J  A  }  
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c A N A L V b l o  U b i K u  Thu otlKluS C l w C U l T  
C  M A I N  A M  C A L C U L A  ï i i b  T  h  L ~ î  N C K u M t : N T Â L ~ D t S C K T I j T N Ô ~ F Û N C T T i j N ~  
C  F C K  A  S I N C o ù l U A L  i  i N P U  T  ,  J u  T t  hM I  N Q  o I H L  FliEUUENCY K E O H U N -J L  Cl 1  A K  A V ,  T K K 1 b T -
C  I C S  U P  T H E  L I N E  A u k  H A k T  l j | -  l I l E  S Y S T E M , P L U T b  T H U  M  U ' S  A  C U i - l . v l û K  o K A P H ,  
C  A f S O  F I M i b  U U T  T  h E  C R I T I C A L  V  A  L  U  L  b  U  F  C  U  k  k  E  N  T  A T  v <  H  i  C  H  F  E  K  k  U  h  b  b w  N A N C E  
C  U C C U U S .  
C  
C  
C  U L F l N l T l u N  U F  T  L K M b  :  1 .  i J E S C k l u l N o  F U N C T I U N  
C  
C NCi< TM=L)t;bCK I Li INCJ F U N C T I U W  uF T H E  I N P U T  A i . l H u  1 T U J L .  
C H N C t < T i ^-iJL.in VAT 1  V L  U F  M _  U  T  M  / ,  1  T M  K L b H r . C l  I C  C U h K c N T  
C  A M P L i  T U O L  .  
C cH r M- INPUT SIGNAL AMPLITUDE TU NDiN-L I  IM _ AK 1 r Y .  
C  C k T Z - V A L U L  U F  C U K K L N T  A T  T H E  K N E E  O F  T H E  
C  N C N - L I N E A H 1 T Y •  
C  C C C ^ T M  =  U L S C H l u l N G  F U N C T I O N  C l I v C L c  C E N T u U .  
C  C H C W T M = U E 3 C l < I t J l N o  F U N C T I O N  C  I l < C L c  « A O l u b .  
C ML = bLLPE UF 1ST« bLCTIciN UH T M L  J u N  — L l W b A K l T Y #  OJ 
C M^^bLCPn OF THE 2NU. SECTlLN OF THE NO iN-L i  NE A K i  T Y .  <=> 




C  t i ^ I K A N b F û i ^ F U N C T l U i N  
C  I I  {  b  )  -  Î  K A . J  S I  E L - i  F U N C T I O N .  
C  K V A  #  *  #  «  # #  #  *  
C  H (  S >  ^  
C  u M S ^ + u  +  i i  J *  s  . U N  t l * b * * N  
C  
C NA^IsjMiju'* uF NUMLi< A fUK CO Ll F 1 (_ i  LN T Nf-l .  
C — NUMliEU Lt" IJ L N L M I N A T L K  C O i z k F  1  C l E w T  N  t  1  .  
C / iN=Fn uUUt:.\ lCY iNijKMAL I / .  1 No COIMO 1 ANT .  
C CiJtM-eO N S I  AM NUI-T 1 PY 1 ( \o |-A(_TUK. 
C  
c  
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C  
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omiga (1 )-ew ( 1 ) 
iflhfk.lu.l ) l,iv1i1oA( 1 )-u.adjiu5J*UM&UA( 1 ) 
b 1 ccminijt. 
iflhhlyz.bu.l)uc tu 12 
CALL ZKL.Ff<u(NWt(-MfcoA,f- , DM ) 
G L  T Û  1 3  
I  ii C A L L  FLYF f i v j  (i>Jw I  CMlioA ,h , DM , ÙA1 A 1 X. U A T a  1 Y ) 
1j 4hi1k(c.^ul)lù(nha) 
L) r. I ^  I -1, N w 
m= N E A L ( H (  i.» ) 
0ATAIX( I )=f<tAL(h( I ) ) 
a = aimao(h(i ) ) 
DATA 1 Y( 1)=AIMAo(h( I ) » 
AWFL=X* * + 2 
ATTtN =-lu«U»ALLUlU(AM^L) 
PhA£L=o7.^'J5 7 7Si5<ATAN2(X,K) 
GPCLY=(X+kEAL(uH(l))-H»AlMAo(OM(Ij))/AMPL 
ANPL=SuKT(ANPL) 
IF( 1 .Eu.35) THEN uu 
khcuhz=phase 
an6um/-ampl 
(^leohz=ia:al(h( i » ) 
lm6uh/ = al4ag(h( 1 ) ) 
P K I . N T t '  •  t  • PhouHZ" , • «.«AMoOHZ»#' • . • K f: t, O hZ • , 
1 • • . • I MtiOhZ • 
I ^ h I N T , »  '  ,  '  «  ,  «  • ,  
1  •  • ,  •  •  
1- K 1 IN 1 I Cl 1 CO I W t "M L 01 t / » Kt_ I; U t- Z I 1 M D vJH ^  
tilst uu 
enc it 
1-4 anitc(bi^ ua)^  w( i ) iattlkip^ a&c»upulyiamplin«a 
call Gi^ AP) I ( b'ô#UA1AlA#CATAlY i U # û # iU»u#*"10J» •10«»~b0« # 
lAL^e.YLAU.'ULÙCMlulNU I-UNCTIUN ;«,»ot<APi) 1 : ' ) 
g u lu 4 u 0 
1 J u hLI-<^/\T(lAtlO'^^) 
lui r LPWA î ( jl 1 • ou 1 Cl .0 ) 
l 0 2 H C l- f A I ( I ^  / ( 1.1 d . J t <4.. U) . u ; ) 
200 f-LMNAl(lHl //4 dA . m »• I.vJijlNCY AN^L Y S 1 J 
U 1 f l, A T ( / / 1 iL / $ # 7 X * A i ï Ts ( u i f ) »OA|l'JllPltA>i.;(,_)t.u) U L L A Y 
ly^-NACjNi I i J LfL # I .^A» ' M ' t ^'l l'-Ni*. I t IwA , f, i 1 ri i ^ \ i < î ) 
,iû à F C H f A T ( U 1 t5 • h » t-' l ll,h,4Liy*L) 
4  0  0  N = 1 5  
I  N D  c X  =  v >  
iholy=u 
I  N U t  Z  =  U  




U C  c O  I . N  
h t  A U  t C K T M (  X  >  ,  T  I  T L L .  
N  1  = 0  
I N  r  t « C K  T M  (  l  j  =  '  , C t x  T  I  )  
l ^ A l C n T = C h < 7  /  /  C  h ,  T  M  (  i  )  
fhini.'hatcht^' , hatch i 
G C f i l = l - ( h A T C h T ) + * ^  
P H l N l t « C j C « I - ' . C , C h T  
F L I .  r - U U k  T  (  O C K T  )  
hh. INT, «I CKT-» ,* L,n 
F C I -  T - F C K  T * I \ A  T C K T  
prlnl.'hchl-'.mlwl ^ 
angz=ah5in(haru,t) ^ 
I N  T  t  «  A  N o/l- •  ,  A Mj/  
C  
C  
C  U h S C H i U l N O  F U N C r i o N  
c 
c 
N C f .  R I"11  N =  (  (  4  (  " i  1  ) / j  .  1  4  1  b  J 2  /  )  +  (  M N u Z + H C t r  T  )  f  )  




C  L A L L U L A l l L h  U l  1 N U U L 1 A N L L  
C  
c 
I N L U L  1  (  I  )  -  N C  1 . 1  l ' i  (  l  )  
IN I , • • , I 1 I ur. , • 1 iMJUe 1 ANL L • 
P a l N T ,  '  •  ,  •  
f k  1 n t  ,  '  « ,  t i n  
C A L C U L A )  l U N  L I -  N i C K Î M  i J t n l V A l l V t  H m L ^ T 4 ( l j :  
H  N C t <  T M  (  1  )  =(  (  4  *  (  M  1  -  M e ;  )  /  J  .  l  ^  1  7  )  »  (  r  )  *  (  -  (  t x  A  I  L u  î  J  «  +  ^  /  (  ( - r s  t  ^  •  
(liATCHT*»4)/CKT2)) 
H h l N T ,  ' P N L h T M (  1  )  =  *  ,  F -  N i ^  h :  T  M  t  1  )  
calculation l u- CIKClE Ct-MLii A N D  K A u l O b  U t -  T Ht: OtSC.s i u i iMij t-r-t.: 
C C C I v  T M (  1  ) =  +  ( 2 t N C H T M ( l ) + C k T M (  l  )  * P N L t <  I M (  1  )  )  /  
) +2 + 2 + NCt-.TM( U f Cr<tm{ I > <^I-'n Ck l ,'il l ) > 
C K C t v  1  M  {  1  )  =  (  C R T M  (  1  »  V H i M L t v  V M (  1  )  )  /  (  (  ( N C h  T M  ( I  )  ) » » 2 ) * 2 + 2 * U C K T ^ (  i  )  »  
C t. T N ( n NCt< I M ( I ) » V t - 1 ) 
PKINI,' '  
F H  I N  l  ,  •  •  .  • C L t J T L h  •  ,  
•  .  '  I I A L )  i  L b  •  
H <  I N  T  .  •  «  .  •  •  .  
• . • • 
P f< i N T t • • . i- C C h. r M ( 1 ) , • ' , Ll\L l\ T M ( i j 
I N C l - - 2  • C K C t x  T  M  (  1  i / j 2 .  
I l N C t > - - l 4 - l N C K  
L {  l )  =( CKCK TM (  I )  - H  CK TM (  1 )  )  • 1 NCh. 
C O  J  —  I f u l  
K - J  +  i  
u (k t~u( j  ) • 1 inl i' 
C L. iN t 1 NUI. 
CALCULAT lUN Ut- T t-L l Nv, K t N LN T Ai_ JtbCl- lUlNo FuNCII^.n: 
FKINT,' ' 
PW INT, • ' 
FKINT.* • . «LUI^KUNT « , 1, «Ï^IHCLÛ* 
FKINT,' *,• 
n-j2 
eu 1b J=1,M 
SuUhV=CKCkTM(l)**2-(U(J)+LCLHTM(i)|**^ 
1 H( SuUWV.LI .0 ) ThLN UU 
PkINT, «LUKI-lN T = • .CK T 1 ) , T l 1 Lt 
PKiNTt» « 
PhINT,«U(J)-',L(J),' « , , jUUKV 
PkINT, « , « «,• 
NL UAIIVL. SuUk V Ib U I aCAHUuu HKLKI ÎHlt> J/AFA bdl 
G U  T  U  1  b  
U L S t  o O  
LND IP 
V(J) = âvJk T (UUUkV ) 
D A T A I X ( J ) - U ( J )  
O A T A l  Y (  J  ) - \ /  (  J  )  
CCNTlNUL 
UE 61 Ix 1 U i Nx, HuNCIlCN on/^Ph 
e u  1 7  J -  1  ,  M  
K  1  =  J +  3 a  
a.2=3j-j 
U ( K l ) = U U \ 2 )  
A  T  A  1  X  (  N  i  )  -  U  (  K  1  >  
V  (  M  )  -  V  (  K  i i  >  
V ( l s l ) - - l v v ( K l )  
| v A T A 1 Y ( K 1  )  -  V  (  K  1  J  








pr int,' •  ,  •uual part• ,• 
PKINT.• •, 
L = e4 
• t «magni tuut 
• I • 
• . • 
• t • iMAvilNbRY f • , 
' . «NPHAiiË* . 
» • _ 
• . « 
eu Ib J=1,L 
MAu5UR-U(J)**L:fV(J) + *<! 
MAG(J)=buRI(MAûbUh) 
vtjrat =  v(j)/u(j )  
N P H A S H  J )  =  l . i U + 5 7  , < i V b 7 7 S > 5 * r t T  A N i V T U R A T  >  
a-aus (phouiiz-nhha^k (  j) )  
c J  =  A B à  ( M  A o  (  J  )  -  A M D O h ^  )  
1 .ANU.ti.L E.U.OUI HHtN 
I 
critical cukkhnt-» ,CRTK( i )  
1 f (  a.ll . o .
pr ln t .  • 
pt\ i n 1 , • 
print.• 
print," 
pr iint .  • 
pr int ,  '  • 
PR INT, '  '  
pr int .  ' '  
ph^nt,u(j),' • ,  v (  j » ,  • 
'  « n p habl (j) ,  • 
inuuy=indly-1 (jU to 2 b 
tlsfc L)l j  





i n t  ,0 ( j ) .  • • .  v (  J ) , • 
1 •  •  . .NI ' l lA. jU (  J )  ,  '  •  , ,v , .Vot  J )  
1 ;J L ur, 1 1 NUi: 
LLNMHb-NMll Abc ( v ) 
hLNHHb=NPhASE ( be) 
IP(PnoOn Z.oI .LLNPMb.ANU.PhOUhZ.L T.HCNPhb) I HtN OU 
OU 21 N=1,L 
U" lMAvj(K ) ,ol .AMoOH/1 ) ThtN DÙ 
N 1 -M + 1 
Ou 
1 NDt. Y= I NUti Y + 1 
ELBK L)G 
EN J If-
C L B L  D C  
N2-NJ+1 
U-(N<i,t0.fc'^)ThtN UU 
I NULL-1NÛL Z+1 
L L O L  U U  
l iNC i r  
tiNU IF 
CUNT 1 wui: 
fcLSc DO 
I N Ù L. X = 1 (N u U X •- 1 
L ND 1 i -
IF(lNL>tX»LU.lb)TFûN UU 
Pt"lNT»*6U 11Z t-UINT lb CUI Ul* ANVJLU. Ll-'ilT' 
OU TU 2b 
ELSl_ UU 
END IP 
ir ( iNul;Y »LU« li> )Tht:i>J l)U 
P i' I N T » ' t) vJ 11 / Pi) I I'j f I u C L U bi: 
H h I Ni . • 
LULL UU 
u Nu II 
TU Tilt: L/i\ 1 ij I iN * 
I 
I F  ( N I  « E U  « O f e U H  « N « : » B U « O 4  )  I  H l : W  ^L) 
P K l N T . ' f a O  HZ P u l M  l ' i  UUISIJt O L b C t U J l N G  F U N C  1 1 Oixl •  ,  F I T l  h 
P M N T , ' _  
EL£c ÙU 
L - N D  I F  
1  F  (  N  1  «  N e  * b 4  «  A N O  « N i  « N E »  l )  )  T H E N  O ù  
P h l M . ' ô O  H Z  P U I M  I S  I N b l Ù t i  b L S C K l d l . M o  ( - U N C  T  i  J . N  •  ,  T  1  I  u t  
P ( < i N T i «  
f c L S d  J G  * " •  ~  •  
l nu il 
i h i l T L d J A r i - A u . l O U O O  )  I  
F U f ' M A T  (  •  C U f v K t N T  '  , I  ^  ,  '  : « )  
C A L L  G H A P H b  (  C - + , L ) A I A l A f 0 A r A l Y . 0 . 1 U < > . U A r L A u )  
F  H  I N  T  ,  •  
K < I N  T  ,  •  
hklNT,' 
F K  I N  T  ,  '  
C C M iNUii  
IF(INL)bY«t;U«l3«LjH«lNL;LZ«fnj«lt)«UK,lllNijaY.tv^.O.ANi.J«lNOLZ.LU.<; 
.  A  K O  «  I  N U L  A  .  t  0  «  1  b  )  )  T t - L N  U L  
P K I  N T , »  *  
P K I N T  ,  •  •  
P K I N T  ,  • C Û N C L L B  I L N *  
PMNT , • ' 
M H I N T«*cu hz Pl. I N I  lo û  l, T  i  i) l  T Hl w ci\ — l  1 in l  \ 1 T  y klij Uj N.' 
pkint «  *  thlkurukl: ruùligivljlnanlu w I  l l ncl clcoh » '  
P K I  N T  ,  •  •  
p f- i  n  i ,  • • 
T L S L  U U  
P l \  1  N T  ,  «  L L M . L L  ]  i  L , \  '  
pr iNT , • • 
P K I N T . ' O U  H Z  H T ,  1  N  T  I  - J  I  N  J  1  L)c T H L  N U N - L  1  , \ 4 I _  1  I  Y  "  L \  _  v.  i  L.', .  « 
I ' I> 1 N I , * I 111 M R I I. r I I i- < I. (• RL> t. N A INT t. V 11. L L; ( L J M « ' 







k E A C t  X L A U . Y L A U  
O C  £ 5  J - i . N  
I;ataix(J)-C(vT .H j) 
C A  T A  l y ( J  ) =  I N D U C T  (  J  )  
b o  C C M I N U E  
C  
C  
U C  1 1 1  I -  1  J  t 1 b  
K C A J , C h T M ( I ) , 1 N U C C T ( i )  
C A T A l X l l  )  =  C K T M (  l  )  
C A  T A  1  Y  {  l  ) = I N U u C T (  1  )  
1 1 1  C C N T I N U t  
C  
C  
H H I h T , '  •  I  • C J K R E N l  •  , •  '  , '  i N U u C T  A W C c '  
P H I h T , '  •  » .  «  «  
w  
U C  £  ^  J - 1  ,  1  3  J - "  
P K  I N  T  t C R  I M  (  J  )  .  •  ' . I N i J U C T C J )  
5  /  C C N T L N U T .  
CALL tdU #wArAlX#L,ATAiV lu*0t^f«0»0»0f0»i»vj«0i 







C  Y U U H U U T  I N E  ^ ! K  or l< i.W —I'L  A  0 i; U  A  1 A  A  I S  U  C U M T ' U L T Z I »  
c U i z A L  A N C  Ii' I Ao I N Ak Y  P A Ù T B  U L  I t t A K b h u i »  K U N C  T  1  1,4 





CCMFLCX M ( 1 Ou ) , UM( I 00 ) ,LUN , A , Z ( 40 ) ,H( 40 ) , Z H , Cu N JJ i C Mt'U A 
M =  0  
N = 0 
«EAC( b» 1 OU) NZtNHfrtNtCLN 
IH(NZ.t:U.O) oU TO a 
DC 1 K=1.NZ 
HEAC(£.iOl)1,U,ZP 
DC 1 L-lfJ 
M = N 4 1 
Z ( M )-ZH/f,N 
( I  .  to .  I  ) UU TC; I  
i^sN" • 1 
Z  ( f /  i  =  C O N J G (  Z M  ) / k N  
1  C C M I N U L  
^  oc  z  h -1 ,nh  
R £ A C (  5 ,  l u l M ,  J . Z P  
D C  2  L = 1 . J  
N = N 4 1 
H(N ) = ZH/rtN 
lH(i.EQ.l» GU TU 3 
N  =  N  4  1  
H  (  N )  = C U N  J  (j (  Z P  )  /  VVN  
J CLMINUL 
CCN = CCN/rtN* *( fM-M ) 
WRITE(b,200)Ak,CLN 
IF ( N .EvJ.O )ÔU TU 4 
WK MU (6 ,201 ) ( Z ( 1 ) , 1 = 1 , M ) 
4  W h n £ ( C ) , 2  0 2 )  ( H ( 1 ) . I = 1 , N )  ÛC £ 1—l,Nrt 
a = C ^ P L A ( L » . 0 , U M L 0 A (  I  )  )  
DH( 1 ) =0 • U 
H( I J-CljN 
I  F ( N  »  E U  .  O  )  Ù U  T  U  U  
Ù C  5  K - 1 , M  
r U  I  )  =  > « (  U  •  (  v » - Z  (  K  )  )  
b  U F  {  l  )  = Û H  (  l  )  + 1  .  0 / (  w - t .  {  K  )  )  
O L)C 7 K- 1 , N 
h (  I  )  =  F (  1  ) / (  W - P ( K >  )  
7 UF(l)-LlH(l)-1.0/rA-l^(K)) 
t )  D  K  1 )  -  (  0  .  0  ,  1  .  0  )  4 1  (  (  1  )  *  C  M  (  1  )  
K È T L (< N 
1 0 0  l - C i < N A T ( ^ I ^ ; , t i l 4 . 0 , . - L l ; > . . j »  
101 hChr'/\r(«;Il»t:l(--«0»l-l'o»O) 
0 J C (\ K A 1 ( / / 1 O X « J I ' T : H I <  !. J .WI , K "1 E L N L> T A M T - , 
1 11 1 J # .:! 1 M $ llti-, WL 1 ï /*l\ f - fi 1 j » fil * M 4 j * i. 1 j j ) 
2 0  1  F C R N A T ( / / ^ b X , 2  J h T h c  j N U M L K A T L N  ^ L U U S  A K t .  »  
+ J , L  l U . t i , L ^ ù . d , 4 h  +  J  .  E  1  C  .  y  )  )  
F C H I V A  T  (  / / 4 r  X ,  i d u H l h L  U L K U M  1  W A T C R  Z t h O S  A K d  
1 / / ( E J 5 «  u «  4 i  4  + J » L l c , * ( j « e ^ u » y « 4 M  t - J t h l b a U )  )  
£ M 3  
L 
C  i b b f i U L T l N t  H L V h K ù - N Ê A J b  L A T A  A N b  C L M P U T L S  
C  W E A L  A N C  I M A O I N A K Y  P A N T S  L i f  T l . A N ^ r t h  F O N C I l l J N  
C  W H E N  G I V E N  I N  P C L  Y I N L I - I  1  A L  I L  K M  
b O b l - O L T  I N t  H L Y l - h V ^  I N v i  . C  I v i t V i  A  , h  ,  O H . O A I  A 1  X  .  C M  A  1  Y  )  
C H A H  A C  T E k  * 2 0  X L A U  
K E A L  C A T A I A  ( t j b  )  , L A 1  A 1  Y  ( ' J < 0  )  
C h A k A C T E N * ^ 0  Y L A U  
O I M d W S I L N  K  I  (  4  1  )  ,  Q M E v i  A  (  l o O  )  
C C M f  L t X  H  (  I  0 0  )  t  U t )  (  1  0 0  )  ,  O A  (  4  1  )  ,  A  ( 4  1  )  ,  L / L i (  4 1  )  ,  i j <  - »  1  )  ,  C u N  ,  C M H L  A  ,  
I C C N  i W  , A A , D A A t  t j U  , L b l l  
O C  1  1 = 1 , 4 1  
1 K1(1)=I-1 W 
K E A C . X L A U , Y L A U  M  
K e A C ( 5 ,  l O 0 ) N A , N l 3 , r t ( s i , C . L f M  
H E A C ( 5 , I 0 1 ) ( A ( 1 ) , I = 1 , N A )  
t < f c A i : ( £ , l u l ) ( u ( l ) t I  =  I . N u )  
1  F ( h A . L  T . 2 )  Ù L  T O  J  
U L  c  1 - 2 . N A  
.  A  (  1  ) — A ( l ) * v v N * -  +  ( l - l )  
L  O A (  1  -  1  ) = f  L U  A I (  I - 1  ) * A (  1  )  
3  U L  4  1 = 2 , N l J  
E(l)=E(l)4wN**lI-l) 
4  D d  (  1 - I  ) - F L U  A  T  (  1 - 1  )  « L ! (  I  )  
W K  I T  t  ( b  . 2 U 0  )  W N  ,  C C i M  
r t M l l E ( o , ^ 0 1 ) ( A ( I ) , K l ( l ) , l = l . N A j  
w R 1  I E  ( 6 , 2  0 2 )  
mM 1 L  ( b  , 2 o l  ) (  I K  I  )  ,  K  1  (  1  )  ,  I  =  1  , . M I J  I  
f/ = NA- 1 
N-Nh-I 
L) C  t  1  =  1  ,  N  A 
A = C N F  L X ( 0 . 0 , U M L  G A (  i  ;  )  
i >  a  -  t '  ( h , \ )  
iJAA— 





7 r n V 
c r X \ 
z z ^ 
> >  c  
W  - 4  V  
w r 
N \ ^ 
(<J —4 
X <• T 
• >s ^ 
rv » 
r\, ^ 
c c c 
















w il h n 
t^rr 















Dccoc > r C. 
n r r r r .  > > > > 1 1 » ^  
c H > Il > il 7 
-j 11 m li A 11 1» f p 
^ ^ o r": •> I 
7 C~.7 nT-i,-*7i7 
!• I!. c.r -ft > i 
^ ^ * + 
.  .  os  > 
z c  >  




L" z ^ rr t-





M r :" •  (> ^  * 
T r rr T (H o *• 
-IL ^ « î. • • 
3 • r- C T o r. r 
TC T r rit^ T 
• > 
c ^ - LT C 
r z c r- r • > 
7 7 r rr C >  
r z c 1 
S X u > 
^ C r -, 7 > 
2 • r >C * 
> r -< 7T n 
H ^  7 "4 2 
r (r r II c 
> • î. . n 
r- — r X 
> z 
C c- r cr c 
r% -4 c 
< •- > » 2 if 7 C {/"• c 
2 * 1 
*— ft 

















































ANAL Y b 1 U ui- HI C Ik Co IT 
IhL INChLMtNlAL L)d 1>CH 1 u 1 N V J  FUNCIiUN MAIN Pf^CohAM CALCULA I aS 
FOK A SINLSUIUAL iNPuT, 
PH UGH AN uJTtKMlNti 1 he ("^ACiN 11 UJt UH 1 HE TKANSPLk hUi^CTlON A ù A h UNCI UN 
UF ThE LlNtAR CAPACITANCu. TrlU KtAL ANU Tl1t iMAolNuhY PAkT;j ÙP The 
rKANbPth FUNC TI UN A i; Û ThLN PLUTTliU ANU THL HLLT IS USEiJ TU uulcKMlNE 
Tht CMTICAL VALUhi> Uh CAMACITANCL TU HLAC& THU SYbTt.v) IN Fix. 
Och IMT ILN LF TEkMb: la UczaCi* 1 U INU hUwC T 1ÙN 
NLMOM-OtbCH 1 Li IiNO FUNCTlGiM Uh THL INPUT A,/,PL 1 TUUE . 
PNLMuN = UtK I VAT 1 Vti OF NLMJm tv I TM hvLSPECl TL LAMfcUA 
AMPL I 1 OUli . 
LMDM-INPUT h 1ÙNAL AMPL1 TUJL TO NON-L 1 NLAH 1 TY . 
l.MU^=VALUb GF LAMtJGA AT THc KNtc Gh TMu 
NCN-LINcAH1 I Y. 
CCi_M:)M = UiiSi.H 1 U iNu h UNC T 1 UN C 1 RCLc CtiNTLK . 
CKLMUM = Ut-: SCM b 1 NG FUNC I I UN Clf-CCLd k AùIuS. 
Ml = bLGt-ii G F I S r .  i>cCTlGN UF THE NoN-u 1 N E AH 1 1 Y . 
M<i=SLLHE CF THE 2NU. bECTIuN UF Trie NO N-L 1 NE A tx 1 T Y , 




UEF IN 1 I IC N UF IEKMb: 
EMU -LAiYijU A 
L- L I l\L AK I.MGGCIANCE 
K- UEbl'jTANCE 
C- CAHALITA.NCL IN PLR 
L1-L APAC I r ANCL 
t,E ( G )- 4SI 
I .1A L. ( C, ) = + , ci 
unit 
i: u  l  A r I l n l :j c ù 
nr. nr\ nnnr  r m r.r 
; fr. n 
n > k II -* 
cxt:XX % % 
n TTTl T X TÎ T 
fn r\ T 7 7 7 Z 7 7 
— 4  ^  11^'^ £•«««« •• 
— > — > ^ r • * • * • • 
1 ^ C y -f T X ^ r II r II 
c ^ \ ^  ^  X c ^  
^ L. 1 
r T c % II * f c - -
c •r- a. n < * 
« ^ ^  r: c 
re 
•W 
* w ri 4s 
* c 
r ^ L_ C. Tv ^ "si 





• • • • 
r • • • • 
1 1 t X 
r L. \ r 
•r- J z I (r 
r w 1 O' X I c ! L? I r I -4 W Î -H I > 
T 1 > 1 Z 
•5^ 1 7 I n 
•f^ * 1 n 1 IT 
r-. Tv i n 1 I W w ! il 
< ! Z 
r. Î r ] 1 I 
c 1 1 1 
$ ; i f 1 
r-w 1 1 I 
• 














x x r  X  % X r z n r. r. xr X XX C T TJ m rr. rr rr TtT. TTT^rrfTim m n % 
^ ^ 1» > X r 
7 7 r, r. n rj T f - T T * T i r r r r r f ^ r  r\ 
> > > > rv r w 
• • I" T X -4 r T r. r. n m 7 r~ r h 
r - -1 -4 > r r z > r 
> -4 rT: r rr r. rr c 2 r c -< 
c r r • A. T (/,OZ s > il r 
« n * c "* * * # C S C  i 
< rc ^ r\j r\j L z rv X i 
r •>j • c c c • re ^ c X X 
> c 2 < C > - W 0 N • 
d -4 rv c X r. • ^ f. 
> r r c • ^ c ^  
-« r. -4 > 7 X r * X 
r ^ r c -4 7 > 7 r - c r. •r * 
m c r  >• m -ir X ^ > » r 
cc < T « Tcr N 
w r % r- ic # '> L 
« > T rv' i. c < ^  * W  
r > 2  ^ •< i 
r Z r ^ n 
^ rr * r 
u c * W  fr •K » 
c cr. 2 »  W  ro * 
* * r\^ # W  Tv 
^ w. y X * W  
• W • c r y F*. « 
^ C r %. r. 
r. X 0- 1 
i r • < m r L 1 r r • * 
1 2S > r 1 c > s W  \ I NC, X • 
1 r * 1 Z cr r X 
1 z f-
I H ^ X • 1 r J X > • W  
1 c (j. * J r 
\ c r I r 
I Ï. 4- c 1 c 
\ » 
1 T f-I r r 1 











l t £  
( ' ) A'rvi -]\| ' , - ( I ) n/'ir', ' i v r >) -( 
( + ) + < / T t, T • r/< 1 W ) • ?> ) > - f 1 ) w(i^Tvj ^ 
:> 
3 
wptv-iM -n N"! I 
(iwniv^t)M7^yv = 7iN^ ^ 
r^lH» , trnwTMi • IN'I Hd 
1W 1 ^CKT l-n/YH 
-) 
r^l j' 1 -ni"! -U * I MI H H ( riwnr, ) 1 ynç; -rw n 
lAiin ' , -nwT'", • 1 MI H J 
( nwi 1 VH )-'l = (>^'io 
owHivM* , =nwiivy, • iM MH 
00 
z! ( I ) wowi/znw-i=nM-ii 
• . M NI MrJ (I )/jnw"i* »-( I )wr'wn. • iN'i Mrf 
•JTJ 11 • < I >wnwT nv^y 
N« t= 1 0? DO 
ynwn•?w' •nv^n 
tr T =M 
(|!T I innri] , « » ! 9 A 1 -)I 1 T >0 t • P V T A * P VTV • O • I - T 
• p • f> • p • r *0 • n • n T • 0 • n I * I • 0 * AI vivn • V TVivn• )MdvM5 nv 3 
, ,' i y IHd 
?nNT i vjn:> 
fT)ATVlvr'«, . • (T >X1 VIVT • • • ( I ) IT 1 K'lHH 
nq • 1 - I  - ~ 5 3(1 
I  I • J NjHd 
_ _ • > » 1 
• I - ~ I*. ' 1 MMiy 
I 7H0C)nvWI I • t .1 
•. -IV 9 M ,•, , ' , 4W M ( T ) 1 , , 'INI yn 
, . • J <J I 4r) 








•NJ • 1 
3 7 1 
S 1 z 
J 1 -4 3 J) 1 ? 
X 7 1 ? _l 
>4 WW 1 3 Z 
-tf- 3 1 u 
1 _1 * 
1 7 -
o u 1 i 
% 'V) 1 -J 
-I u 1 * 
3 1 •J 
< 1 * JJ I 
1 
z 
w 1 1 * 
1 -z * 
* i. i N 3 
3 1 
3 I ~ _! —< 2 V) 1 - Z w 
? J 3 1 ? ,1 1 
U. 1 % * 3 3 1 
Z V 3 1 > 
_l < 1 s — _l • i3 - 1 
Z X 1 _ ) ^  Z Ï < 1 1 1 • 1 z s -U -T 11 Q 1 a 3 w t— - [• -OJ s. 2 1 * % Z - 1 - • 
> :vj < 1 _i \ U " !• 3 1 -* -rt- O 1 
-0 X 1 
< Jj 1 SL­ "5 
> t— 1 OW 3 
m4 z Z 1 z % >: 
# 3 il 1 _l 3 3 _i 
u i-») z u 1 + Ï. & 
3 \ -1 1 ^_) _l J J 1 - Z Z Z AI _l 1 -if- a J X V 1 S :-J * 1 — m _L 3 4. Û II —4 1-^ 3 \1  
z s NJ u J * 
— Q i< Z — ?-
J. * Z. w u. * -J 3 — 
3 ^ -J i. •3 ry » Z £ -
ws 3 HI -« * _13 
Z S Z |N + —. •w 2. 
3 II <t J o 13 II — II J 
w * 4C |Z 
^ * a 1— l< -a 
< wQ < -z - m • 
J T2 « J SO - - • • D O J •• 3 1»— 3 S 3« 1- t— 
U %*- z J |Z Ï _l ^ wZ Z z z 
u J ^  _l Ji « 
< z z •x  < IIZ u — z 3 J: X X Lt 
a ^ LL s j  |UL w * Vl. 
_l a. LL 
u. 

















J •> X L/ u 
>• V 1 
• :g. —4 * 
3 r 
s ^ 3 • -) ^ 
J z w 3 
vj -• J ti 3 2 
J * II — 
u + 
• I w 'n n / Z 
r- il 11 II ') 11 
z  1  ^  —H ••) z J s j  y j  
-CZZ 3 
-J •J 
CALCULATION C^ ThL INChtNLNTAL ULUCKliJ ll\u 1-UiNCllUisJ 
Pi. iiv r , • ' 
P h I 1 , • • 
PK1,NT,« • , • LAMOJA' t I . • C IMLLL • 
HRiNT ,' ' . • 
N =0 ii 
LL 15 J=1.M 
SUURV=CKLM|JM( l)* + k-(UtJ)fLcLML)M( i) ) 
If-( bdUU V.L T .0 ) THLN ot) 
PRINT.* • 
PRINT," • 
PR INT , 'LAMtiJA-' , LMUMl I >iT I TLt 
PRINT,* • 
PR INT CjvJuR V - • , SijUK V 
PR INT , • • , • • , • 
NLuA T I VL buURV I 3 GlbCARUEU t-hOM THIS UATA jL T 
PR INT, • 
PR INT ,• 
OU TU lb 
t-Lijt: DU 
tNO II-
V ( J )= 6UK 1 ( "jiJvJR V ) 
l)ATA1X(J)=U(J) 
t; A 1 AI Y ( J ) = V ( J ) 
L L M INUc 
CLSChlUlNC ILNCIUN GKAj^ih 
I 
CC 17 J-l.M 
K 1 - J+ 
IS c: = 3 j - J 
U(K1 )=U(K2) 
O A T A 1 M  M ) = U ( K l )  
V(Kl)=V(K2) 
V(Kl)=-l+V(KlJ 
D 4TAl Y(K1 )- V(K 1 ) 
17 C LN T1 NUL 
PKINT," ' , ' t,L AL. HAKT'.* • , • 1 M Ao 1 NcKY MAhT'. 
1 « • t ' wPI IASd ' t 
1 « • t • M AIjNI TUOt • 
Fh IN t . • • t • • f • • » • • . 1« ~ ». ' • t 
I • • I • 
M  -C 4  
CC Iti J= 1 ,N1 
MAUSUk=U(J)4*^+V(J)2 ^ 
M Au ( J )- bui; T (MAuSiJK) 
V lUhA T= V( J ) /Li ( J ) 
NPHASu(J) = ltJo+b/»<;v'o/VS/i:+AlAN(VTuUAl) 
Ph 1 Nl .u(J) t • • t V(J ) , • • , 
1  •  ' , N P M A 3 L ( J ) « . M A o t J )  
Id CLNTlNUt 
^25 rtl. 1 T L ( DA ILAU t 1 OOUU ) 1 
ICOOO HUhwAl ( « LAMuU/v' , lu , « ; « ) 
CALL u RA PM S I 6 4 ,C A r A 1X, Ù A 1 A 1 Y .U.lUotUAILAu) 
20 CC M INLiE 
aiLF 
tNL 
i»U N T I* tr 
to 
Program IV 
AI^ALVtjIb uh t)t. K I t o I. 1 K L u 1 T 
MAIN P^LCjKAM CALCULA I THL i NCkLNLNT AL ub b CK 1 û I N C. hUNCT lUN 
PUR A blNLoUlUAL INPUT. 
PHLGKA^ L)Tt:lM'llNL ;i> THL MAoNlTvJOt LF T  M L .  TkAI'^ShËlv U  N  C T 11; N  Ao A hUNCIlUN 
UF THE LINbAh CAPACITANCL, T H E  I ^ l a L .  AND THh IMAuINLkY PA.?TO UP TPfc 
TKANuFth. FUWCTIUN AKt ThLN PL UT Tcu ANLi Thu PL C T lb UbcU TJ uc-TLKMIKfi 
Tht CRITICAL VALULj L I  CAhACIIANCL Tu PLACL T h L  bY'JTc.M ll\i i k .  
iJtl IN IT lUN U P  T El^M j : 1 . JLbClM.JlNu I-JI-JCTIUN 
NLI- T M  = LLuCf< l u INC PUNC 1 IU,1 U p  THE INPJT A,4HL 1 T U JL .  
PNLK f M-UfcH I V A T 1 V L  UP NCkT M tv 1  T H  KtSPuCI TC CUiikENT 
A MH L I T  UL)l_ «  
C K T M= INPUT blVitxAL A M HLITJUc TO NuN-L 1 N Ù  AK 1 T Y .  
Ci( TZ-VALUE UP CUKkLNT AT Trie KNtc uP The 
NLN-L 1 NErthi 1 T Y , 
C C C. T — L/d SCKlUlNU P UNC TIUN CiuCLi.: LLNTLI»» 
CKCf-iT .Vi =  uJLSCK It) INo h UNCI I U N  ClIiCLc kAiJI US .  
Ml-SLLPL UP IbT. SLCTIUN UP THL NUK-LINcAK I TY . 
,V,K-6LCPu UP ThL 2,\IU . hjLCTlLN UP THL Nu t\-L I NL A f< I T Y . 
THANi)Pui< P'UISCTIUN 
L= LI.NCAK INLUCT ANCc 
K - K f; j 1 i) I A N L L 
C- CAPACITANCL IN PLK 
C1=CAPAC1IANCL 
L ( U ) = +Dl 
li-l VL ( o > -
UN 1 T 







K L U ( F <  , L  , L  )  =  I L * (  L *  ) - C  )  /  (  +  (  1 - L V L  )  ^ * 4 ^  )  )  
1  M A G (  H , L  , C  ;  - ( C +  * 2 4 H  ) / ( H  4  * 2  +  (  1 - L * C ) )  
NE/SL CATAlX(b4),UATAiy(fc<'t) «PHASL , AMPL .NPHAStC C 'T  ) 
H T A L  CkTMlaO) ,U(t4) ,V(L4 » , INCN 
L <  E A L  CCC K T M  (  2 0  )  ,  C .  K  L «  T  M  (  2  O  )  ,  : I  U  U L <  V  .  M  A  G  (  C »  )  
I«Ë A L  NLkT M (  2J )  .  PNCn I M (  )  ,  M  1 ,  .>12 t C I-iT ^  , KA I C K  1 ,  U Ck j , I LkT , , AfsuZ 
heal ^ AbSUK , V UJNA T 
INTtGEt^ IfJiM»N»K.liK2»(>litN.^ 
CHAhaCTuU + I 0 Ct.M f-tv luli 
C H A R A C  R F : K * 2 0  A L  A U  ,  Y L . A U  
L H A F* A C F I M  ^ U A M-. A L: 
N U  A L  T »  »  L .  •  T )  I  T  U  2  .  T L  B  1  )  »  C  I  L ' T  1  )  
ChAFiAClLK*^/ îllut 
H Ê A L , T 1 T U A  
1< E  A C » AL /VIJ  »  Y  L  A U 
R <  T  A  C  ,  F ,  
K H A C  ,  L  
T 'H IM ,  •  •  ,  T I  FLL 
P K  I  H T  •  •  T  ,  ,  .  
. 'KEyiSTANCE=' ,k 
, ' • 
,  '  I N U U C T  A I M C L - »  , L  




PF< I  M ,  •  
PK 1 M , • 
PT< L M •  '  
P F I  I F \ T  ,  •  
P H L H T  , •  
P H  I  M  ,  •  
U C  4  4  4  J = L  
« 
1 
Ul ht ÔU.l. ( J  )  
C L  T J ) = L (  J )  * U .  /  4 C ( V / I , L  
I L - ( L ^ ( C , ( J  i  >•  '>2) - I „ ( J )  ) / (  V .  
= 
L  A  1  A  L  A  (  J  »  -  B  L  
L  A  7  A  1  Y  (  J  
C C N 1  I  I \  1^1 .  
)  )  /  (  (  K  V  V  J  )  «  (  ( .  (  J  )  V  V  2  )  »  (  1  •  
)  F  L 1  -L .  V C  (  J  )  )  V 
L VA. ( J ) I S. <; 2 ) 
d ) 
c  
I N T , • • 
MfUNT,' • 
HKlNT.» 1(1) IN Wh«,» •,< KLAL ', 
l  •  •  .  M  MAotOIIZ • 
HRIisil,» *t' _ _•» 
1 •  '  , _  •  
PK INT . • • 
DC EbE 1-1,61 
PK IN r , Cl ( 1 )  • • • ,  OA TA l X (  1 < ,  « •  , U)/ ATA1Y( 1 )  
S'ôb CLNTINUC 
P (x 1 M . • • 
CALL GUAPH( L) 1 # U A1 AlX,UAÏAiy fOt lUm^# 2U#0# 10«0» 10#U#""10U« # 10* * o J # # 
IXLAb ,  VLAU, •CkI I I C A L VALuL à  :  '  . '  1hJUCTANCE 1 :  '  j 
N = 1 S 
Ut AL , M .M2iCKTZ 
DC 1=1,N 
ht fia,ChTMl I) .1 I TLd 
P ( I N  T ,  • C k T M  (  n  = • ,  C K T M  1 )  
F H 1N T , ' ' OJ 
h A TCh T = CK ) //Cl" Tk) ( 1 ) NJ 
F 1 N T «•KATCkT-* fHAlCHT 
CCKl=l-(KATcHT ) 1 





PCP r - 6 i,i\ T ( G c P T ) 
PU Uj 1 , n- CK 1 - « , p Cl» T 
c  
P c (< T =1 (.K 1 V K A T C l< T 
I- K I M T • * I I L n I ' # I 1 (_ U ï 
— AK^i IN ( t* ^ ï (_^ r ) 
L 
C CAULuLAT ll N Lk WCf T'4 
C 
C 
NL l> 1 «1 t I ) ( l ,. « ( '1 1 - / j . 1 1 J / ) < l ,«t', V, / 4 I LM 1 ) f .1. ) 
"lot! 1 I M  11 
M T * ( r ) n - f M ) n 
i + r-)4 
I r • T -- r r ? r : n n 
> '  T M  I  M  (  t )  1"  1  (  M  W l  M ' )  « - o  )  -  (  I  )  T  
M >MT * t- = M3MI f ( (I ) w 1 ( I > l"M < ( I ) l" i ^ 0HT4 ( I ) (•' 1 -OOT ) ) = H-)NI 
I  ,  '  1  M  I  i  
I , ' iM yd 
f I )W ,  I •  ( T )HI H-J-l-i» , l'iMlHd 
• » » • I •  •  i M I  H d  
• sn 7 nvM, • , 
•  •  ,  I  •  I N I  H r f  
,  .  *i  hJ  I  M  d  
(  T -  )  +  (  (  T  ) / v  1  - n N d *  (  T  M i  y 3  
*  (  I  )  w i  y i M * ? 4  r *  (  r * *  (  (  T  )  w i ^ C N )  )  )  /  (  (  i )  w i M n M r <  +  (  i  )  w  L M " > )  =  (  T  )  w i > o > o  
»  <  I  1  W l M l N r ' *  *  I  ) W I M 3 * ( T  (  I  ) W I M T M )  )  )  
/  (  (  1  ) H  l > n N d +  »  1  ) W 1  M ~ >  +  (  I  )  ?  )  4  =  (  I )  W  l  y T ) )  
7 0MV ^«_27nNV^^I^NI_Md 
: ' C':) ON! r I  -M I  4 N  Ç R I A V Y  O N V  Y G I M T ^  nn N O I  I V I R M V " )  
n I  =  ( I ) K i H IN d, 'INI M H 
( < / 1 y 3 / ( t'**! y-)i y ) 
+ f ) /?'=)'• ( VM ) - ) *( 1 >HDd/ U « (Z26gi V t •  c  / (  ?W-T >1 ) « t )  )  =  (  I  )  WiMDNJ 
M M ^ ' l M D M d  T I A I l V A I H ^ n  W  l ^ O N  O  N D  T  I V  " 1 ^  " >  T  V  3  
( T ) w pnvj• , = ( T ) wi>oN, • LKj r '»d 
tALCuLATUiN Lt 1 hL. 1NC i-. L.'lt; NT Al. JUdCkIiJINo FUNCTION; 
F K I (M T f • • 
F K I iNl T I • * 
f i< IN 1 . * • f 'COKKLNr • t I , •(. IKCLL- • 
INI t • • . • 
t ^=2^  
CL lb J=l.M 
bv^uHV-CixCuT M ( I ) + 4^- (O t J > ^CCl-UTMl I )) 4*2 
1 ^  ( SUUM V .L T , U ; ThLIS CO 
HK INTI • • 
HUIN T . • • 
PkINT. «CUKI^CNT^* ,ClxTM( 1) ,1 ITLL 
PR IN T , ' • 
Hf< IN T t 'U ( J ) = ' ,0( J ) t • • # • b^Uiv V= • f iiu JK V 
I \ T , ' «,• 
NLoATIVt- jOUKV is UlbCAKULl) Tfilb UA IA .odT 
Mk INT I • 
Pt; 1 N T , • 
GU T IJ lb 
ULSL UU 
t. N J I f-
V  I J  )  -  Su<\ T ( SvUk V ) 
u ATA1X(J)=U(J) 
lJ A r A 1 Y ( J ) = V ( J ) 
CUN T I NUI: 
L lUI'^LTlUN i.iKAPh 
C L  1 7  J = 1 , M  
K  1 = j  +  i a  
K . 2 = 3 J - J  
U  (  K .  1  )  =  J  (  K .  )  
U A T A 1 X { K . I ) = U ( M )  
V ( K 1 ) =V ( K.2 ) 
V ( K U = - l  +  V ( K l  )  
U A T A i y ( K l ) = V ( K l )  
1 7  L L N T I N U a  
P H  I N T  ,  »  • » « K L A U  H  A k  T  '  ,  '  •  ,  •  1  i - l  « o  1  N u  K Y  P A K T ' f  
1 '  • • «Nt'iHASti' ,  
1 « • ,  • M A (j M T U 01^ • 
PUlNTf" « , ' _ _'i' 't 
I • ' t • • , I • », « • 
h 1 =L 4 
C L  I d  J = 1 , N 1  
M  A o S J U - U  (  J  )  <  J  +  V  (  J  )  *  *  ^  
M AO ( J ) -  ijviK T ( M A obuK ) 
V T U K A  T = V (  J ) / U ( J )  
NPHASlK J>-li>D + b7.^vij/7S.ti + ATAN(Vl UKA T » 
P K l  N T  , U  t  J  )  I  •  •  ,  V  I  J  )  ,  '  » ,  
1 • '  «NPHAz^E I  J) , « '  .MAG ( J ) 
I d  C L N l l N U E  
tr b A K 1 T I. t u) A I L. AiJ » 1 u l> O iJ > 1 
OJ 
to 
I V U  0 U  U | .  |.|** r ( '  (_Uhl< L I N  1 • ,  1 J t • ; ' ) 
C A L L  u h A P M b  (  C ' »  ,  U  A  T  A  1  A  ,  L >  A  i  A  1  Y  ,  0  .  1  O u  ,  ( .  A  f  u  A u  )  
20 CLM INUL 
y  T C H  
L  N O  
«  L .  N  T  t <  Y  
Program V 
c. 
c PklGkAM h L. K UL. A M PACnAOL lu U U L V L H 1 L l t<L U 1 T Olf-ftiKcNTlAL. i_>jiJAl 1 u N b » 
C 
C C J » N C h / U L K l/OArAlX, C A I A l V , L A I A ^ Y  
CCMVCN /GcAHV/ I1U St-iJ i iL iJ » N S r LP » Nf-'t: » N Jt. 
CC^NCN YMAX(j) 
CGM^LN /otAKJ/ EHhUA(J) 
LCf/fLN /GEAk4/ SAVLKJ) 
CCfNLN /uaAAb/ SAVL2(2) 
C C r f / L h  / G l i A H o /  F  A  (  y  )  
LCVNCN /OLAK^/ II'lV(J) 
UtAL+e V(3.fc) 
t^EAL^tiVGiJ) 
H E A L X ' t i  T U t H O i h i O i i t i J t l U o l i t l ' b  
A  E  A  L  V  E  K . L . C . E  
t C N N C N / C G N l i T / S . L f C . c ;  
l<liAL*ti L«ATAlX(ltUO),L)ATAlY(l(jOiJ).u)ATA^y(ll)Uu) 
M f c A L  X L  A u <  j  )  ,  Y L A l i  l  i  )
INTECtK 1 
I N Î à O t K  U A T L A u  ^  
INTEGLK riTLU(!j) oo 1 = 1 
RkAL ( 5 , tO) n TLL 
tjO f C H 6/ A T ( lUA'f J 
N E  A U  ( o . ' j u )  A L A L . Y L A J  
y 0 ^LPf/A H 1UA4 ) 
N = J 
T  C =  C  .  C
hO=C.CJ4411 DU 
l:F^=U»U UUVl L>0 
= £ 1 
Y c(n =0.uuo 
YÛ(^ » =1 .000 
YC(:)=U.UUO 
K = o .ui;2b3yjo 
L = 0 . 0 33 3 0fcS»00 
L - 4 L « (; 1 1 V 1 c L) O 
t = ô « ^  C ù Ùc DO 
u1 = C.lyou 
r ll I = l r +1o 
1  N U  L  X  :  1  
I V A / - (_ T ; I • £.. L' O 
I  J  C A L L  L K  I  V L  (  N  ,  I  U  t  r(0 . t  UjU  T  .  L I - »  S  t  M f  ,  1  ( M U L  X  )  
1  l t ( L » 2 0 > T L ) U T  . Y o (  1 )  . Y O t t ! )  » Y G t J ) , N u U 3 t . i ) , h u 6 c L ) ,  I N U L A  
2 0  ( - m f A T ( 4 H  T  =  , L  ,  4  ,  7 M  Y U (  W -  , e  1 2 , 4 ,  / H  Y U  (  L )  =  , L  1 ^ .  4  ,  7 M  Y u  ( 3  ) =  ,  
I  t l 2 » 4 » y n  N Ù  =  ,  1 3  , 4 h  h  = » c  1  2 . 4  » U H  I N O t A  - » l ô )  
II- ( iNLLX.Eu .0 ) C-i-' 10 4 0 
W H I  IE(o«jO) 1NHL y 
j O  f - L h i N A l  ( / / 2 6 H  t K h u h  ( < t 7 l > K N  w I T h  I N D L X  
u  L  1 0  b  0  
4 J TG=1CLT 
U A I A 1 A ( 1 ) = 7 U U T  
D A  r A  1  Y <  I  ) = Y 0 (  I  )  
0AT/!2V( 1 )=YU{2) 
T C t  1  =  T U L ,  Î + 0  T  
1  =  1 * 1  
1 F ( 1 UV,T .Lt • TmAa ) GU TC 10 
N F  I  £ =  I -  1  
• ) v )  r t  S  n h  ( o  . 6 0  ) NSTl H I N t  , N  J t  
(;0 (-Lhf'Al ( /  /clU pHLttLLM LLf/l'LLlliU lN»lb>OH 6 T L P y /  , 
I 21 A. 1 b . I 411 h t. VALUrt 1 lUN 3/ . 
1 21 A, 1 J ,  1 411 J L VALOAT iLNb///) 
CALL 0l^AHh(""NPTS#0ATAlA,i>ATAlYf0#2»t>0»0#l0»0fO»i-4#0«J#l«0f""b»0» [sj 
lALAË . VL Ab , • LAMLiUA VS. ANoLt ; • , • l.E AR ; • ) lo 
KEAC (b.ll) TlILt 
II i-ChU'AT ( 10A4 ) 
H E  A C  ( 5 , 1 2 )  A L A £ : , V L A U  
1 2  H C I X W A K  1 0 A 4  )  
C A L L  GK A Ph( -I M P T  S,UATAlA,UATA^ Y,0,.i,dO.O,10. 0 , b.l4,0.0, 1.0,-5.0, 
IXLAli ,YLAlj, • VuLTAGu Vb . Al'i GL E ; • , * oL AK ; « > 
C A L L  t  A  I  1  
E N D  
bCUI'CGTlNE DUE UN ( N , I , Y , Y IJ C T ) 
H E A L *  E  Y I N )  , Y o O  I  ( N )  
t< E A L * U l«»L,C,E,T 
cl^'^l^/cgnbt/^<,l,c,l 
CCNfCN/oLKl/uAIAlX.LATAlY,UA7At;Y 
K E ^ L  +  f c  U A l A l A ( l f c o O )  , U A 1  A l  Y  (  l c U u ) , L ) A l A ^ Y ( i c v v )  
YCU T ( li=^Y(2) 
Y C L l ( 2 ) = Y ( i  )  
Y O U  I  <  J  )  -  (  - K » Y  (  1  )  -  ( L  f  1  )  *  Y  (  t  t C  « Y  (  u  )  +  L « U ^  l . N ,  (  1  )  
1 2u VL • Y { c! ) * Y ( 1 > <<+ 4 -  4» h Y ( 1 ) » + ',3 )  /  ( L ^ C ) 
L I L 11 K 
ÉNt: 
b U U h U L T  I N L  H L U u l .  V  (  N  ,  7  ,  Y  ,  H  U  ,  l \  J  )  
«eAL+e Y(No> 
w E A L  +  t  P L )  ( N O .  N O )  
H E A L * U.LtC.t 
C C M N C N / C L N S I / h , L . C , L  
P C (  1 , c )  =  1  . 0 0 0  
Pt: ( l  . 3 ) =0 .000 
P O ( i  •  1  ) - 0 . O O u  
P C ( 2 , Z ) = 0 . 0 0 0  
PU(2.2)=l.000 
P 0 ( j , l ) = - H / ( L * L ) - U 0 * ( l / C ) * ( Y ( l ) * * j ) * Y ( : : ) - 2 0 * ( Y ( l ) * * 4 ) » K / ( L : i L  
P 0 ( 2 , 2 ) = : - ( L f l ) / ( L * C ) - Z u 1 ' ( l / C ) * Y ( l ) * * 4  
PO.3)1*(H/L) 
K f c  I L h N  
tNC 
//LKtO.S Y£LIb UU 
// OU ObN=PKao .ut Ah^ f U I  bP=aHlA I UN I  T l  aK. ,  VÛL=Stik = L 1 Liv^oi 
/ /  UU ObN=SYi; 1 .MAI HL lu ,0 IbP-JHW 
/ / Û U . t Y S l N  L O  *  
lAMuCA V £ .  I x A O l A N S i  
W A O l A N i i  LAMuC A  
VCL7AGC V£. HAUlANS: 
f ,  A O  I  A N S  V U L T A G u  
( « A O I A N S  V U L T A o l i  
/ / O U  . F T  1  4 * :  0 0 1  U U  O i > N A V i t  =  t , b H  . U N I  T  =  S  C  hi T Cti ,  O 1 i> P- ( NLw . P A b b < .  
/ / SF ACc= (HOo » { 110» Ib ) I tûCn-lULCKM-VUS.LKhCU- ?>=>6.ril-Kjl^L-doo) 
// ,APL^ \ H L L HLLI J » PU, I I L h - 1 KL («Mis I  L 
/ / 
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XII. APPENDIX D: DERIVATION OF THE TWO-SLOPE 
INCREMENTAL INPUT DESCRIBING FUNCTION 
A. Pi Circuit 
The Describing Function is a complex gain which at 
fundamental frequency (60 Hz) modifies the amplitude and 
phase of the input to the nonlinearity. 
N(A. , ùo) = 
Phasor representation of output component 
at frequency w 
m' Phasor representation of input component 
at frequency w 
Now, if the Describing Function has an in-phase and 
quadrature components and a continuous first derivative 
with respect to then: 
• "V  = «p 'V  + <12- "  
.'.Output = Input [Np (X^+u cos4)) + u cost}))] 
(12.2) 
= (Input)(Np) + jNg Input 
N 
= (Input)(N^) + jwInput 
N , 
= (Input)(N ) + 
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Substituting Equation 4.26 
Output = (X^+ycosc})) [N (À +iicos(j)) ] sin (wt + ^  sin(j>) 
f m 
Na(^in'^ucos^) 
+ —^ (X^+ycos^)) wcos (cjt + ^sincj)) 
m 
dN (A ) 
Output = (X +ycos(j>) [N (A )+ycoscf) —^ ] sin (wt + -^sincp) 
m p m dA^ 
dN (X ) 
+ [N (X )+ycos(}) —^ ][X +ycos<})]cos (wt-H^ sine})) 
Q M DA^ M 
Output = (X_+ycos<}))N (X^)sin(wt + ^sincj)) in p m A 
m 
dN 
+ (X +ycos({)) ycos(}) ;=^sin(wt + ^ sin0) 
V 
+ (X +ycos({))N (X ) cos (wt + ^ sin(^) 
I N  C R  I "  A  
^ m 
dN 
+ (X +ycos(})) ycosi}) "^cos (wt + ^ sincj)) 
Output = (X +ycos4))N (X ) sin (wt + ^sincp) 
m p m 
+ (X +ycos(t))N ycos<{) sin (wt + ^sintf)) 
m P X^ 
+ (X +ycos(^) N (X ) COS (wt + ^sinc})) in cr in A  
^ m 
+ (X +ycos<})) ycos(j) N cos (wt + ^sinc})) 
^ 9 
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U Output = (À +ycos(J>)N (X ) [sinojt cos (^sin(j)) 
m p m 
+ cos wt sin sin<j)) J 
m 
+ (X +]jcosc{))N ycos({) [sin wt cos(^sin(})) 
m p 
+ cos wt sin (-^sin^)) ] 
m 
+ (X +ycos(}))N [cos wt cos(^sin4)) 
m q 
- sin wt sin (^sincf)) J 
m 
+ (X +ycos(J)) licoscf)^ [cos wt cos (^sin*) 
m q Xjj^ 
- sin wt sin(^sintj)) ] 
in 
Output = (X +ycos({>)N sin wt cosC^sinc})) 
+ (X +ycos(}))N cos wt sin(-^sin4)) 
m p 
+ (X^+ycos<{)) N ycos(}) sin wt cos (-^sintji) 
P 
+ (X +ycos(}))N ycos({) cos wt sin{-^sinc})) 
m P 
+ (X +ycos(J))N cos wt cos(^sin({)) q 
- (X +ycos4))N sin wt sinC-^sintJ;) 
m q 
+ (X + coscj)) ycos({) N cos wt cos (iLEHlÈ) 
m q 
- (X +ycoscJ)) ycostf) N sin wt sin(-^sinif)) 
^ 9 
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Since cos sintj)) = 1 
m 
and sin sin4>) = ^  sine}) 
Output = iX +ycos<}))N sin wt + (A +ucos(J))N cos wt(^sin(()) 
m p m p 
+ (X^+ycos4)) Npijcost!) sin wt 
+ (X +ucos(j))N ucos({) cos wt(^sin(})) 
m P X^ 
+ (X +ycos(}))N cos wt - (X +ycos(j))N sin wt 
m q m q 
+ (X^+ycos(J)) ycos(}) N^cos wt 
- (X +ycos(j)) ycos(}) N sin wt(^sin<j)) 
m 9 
Output = X N sin wt + yN cosé sin wt + N ysintj) cos wt 
m p p p 
2 
+ Y^y sine}) cose}) cos wt + X N ycost}) sin wt 
V ™ P 
2 2 
+ y cos (})sin wt A 
2 3_ 2 
+ X N cos$ cos wt sin<l)+ ^N cos $ sine}) cos wt 
P 
+ X N cos wt + yN cosd) cos wt - yN s inch sin wt 
m q q q 
- —^—cost}) sine}) sin wt + X ycosc}) N cos wt 
Am m q 
2 2 
+ y cos (})N cos wt 
2 N y-^ 2 
- A N -Y— cosç sin wt sine}) - —^—cos (p sincp sin 
™ m 
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2  3  Neglecting all terms which include y or y : 
Output = A N sin wt + yN cos^ sin cot + N vising cos wt 
m p P P 
+ X N ucosd) sin wt + A N cos wt + uN cosè cos wt 
m p ^ mg q 
- uN siné sin cjt + A ucosd) N cos wt q q 
Output = A N sin wt + A N cos wt + uN sin(wt+(j)) 
^ m p m q p 
+ uNgCos (wt+(|)) + A^yNpCOScj) sin wt 
+ A ycos4) N cos wt 
m q 
Output = A N sin wt + A N cos wt 
m p m q 
+ y [NpSin (cjt+(})) + N^cos (wt+(})) + A^N^coscj) sin wt 
+ A cosd) N cos wt] 
m g 
Phaser representation of 
output component at fre-
incremental Describing Function = phasor repîêSn^tion of 
input component at fre­
quency w 
= N 
AGutput = y [NpSin {wt+(j5) + N^cos (cot+cj)) + A^N^cos? sin wt 
+ A cosAN cos wt] 
m g, 




gj (<î'+wt) ^ 2 . cos(t)e^"^+X N 
^^ ^ 
i* . . ii Npe-'^+ Nqe + X^NpCOSi: + X^N^e coscj) 
j- j-
N 6^*^+ N e^'^e ^ + À N cos({) + X cosé N -e ^ 
_ _p 2 m p ^ m q 
]$  
e 
Npe^^+ + ^^N^cos^) + jA^cos(|) 
ej<{> 
= (Np+jNg) + (X^ApCOS(^ + jA^cos4) Ng)e~^'^ 
= (N(A ) + X cos(}) [N +jN ]e iti m P *3 
= N(A^) + A^cos(}) [N 
= "'V + 
N(X^,(})) = N(A^) + 2 -1+e ) (12.3) 
This is the Incremental Input Describing Function based 
on two-slope magnetization curve Describing Function of the 
pi circuit. 
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B. Series Circuit 
If the describing function has an in-phase and qua­
drature component and a continuous first derivative with 
respect to I^, then: 
Output = Input [Np (Ijj^+y cos<j)) + jN^ (I^+y cos4>) ] (12.5) 
d Output = (Input)(Np) + g^(Input) 
Slabstituting equation 4.28 in the above: 
Output = (I^+ycos(|)) [N (I^+pcos^i) ] sin (cut + ^sinç) 
m 
N (I +pcos(j)) 
+ —^ (I^+ycos4)) ojcos (u)t + ^ sin4)) 
m 
dN 
Output = (I^+ycos4)) [N (I^)+ycos(f)^Y^]sin(wt + ^sint})) 
mm
dN 
+ [N (I^) +ycos(p di ^ [I^+ycos{^]cos(wt + Y~sin(})) 
m m 
Output = (I^+ycos(j))N sin(wt + ^ sinc})) 
^ m 
dN 
+ (I^+ucoS(})) ycoscj) gY^sin (wt + ^sincp) 
m m 
+ (I^+ycoscJ)) N cos (wt + ^ sincf)) 
^ m 
dN 
+ (I +ycos®) ycos (}) g^cos (wt + ^sin<j)) 
m m 
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Output = (I +pcos$)N sin(wt + -^sinc})) 
m P Im 
+ (I +ycos4>)^ ucosij) sinCojt + ^sincj)) 
^ P m 
+ (I +ycos$)N cos (ojt + ^ sinc})) 
m 
+ (I^+ycoscj)) ycoscj) N cos (tot + ^sintj)) 
m 
Output = (I +ycos^)N [sin wt cos (^sin^)+cos wt sin (^sincj)) ] 
^ P m m 
+ (I +ycos#)N pcoscj)[sin wt cos (^sincjj) 
^ P m 
+ cos wt sin (-^sintj)) ] 
m 
+ (I +ycos#)N [cos a)t cos (^sincj)) 
m 
- sin wt sinf^—sin#)] 
m 
+ (I +ycos(J)) ycos(J)N [cos wt cos(^sin(j)) 
- sin wt sinX^—sin#)] 
m 
Output = (I +ycos#)N sin wt cos (—sin#) 
P m 
+ (I +ycos#)N cos wt sin(^sin#) 
P 
+ (I +ycos#)N ycos# sin wt cos (^sin#) 
™ P m 
+ (I^+ycos#)N ycos# cos wt sinf^—sin#) 
P m 
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+ (I^+ycos({)) N cos (i)t cos(Y—sin$) 
^ in 
- (I^+ycoscj)) NgSin wt sinC^sincJ)) 
+ (I^+iicoscj)) ycostj) N cos wt cosC^—sin#) 
^ m 
- (I^+ycosfJ)) ycos<}) N sin wt sin(^sin4)) 
m 
Since cos sin<j)) = 1 
m 
and sin sin#) = ^  sin# 
m m 
Output = (I^+ycos#)N sin wt + (I +ycos$)N cos wtf^—sin#) 
P ™ ^ m 
+ (I^+ycoscf)) N^ycos# sin wt 
+ (I^+ycos4))N ycos(j) cos wtf^—sin#) 
m 
+ (I^+ycos#)N cos wt- (I^+ycos#)N sin wtf^—sin#) 
•3 ™ '5 m 
+ (I^+ycos#)ycos# cos wt 
- (I^+ycos#)ycos# N sin wt(^sin#) 
m 
Output = I N sin wt + yN cos# sin wt + N ysin# cos wt 
m p p p 
+ —J—sin# cos# cos wt + I^N cos# sin wt 
m 
2 2 
+ y cos #sin wt 
^ . 2 
+ I N cos# COS wt sin# +— N cos # sin# cos 
^ ^ ~m m ^ 
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= IDF 
li [NpSin (ut+(}>)+NgCos (cot+({))+I^N^coscj) sin wt 
+ I cost}) N cos wt] 
«'V" = ïïiferïïtî?) 
N j(«.t+4,+J) ^ ei"t 
P q m p 
+ I COS* N ei(wt+:^ 
= ^ 
gi(wt+*) 
j(}) 3(0+%) . " • j-
N e-^*+N e +I N coscf) +I coscj) N e-^2 
= P 9 m P m q 
j- . j-
N e^^+N e^'^-e ^+I N coscj) +I coscj) N e ^ 
= _E 2 m p ^ m q 
N e^'^+jN e^^+l N coscj) +ji coscj) N 
_ _P g m p m q 
= N +jN +(I N coscj) +jl coscj) N )e p-'q m p -'m g 
= N(I ) + I coscj) N(I )eri^ 
mm m 
'  "'V + ""V® 
= N(I^) + (H-e"^-*) (12 
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XIII. APPENDIX E: SOLUTION OF THE PI-CIRCUIT 
EQUATIONS USING JUI4P POINTS 
I n 
-Vvw—nm 
dx(tl ^  dX(t) . 
dt di^(t). dt 
and 
Laplace transformed equations: 
SA(S) = Lj^pSI^(S) 
.'.XiS) = L^pI^fS) 
Using Equation 3.8 
US) = , EîifL_ T (S) 
S(1+RCS+LCS ) S(1+RCS+LCS ) 
( 1 3 . 1 )  
T _ _J: _ dX(t) 
^DF N(A_) ~ di^ (t) Uà.Z) 
m 11 
< " . 3 )  
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or 
SX (S) = ^ 2 
1+RCS+LCS 1+RCS+LCS 
n R+r,S 1 
.•.V^(S) = SX (S) = — 5 ^(:p^À(S)) 
^ 1+RLS+LCS 1+RCS+LCS DF 
V (S) = _ 5- A (S) (13.4) 
1+RCS+LCS L^p(1+RCS+LCS ) 
(R+LS)A(S) 
i'C(Èc + E§s+s2) + 2§s+s2) 
(5±îiâ^)X(S) 
LC DF 
+ fs + ^  
SjnfS) A (S) 
V (S) = — 2 
^ ,_,R ,2 R , 1 ,_.R t2 R . 1 (S + T^) - o + TT? (S + TT-) - ô +-2l- ^^2 lc " 2L' ^^2 LC 
E.^(S) 5±î f jX(S) 
Vj^(S) = ^ ^ 
(S+Ij.) 2 * KJ (S+Ij-) 2 + KJ 
where 
•^1 = fe -
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Since e. (t) = E sin cot in lu 
and 
s +w 
A (t) = A^pSin ojt 
LA(t) = ACS) = A-„(^^) 
S^+w^ 
E oj R+LS -, 
^ Ï—LC ^ DpW 
y.vjs) = ^ 
(S^+W^) [(s+|^)2+K^] (S^+U^) [(S+|^)2 + K^] 
E^w (R+LS)A2pW 
^ " LppLC 
(S^+oj ) [ (S+'^Y[) ^ 
e w 
Vl/S) 
(S^+w^) [ (S+|j)^+KJ] 
V^(S) = 
^dfV"^^DF'^ LA DF 
^DF^C 







a,+a_ S o o (a^+a.S)(S +w ) \ —(sr+w^) + —— 
s +w W+|L)2 + R: 
= a^-]wa2 •*• 
(a^-jua^)(j^w^+w^) 
(_jw+a_j2 + ^ 2 
.a^-jwag V^(S)(S^+w^) 
a^-]wa2 
S = - ] W  
(sV) 















[ (LQpE^w-RlQpWi+jLAQpwZ] [ (l-LCu^>+jRCa)] 
Lj^j, [ (l-LCu^) - jRCo)] [ (l-LCo)^) +jRCu] 
(1-LCw^)[(lQpE^w-RAQpW)+iLÀQpU^]+jRCu[(LppE^w-RAQpW) 
+ ÎLA^pW^] 
Lj^p[ (l-LCo)^)^ + (RCw)2j 
(1-LCu^) (LoF^mW-B^DF^i+i (1-LCaj^) 
+ jRCoj (LppE^w-RAQpWj-RCw^LÀQp 
Lj^p[ (l-LCa)^)^+(RCu)^] 
(l-LCo)^) (Lj^pE^oj-RAj^pW)-RCu^LAj^p 
Lj^p [ (l-LCu^) (RCw) 2] 
LAgpW^(l-LCu^)+RCw 
L^pl (1-LCto^) 2+(RCw)2] 
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(l-LCo)^) (LDpE^w-RAQpWi-RCw^LÀQp 







DF^m" "''DF"* ^F"m L^„E_CJ—RX^„U)—LCto LgpE 
Lgpl(l-LCw2)2+(RCw)2] 
^DF^m" (l-LCu^)-RA^pW 
2 2 2 LQp[(l-LCw ) ^+(RCw)^] 
or 
2 ^DP E^w ( 1-LCw ) -Rw (^) 
^ ^DF 
2 2 2 
^ (1-LCw )^+(RCw) 
LA oj^ (l-LCw^)+RCw (L E U3-RÀ oj) 
-wa, = —^ 5-5 5|_iB EL-
LQp[(l-LCw^)^+(RCw)^] 







LAppW (l-LCw^) +R^CwXgg.+RCLgpE^w 
I,2p[(l-LCw2)2+(RCw)2] 
-OT  =  
[cjL (l-LCto^)-R^Cai] fRCL^pE^w 
^ I,2p[(l-LCw2) + (RCw)2] 
Xgp [R^Cw-wL (l-LCoj^ ) -RCLj^pE^O) 
^2  ~  2  2  Lj^p[ (l-LCu)^) + (RCW) 
or 
X 
°^[R^Cco-a)L(l-LCa)^) ]-RCE w 
^DF ^ 
^ (l-LCw^)^+(RCu)^ 
R \2,_2^ 2 ,2,^2 V^(S)[(S+^) +K^] = (-^—[(S+^) +K^] 
S +w 
s=-#L-j%l 
+ . [(2+^)2+^2] 
—R R 2 2 
S +w 
2 2 2 R 
S +0) 
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-=4 & -i=4Ki = ^l'S' + 4] 
_ ^df" 
^DF^C ^DF^ 
[ (S+^)^+K^] [S^+wZ] 
S — 
•S] 
[(S+§_j2 + K^] 
S — 
^dfV-^^DF'^ 
^DF^ 2L ^ 1^ 
[(-^jKi)^+co^] 
^DFV-^^DF" . ^DF^K 
2^^DF^ 
^DF^^l 
S! + i!!I _ K? + w2 
4L ^ 
^F^m"-^^DF ^  ^ DF^ 
-°'42L - i*4Kl = 
2LI,^FC 




2 + : L 1 s2+w2 
^DF^m"-^^DF'' ^  ^ DF** 
ItF^C 2LL, (C ^ 1, _C DF DF 
4L' 
•] + w' 
^dfV 2RXQFW AopW* 
2LDFLC + 2LL__C + j-DF 
^df'^-^1 
^DF^ 
R2 ^ .*=1 1 ^ R2 
^ ^ - LC - ^  + w 
[ (  ^
DF^C 
/ """ 3 T r> i ZI^DFC 
[ ( -
2L 
2 1 ^1 
+" -&) + stti 
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r ,^DF^in" . .R l (7 — -?71: nt +]— —1 L ( 2LL^pC' 2L LC' 
[ { ] 
^DF^m'^ 
R . ^DF^C 






Jt P L V 
DF^ 2L 
_ 2 1 , . 
2 + eu - j^)-j 
RKn 
,^dfV 
2L 2 * - hé 
*2r*4 2L ^ 4^1 













+ w - LC 
a. = 
r,SF5L!. 
l^L^f^C 2LL^' - —' 
^DF^ 2L 2 + - Ic' 
(^ + _ 1 ) 2 ^  ^ g2 
l l j -  1 
%DF"K 
2L2ldpC 
*df"2 , ^DF" 









(SL . 1 ,2 , 51^2 





































^1 + #'k - "'i 














^DFrWR^ a) , l  2 , ,  
- c'lc - "'1 
° [^(i.LCw^,]^ +g%! 





T ("T") + —p; 
DF L C ^ DF <fe -
§^(1-LC.2, + # 
L C 
a, = 
o ^np 9 
CRE w - :=-^(wR^C) + 7^(a)L) (l-LCw ) 
^ ^DF ^DF 




^DP 2 2 CRE w - Y=^iRCw-wL(l-LCw )] 
^ ^DF 
(l-LCo)^)^ + (RwC) 2 
*3-*4 
^DF^C 
^DF^^ . -R' 
2L 
^ 2 1 , 
2 + w - Lc) L^DFC 
^DF^Itl'^,R^ .21, ^DF"^ ,R^ 
DF 


















2 2 2L C L 
G3-G4 2L 
DF 
^DF^* 1 R^ , 
' 4L2 








1 (l_LCw2)2 + *!%! 
i fcz 




(1-LC 2)2 + R^c^co^ 
a,+a_S a,+a.S 
V (s) = ^ ^ ^ 
^ sT+wZ (S+fj) 2 + ki 
Vj.(S) 
agS 
+ ^ ^ + 
a. 
2 2 2 2 S +03 s +CJ (s4;) Z+K^ 
CC4S 
(Sh|j-) 2+KJ 
2 . 2^ •*" ^2 L2 . 2 S +to S +w 
a. K, 





w \ L . ^ S 











0^1 (^2 2Ii^ (t) = —sin wt + ogcos wt + =—e sin K^t 
XJ CO ^ 1 
+ a^e cos K^t - 2x^~ ® sin K^t 
Oi cx^ 2L 
= —sin wt + Ggcos wt + (—-^^)e sin K^t 
-&t 
+ a.e cos t 4 1 
or 
r . r . 
^1 ~*2T "*2L (t) = —sin wt + a-cos wt + Ye sin t + a.e cos K., t li W Z J. 4 X 
"1 / a, 2 r 
(t) = / (—) +a^ [ sin wt + cos wt] 
N w z / r— 2 
""2 " 'ilT' ^"2 
-g^t 
-€^75 /A
+ [ —sin K-t-+ —cos K, t]e 
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V, r^ ï. ^ 2 j^(t) = V (—) +c^[cos 4)^ sin cot + sin cos wt] 
1 2  2  + Jy +a^ [cos ({>2 sin K^t + sin $2 cos K^t] 
-^t 
(t) = j (^) +a2[sin(a)t + 0^)] + jy^+a^ e [sin(K^t+*2)] 
Steady state solution; 
/ °^1 2 2 
V^(t) = v/ (—) + sin(wt +<î)^) = Asin(wt + (J)^) 
where 
-1 *^2 
'^l = tan — 
~ 
-1 "2" 
*1 = 5^ 
and 
= 7^1-"  • ^ 2 
2 
' + =2 
2 ct^ 2 2 
^ = (if) + et, 
w z 
E cod-LCùJ^) - Ru(-^) 
. _ ^DF 
^ (l-LCùJ^) 
2 2 
r [R Cw—(jjL ( 1—LCti) ) ] — RCE w 
ct-v = 









/ [E„(l-LCiD^)-R(=^) ]^+[ (Y^) R^Cu-uLCl-LCo}^) -RCE^w] ^DF ^DF ® A = : 
2 2 2 2 2 (1-LCu ) +R^C^a)^ 
2 22 
ati^[R Cùj-toL(l-LCw ) ]-RCE w 
=  t a n ' l  — ^ ^  
2 DP 
E wd-LCw )-Rw (-^) 
^DF 
^r\T7 2 2 2 
T-^iRCw-wL(l-LCw )]-RCE w 




-1 "4 -1 2LK1G4 (j)- — tan — — tan 2 Y 2La2-a^R 
Total solution: 





Og a^R 2La2-a^R 
Y = t? 2LK^ 2LK^ 
E [^ 5^  + 0) (l-LCoj^ ) - 2cjR+aj^ RCL) 
m L LQJ, L 
" Î  2  2 ? ?  (1-LCw ) + R^C^w^ 
a. = 
0 ? 
CRE to- f^^iR Cw-wL(l-lCw )] 
^ ^DF 
4 2 2 2 (l-LCo) ) +(RuC) 
Since 
^ = V^(t) 
dV (t) 
i = C L 
c dt 
d -&t 
i^ = C^[Asin{a3t+cf)^) + Be sinfK^t+^g)] 
r 
i^ = c [Awcos (ut+0^) + B{-(^)e sinfK^t+^g) 
+ e K^cosCK^t+^g)}] 
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R -IE' . 
= CcoAcos ((jùt+4)^) - sin(K^t+#2) 
-&t 




V^(t)dt + i^(0) 
1 ft -#i:t 
= T: [Asin(cut+cj)-) + Be sin (K, t+({)-) ]dt + i (0) 





1 -Acos(wt+4i) - , 
I = T—[ ]. = - j—-[cos (ajt+4), ) - cos(fi,] 
^DF ^ 0 ^ ^ 
I = - 7 --[cos (a)t+<{), ) - cos cj) ] 
4)F^ 1 1 
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II = B 
^DF 
t -^ t 
e sin (K^t+(})2) dt Integrating by parts 
Û = sinfK^t+^g) 
§€ " ^icos(Kit+Og) 
_R t 
Y^ [-%e sin(K^ t+(j)-) 
4)F ^ ^ ^ 
-&t 
and dv = e dt 
V = e 
5_t 





-& K^cosCK, t+4)-)dt] 
0 R 1 1 ^ 
2BL — 
II = - ^ — e sinfK^t+Og) + 
DF 
2LBKj 
e cos (K^t+<P2) dt 




U = COSfK^t+^g) 
2L -IE' du = -K^sin(K^t+(t)2)dt 
ZLBKn 2L "2^^ 
III = [--R^ cos(Kit+*2) -
X (-sin (K^t+(})2) ) dt ] 
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-4L^BK, 
111= ^ e cos(K^t+({)2) 2 
4L^BK?ft -iv-t 2L 
^DF* 
e sin (K^t+cf)2) dt 
—5^t 4BL K, —=Tp-t 
II = o sin(Kit+Oo) — e cosfK^t+^g) 
RL. DF 











4L^BK? ft -§T-t 
(-^ + [ e sin{K^t+<})2)dt 
^DF Lj^^R ; 0 
="|?^ o sin(K t+4) ) 
4BL^K, ~t 
— e cos(K^t+$2) 
^DF* 
t 
e sin (K, t+(}), ) dt =• 
0 
4BL^K, 
2BL T p 
DF "21^ 




2 e cos (Kj^t+(j)2) 
•) 
362 
=1 + 11 
i_(t) = -^-^[cos ((jjt+<j),)-cos (j),] 
^ J- -L DF 
-2BL R 
+ DF— ]e sin{K^t+(j)„) 
^DF ^ 4L^BK, 
if- + 2^ 
DF lopK 
4BL^K^ 
B L -fît 
- j [ ——5 ]e cos(K,t+4)_) 
DF g 4L BKj_ 
2 2 2 RL DF L ^pR 
- ( 5 ) sin (j)_ + ( 5 ) cos c})_ 
„ 4L/BKi ^ _ 4L^BK^ 
^ if- + r if- + r' 
DF LppR ^DF LgpR 
i (t) = - 7^—[cos (tdt+(t), )-cos If>,] 
L Lj^pO) ± i 
+ Y^[ 2 ]e sin(K t+O,) 
DF R B+4L BK^ 
g 4BL^K, 
+ « J ]e cosCK^t+cJ) ) 
DF BR +4L BK, 
IfVfi 
Ri^DF R^ 
- ( )sin 4)2 + ( )cos 
R 4L BK, „ 4L^BK 
if- + r if- + —r 
^F SF LppK 
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_S_t 
i (t) = - -i—[cos(a)t+(!),)-cos <!).] -^[ 2BRL 2L sin (K t+<J) ) 
^ ^ ^ 4)F R'=+4L'=K.  ^ ^ 
(13.5) 
1 4L^K, B ~t 
- =—[^5 ,T^]e cos(K t+0?) 
^DF R2+4L^K 1 _ . 
2B\ !!!^ 
EL^np 
- ( )sin $ + ( )cos (J)-
_ 4L^BK, ^ „ 4L^BKt 
+ 2^ if- + r 
^F LgpR DF LppR 
i = ic + iL 
_g_t 
i = CwAcosfwt+O^) - sinfK^t+^g) 
-&t 
+ BK^Ce cosCK^t+Og) 
^ [cos (cot+(}), )-cos (+),] 
- j^[ ]e 2L\in(K t+(j) ) 
4)F R +4L 
1 4L\ B ~t 
-J [-^ i ]e cos (K, t+(})p) 
DF R +4L K, 
RL^ R2 
- ( ^ )sin $_ + ( )cos $_ 
„ 4irBK, ^ „ 4L^BK, 
+ r if- + 2^ 
DP LjjpR^ ^DF LgpR 
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i = CtoAcos (a)t+(J)^) - ^ [cos (ut+O^) ~ cos 
df 
2L . ^ X rCBR , 2BRL , 
- e sin CK, t+(})-) [-y;^ + 5 9— 
-|^t 4LK^ B 
+ e cos (K^ t+cj)-) [ y % + BK-C 
2 2 ? 4B L^K, 
2B^L ^ 
~ 2 2 2 
RL DP ^ DF^ 
- ( )sin 4)_ + ( )cos (#_ (13.6) 
„ 4L^BK, ^ _ 4L^BK, 
+ 2^ if- + r 
I^pR ^DF L^pR 
